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Abstract 
KoPONEN, TIMO, IsovnTA, PEKKA & LAMMES, TAPIO (Bot. Mus., Univ. Helsinki): 
The bryotphytes of Finland : An annotated checkli$t. - Flora Fennim 6:1-77. 
1977. 
The list comprises 2•13 hepatic and 591 moss species, and numerous infraspe-
cific taxa. Commonly used synonyms are included. There are 300 annotations, 
grving references to 1the Liter-ature on the taxonomy, nomenclature and distribution 
df the taxa. Many cont ribu'tions are made to the nomenclature, and two new 
combinations of hepatic names are published : Barbilophozia quadriloba (Lindb.) 
Loeske var. glareosa {]0rg.) Lammes and Plagiochila porelloides (Torrey ex Nees) 
Linderrb. var. subarctica {J0rg.) Lammes . New for Finland a-re the mosses Ditri-
chum giganteum Williams and Plagiobryum demissum (Hook.) Lindb. and the 
hepatic Scapania aequiloba (Schwaegr.) Dum. and eight varieties of hepatics. 
A systema:tic list of the families and genera is included . 
Authors' addresses: Dr. Timo Koponen and Dr. Peklka Isoviita, Botanical 
Museum, University of Hel'sinki, Unioninkatu 44, SF-00170 Helsin'ki 17, Finland; 
Mr. Tapio Lammes, Sorolaisenkatu 6, SF-Z1200 Raisio, Fj nland. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The earliest noteworthy checklists for the 
Finnish bryophytes were published by 
NYLANDER & SAELAN (1859:60-72) and 
by LrNDBERG (1879), whose 'Musci Scan-
dinavici' includes a checklist for each 
Nordic country. These were followed by 
the list of BoMANSSON & BROTHERUS 
(1894), which, like that of NYLANDER & 
~AELAN, gives the biogeographical prov-
mces from which each taxon was known. 
At that time Finnish botanists were active-
ly exploring the areas east of Finland, 
e.g. the Kola Peninsula, and these works 
include the Russian part of Eastern Fen-
noscandia as well. The latest checklist for 
the bryophytes of the Nordic countries 
Was published by WEIMARCK (1937a). 
Besides being a standard handbook for 
the whole of Fennoscandia, BROTHERus' 
(1923) 'Die Laubmoose Fennoscandias' 
gives particular attention to the distri-
bution of mosses in Finland (i.e. Eastern 
Fennoscandia, as the distribution in Soviet 
Fennoscandia was included). When jEN-
SEN (1939) compiled his flora, R. Tuomi-
koski sent him the information provided 
by the most recent studies of the Finnish 
moss flora (cf. T uoMIKOSKI 1940b, 1952), 
and the distribution of Finnish mosses is 
also given in NYHOLM's (1954-1969) 
flora. As to hepatics, the knowledge ac-
cumulated after BoMANSSON & BRoTHE-
Rus (1894) was summarized in BucH's 
(1936) flora, and the latest treatment of 
the Fennoscandian hepatics is that by 
ARNELL (1956), in which the Finnish data 
have been contributed by H . Buch. 
Since the 'Index Muscorum' (WrJK et al. 
I 959-1 969) was completed, a number of 
moss checklists have been published for 
several European countries (e.g., ]6-
HANNSSON 1968, DAMSHOLT et al. 1969), 
for japan (lwATSUKI & NOGUCHI 1973, 
NoGUCHI 1974) and for North America 
(e.g., WoRLEY & lwATSUKI 1970, CRUM 
et al. 1973, VrTT 1974, IRELAND & CAIN 
1975). 
No up-to-date world index exists for 
hepatics, but mention should be made of 
GROLLE's numerous nomenclatural studies, 
including those first presented in the 
checklists of DunA & VANA (1967, 1974) 
and DuLL (1972), and in particular his 
fundamental list of the European hepatics 
(GROLLE 1976). Other recent checklists of 
hepatics are those by ScHOFIELD (1968), 
DAMSHOLT et al. (1969), MrzuTANI & 
HATTORI (1969), WoRLEY (1970), and 
ScHLJAKov (1973a.) 
The present paper is an attempt to meet 
the long-felt need for a standard work on 
the nomenclature of the bryophytes of 
Finland. 
In our nomenclatural decisions, we 
have followed the International Code of 
Botanical Nomenclature (STAFLEU et al. 
1972, including the alterations to the Code 
accepted at the Leningrad Congress in 
1975, cf., e.g., Voss 1976). Accordingly, 
the nomenclature recommended here often 
deviates widely from the traditional treat-
ments. This concerns the hepatics in parti-
cular, since, before the studies of GROLLE, 
the nomenclature of European hepatics 
was often quite inconsistent with the Code. 
Even now, the taxonomy and nomencla-
ture of hepatics still present many prob-
lems (see, e.g., GROLLE 1976), but, thanks 
to GROLLE's revisions, the number of no-
menclatural changes found necessary in 
future may be expected to be fewer in 
hepatics than in mosses. Much work is still 
required on, for instance, the typification 
of the specific names of moss genera and 
the generic taxonomy of certain groups 
(e.g. Amblystegiaceae). When carried out, 
such studies will inevitably lead to nu-
merous nomenclatural alterations. 
The Finnish bryophyte flora has often 
been considered well known, but, as can 
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be seen in the published distribution maps 
and the papers of IsovnTA & KoPONEN 
(1967a, 1967h), very large gaps still exist 
in our bryo-floristic knowledge. The great 
number of new species recently recorded 
from Finland is further evidence of this 
fact, and indicates that many new species 
may still be expected. Here, it should also 
be noted that the Finnish material of many 
genera and species groups, in both mosses 
and hepatics, is in need of thorough in-
vestigation; cases in point are Cephalo-
ziella, Lophozia, Eurhynchium and Dre-
panocladus. 
The checklist comprises 213 hepatic 
and 591 moss species. For the reasons pre-
sented by, e.g., TuoMIKOSKI (1958), the 
infraspecific taxa accepted here are fairly 
few. The majority of the bryophyte varie-
ties described are mere habitat modifica-
tions and the present limited knowledge 
of the microevolution of bryophytes sug-
gests that the taxa whose distinguishing 
characters are clearly genetic can usually 
be regarded as species. Many of the taxa 
treated as varieties in our list are so-
called large-celled varieties of hepatics 
(whose origin and taxonomic status also 
need fu rther study; cf. e.g. ARNELL 1947, 
SCHUSTER & DAMSHOLT 1974). 
Tll'e introductory texts were wri tten by Irovii~a 
and Koponen. In the list and annotations of hepatics, 
Lammes is generally responsible for the taxonomic 
dec isions, and Isoviita for the nomenclatura·l ones 
and for the greater par.t of <the text of the annotations . 
The sections dea!ling with mosses were mainly pre-
pared by Kopooen, but those on the genus Sphagnum 
and some other contributions were made by Isoviita . 
The systematic list was compiled by Isoviita for be-
patics and by Koponen for mosses. 
Acknowledgements. We express our sincere thanks 
to Prof. A. Sharp (mosses), Prof. H . Luther, Dr. R. 
Grolle (hepatics) and Dr. T. Ahti for their comments 
on the manuscript, and to Mrs . Anna A. Damstrom, 
M. A., for correcting the English. The financial sup-
port given by the Alfred Kordelin Foundation is a:lso 
gratefully acknowledged . 
II. CHECKLIST 
The compilation of the checklist. The 
basis of the present list is the nomencla-
ture of Finnish bryophytes used by the 
following authors: mosses - BROTHERUS 
(1923), ]ENSEN (1939) and NYHOLM (1954 
-1969); Sphagnum - KROHN (1931), 
TuoMIKOSKI (1946), IsovnTA (1966), NY-
HOLM ( 1969) and CRUM et al. ( 197 3); hep-
atics - BucH (1936), MuLLER (1954-
1958), ARNELL (1956), ScHUSTER (1966, 
1969, 1974) and GROLLE (1976). The list 
includes the names of all the species, sub-
species and varieties reported in the above 
works as occurring in Finland. 
In addition, other bryologicalliterature, 
monographs and revisions have been con-
sulted to ensure that the information on 
the taxonomy, nomenclature an'd distri-
bution of Finnish bryophytes is as up-to-
date as possible. However, some scattered 
notes may have escaped our attention. 
Since the works of BROTHERUS (1923), 
BucH (1936), ]ENSEN (1939) and TuoMI-
KOSKI (1946) are still useful for the iden-
tification of specimens, the present check-
list may serve as a list of revised names 
for these floras . In order to facilitate the 
interpretation of the literature records and 
the labels of herbarium specimens, espec-
ially old ones, the synonymous generic 
names of LINDBERG (1879) and some later 
works are also included, with references 
to the correct equivalents. For LINDBERG's 
specific nomenclature, consult, e.g., BRo-
THERUS (1923) and ARNELL (1956). 
The order and typography. The check-
list is in alphabetical order. The names 
included can be grouped into five catego-
ries and this is indicated by the way in 
which they are printed. (1) The names 
whose use we recommend are printed in 
boldface. However, among them are 
names whose inclusion does not indicate 
our complete acceptance but is often mere-
ly due to the lack of reliable revisions. 
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(2) The synonyms are in ordinary type, 
and are followed by the correct name. (3) 
The names of numerous doubtful infra-
specific taxa are also printed in ordinary 
type, with a reference to an annotation 
indicating their questionable status (see 
Section Ill, Notes 7 and 133). (4) The 
taxa whose presence in Finland needs 
confirmation are presented in a similar 
manner. (5) The taxa erroneously reported 
from Finland and those known only from 
the areas annexed to the U.S.S.R. in the 
1940s are given in ordinary type in square 
brackets (see Section Ill, Notes 23 and 
126). 
The author citations of mosses are ac-
cording to WIJK et al. (1959-1969), ex-
cept when reliable alternative information 
~as been available. As regards the hepa-
hcs, the majority of names and author 
citations were checked from the original 
publications (during the preparation of 
this checklist no up-to-date European in-
dex existed). For the remaining ones, 
GROLLE (1976) has been followed in the 
case of accepted names, and other sources 
for the synonyms. 
For the sake of brevity, and because this 
checklist will no doubt mainly be used 
outside the field of bryotaxonomy, only 
the name of the most important author 
(~he one actually supplying the descrip-
tion or the reference to a description) is 
given in the cases where a name proposed 
by one author was published in a work 
by another; e.g., ]ungermannia hyalina 
Lyell in Hook. and Sphagnum lindbergii 
Schimp. ex Lindb. are abbreviated to 
]ungermannia hyalina Lyell and Sphag-
num lindbergii Lindb. Unfortunately, the 
sometimes inconsistent use of in-type ci-
tations in WrJK et al. (1959-1969) (cf. 
lsovnTA 1966:217) has presumably often 
contributed to the erroneous omission of 
the author actually validating the name. 
(Concerning the opposite case, i.e., the 
excessive use of ex citations by CRUM et 
al., 1973, see Section Ill, Note 300.) For 
many names, full author citations can be 
found in the annotations (see p. 4 7). 
In accordance with WrJK et al. (1959-
1969), the citation B.S.G. is used for all 
the names published in the 'Bryologia 
europaea' of Bruch, Schimper and Gum-
bel, although most of these names should 
actually be attributed to Bruch & Schim-
per or to Schimper only (cf., e.g., CRUND-
WELL 1970). 
The abbreviations of the authors' names 
have usually been made according to the 
list of SA YRE et al. ( 1964); exceptions and 
additions: 
H . Arn. (H. W . Arnell) 
S. Arn . (S. Arnell} 
Balbis (G. B. Ba•Ibis) 
Bomanss. (J. 0. Bomansson) 
A. Braun (A. Braun) 
R. Brown (R. Brown) 
Carringt. (B. Carrington) 
Cogn . (A. Cogniaux) 
Cohn (F. Cohn) 
Collins (J. F . Collins) 
Cranz (D. Cranz) 
Damsh . (K. Damsho'lt) 
De Sloover (J. L. De Sloo~r} 
Gieseke (C. L. Gieseke) 
Gottsche (C. M. Gottsche} 
Hartm. f . (C. Hartman; Hartm. = C. ] . Hartman) 
M. 0 . Hill (M. 0. Hill) 
Hinneri (S. Hinneri) 
Isov. (P. Isoviita) 
Itzigs . (E. F. H . Itzigsohn) 
Kalliola (R. KaHiol'-1) 
T . Kop. (T. Koponen) 
Lammes (T. Lammes) 
Lees (F. A . Lees) 
H . Lindb . (H. Lindlberg) 
Lorb. (G. Lorbeer} 
Maass (W. S. G . Maass) 
Martens (G. v. Martens) 
Mikut. (J. Mikutowicz) 
Morch (A. M. Mi:irch) 
]. Perss . (]. Persson) 
Ric'hter (H. F. E. Richter) 
K. Saito (K. Saito} 
Sapehin (A. A . Sapehin) 
F. Schultz (F. Schultz) 
Z . Smirn. (Z. Smirnova) 
A. ]. E. Sm. (A. ]. E. Smith) 
G. L. Sm. (G. L. Smith) 
Sommerf. (S. C. Sommerfelt) 
Torrey (J. Torrey) 
Underw. (L. M. Underwood) 
Vaarama (A. V'<!a-rama) 
Vana (J. Vana) 
Warncke (E. Warndke) 
The numbers in parentheses after the 
names of taxa refer to the annotations 
(Section Ill). 
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A. Hepaticophytina 
Acolea Dum. = Gymnomitrion Corda 
Alicularia Corda = Nardia S. Gray 
Anastrophyllum (Spruce) Steph. (1) 
cavifolium (Buch & S. Arn.) Lammes (1, 2) 
helleranum (Lindenb.) Schust. (1, 3, 4) 
michauxii (Web.) Buch (5) 
minutum (Schreb.) Schust. (1, 6) 
var. grande (Lindb.) Schust. = A. minutum (Schreb.) Schust. var. minu-
tum (7) 
var. minutum (6, 7) 
var. (6) 
saxicola (Schrad.) Schust. (1, 4) 
sphenoloboides Schust. (8) 
Aneura Dum. (9) 
pinguis (L.) Dum. (9) 
spp. = Riccardia S. Gray 
Anthelia (Dum.) Dum. 
julacea (L.) Dum. (10) 
juratzkana (Limpr.) Trev. (10) 
Anthoceros L. (11) 
crispulus auct. fenn. = A. punctatus L. var. cavernosus Prosk. (11) 
laevis auct. fenn. = Phaeoceros carolinianus (Michx.) Prosk. 
[laevis L. = Phaeoceros laevis (L.) Prosk.] (23A, 94) 
punctatus L. 
[ var. cavernosus Gottsche et al. = A. punctatus L. var. punctatus] (11) 
var. cavernosus Prosk., homon. illeg. (11) 
Aplozia Dum. = Jungermannia L., p. p. 
Arnellia Lindb. 
fennica (Gottsche) Lindb. (12) 
Aspiromitus Steph. = Anthoceros L. 
Asterella P. Beauv. 
gracilis (Web.) Underw. (13) 
lindenbergiana (Nees) H. Arn. (3, 14) 
ludwigii auct. = A. gracilis (Web.) Underw. 
Athalamia Falc. (15) 
hyalina (Sommerf.) Hatt. (15) 
Barbilophozia Loeske (16) 
atlantica (Kaal.) K. Mull. 
attenuata (Mart.) Loeske 
barbata (Schreb.) Loeske 
binsteadii (Kaal.) Loeske 
floerkei (Web. & Mohr) Loeske 
gracilis (Nees) K. Mull. = B. attenuata (Mart.) Loeske 
hatcheri (Evans) Loeske (17) 
var. grandiretis Lammes (17) 
var. hatcheri 
kunzeana (Hub.) K. Mull. (18) 
lycopodioides (Wallr ,) Loeske (19) 
quadriloba (Lindb.) Loeske 
var. glareosa (J0rg.) Lammes (20, 21) 
var. quadriloba 
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Bazzania S. Gray, nom. cons. 
tricrenata (Wahlenb.) Lindb. (22) 
trilobata (L.) S. Gray 
Blasia L. 
pusilla L. 
Blepharostoma (Dum.) Dum. 
trichophyllum (L.) Dum. 
7 
ssp. brevirete (Bryhn & Kaal.) Schust. B. trichophyllum (L.) Dum. 
var. brevirete Bryhn & Kaal. 
var. brevirete Bryhn & Kaal. (21) 
var. trichophyllum 
Blepharozia (Dum.) Dum. = Ptilidium Nees 
Calypogeia Raddi, nom. cons. prop. 
[fissa (L.) Raddi] (23A) 
integristipula Steph. (24) 
meylanii Buch = C. integristipula Steph. 
muellerana (Schiffn.) K. Mull. ( 4, 23A) 
neesiana (Mass. & Carest.) K. Mull. ( 4, 25) 
var. meylanii (Buch) Schust. = C. integristipula Steph. 
sphagnicola (H. Arn. & J. Perss.) Warnst. & Loeske 
suecica (H. Arn. & J. Perss.) K. Mull. 
trichomanis auct. fenn. = C. muellerana (Schiffn.) K. Mull. 
(trichomanis (L.) Corda] (23A, 26) 
Cephalozia (Dum.) Dum. 
affinis Steph. (27) 
ambigua Mass. = C. bicuspidata (L.) Dum. ssp. ambigua (Mass.) Schust. 
bicuspidata (L.) Dum. 
ssp. ambigua (Mass.) Schust. (28) 
ssp. bicuspidata 
catenulata (Hub.) Lindb. 
connivens (Dicks.) Lindb. 
lacinulata Spruce (3, 29) 
leucantha Spruce 
loitlesbergeri Schiffn. 
lunulifolia (Dum.) Dum. (4; 27, 30) 
macounii (Aust.) Aust. 
media Lindb. =C. lunulifolia (Dum.) Dum. 
var. pallida (Spruce) Jerg. = C. lunulifolia (Dum.) Dum. (7) 
pleniceps (Aust.) Lindb. (31) 
spp. = genera diversa: Cephaloziaceae, Cephaloziella (Spruce) Schiffn., etc. 
Cephaloziella (Spruce) Schiffn., nom. cons. (32) 
alpina Douin = C. arctica Bryhn & Douin 
arctica Bryhn & Douin 
byssacea auct. = C. divaricata (Sm.) Schiffn. (33, 35) 
curnowii auct. fenn. = C. hampeana (Nees) Schiffn.? 
divaricata (Sm.) Schiffn. (33) 
var. divaricata 
var. scahra (M. A. Howe) S. Arn. (21) 
elachista (Gottsche & Rabenh.) Schiffn. (3) 
elegans (Heeg) Schiffn. (2, 34) 
hampeana (Nees) Schiffn. (35) 
integerrima (Lindb.) Warnst. (36) 
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rubella (N ees) W arnst. 
var. bifida (Lindb.) Douin (7) 
starkei (Spruce) Schiffn. = C. divaricata (Sm.) Schiffn. 
var. scabra (M. A. Howe) Clark & Frye = C. divaricata (Sm.) Schiffn. 
var. scabra (M. A. Howe) S. Arn. 
striatula (C. Jens.) Douin = C. subdentata Warnst. 
~ubdentata Warnst. 
Cesius S. Gray (Cesia) = Gymnomitrion Corda, Prasanthus Lindb. 
Chandonanthus Mitt. 
setiformis (Ehrh.) Lindb. 
var. alpinus (Hook.) Kaal. (7) 
var. nemoides Kaal. = C. setiformis (Ehrh.) Lindb. (7) 
Chiloscyphus Corda, nom. cons. 
pallescens (Hoffm.) Dum. 
var. fragilis (A. Roth) K. Miill. 
var. pallescens 
polyanthos (L.) Cord a ( 4) 
var. fragilis (A. Roth) K. Miill. = C. pallescens (Hoffm.) Dum. var. fragilis 
(A. Roth) K. Miill. 
var. polyanthos 
var. rivularis (Schrad.) Gottsche et al. 
Chomiocarpon Corda = Preissia Corda 
Cincinnulus Dum. = Calypogeia Raddi 
Cladopodiella Buch 
fluitans (Nees) Buch (37) 
francisci (Hook.) Jerg. (3, 4, 37, 
Clevea Lindb. 
hyalina (Sommerf.) Lindb. = Athalamia hyalina (Sommerf.) Hatt. 
Conocephalum Wigg., nom. cons. 
conicum (L.) Lindb. (3, 38) 
Crossocalyx Meyl. 
helleranus (Lindenb.) Meyl. = Anastrophyllum helleranum (Lindenb.) 
Schust. 
Crossogyna (Schust.) Schljak. = Jamesoniella (Spruce) Carringt., p.p. 
Cryptothallus Malmb. 
mirabilis Malmb. (39) 
Dichiton Mont. 
integerrimum (Lindb.) Buch = Cephaloziella integerrima (Lindb.) Warnst. 
Diplophylleia Trev. = Diplophyllum (Dum.) Dum. 
Diplophyllum (Dum.) Dum., nom. cons. 
albicans (L.) Dum. (12) 
obtusifolium (Hook.) Dum. 
taxifolium (Wahlenb.) Dum. 
var. macrosticta Buch 
var. taxifolium 
Douinia (C. Jens.) Buch 
ovata (Dicks.) Buch (40) 
Eremonotus Pears. (1, 3) 
myriocarpus (Carringt.) Pears. (2, 3) 
Eucalyx (Lindb.) Carringt. 
hyalinus (Lyell) Carringt. = Jungermannia hyalina Lyell 
obovatus (Nees) Carringt. = Jungermannia obovata Nees 
Fegatella Raddi = Conocephalum Wigg. 
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Fimbriaria Nees 
lindenbergiana Nees = Asterella lindenbergiana (Nees) H. Arn. 
ludwigii auct. = Asterella gracilis (Web.) Underw. 
Fossombronia Raddi 
dumortieri Lindb. = F. foveolata Lindb. 
foveolata Lindb. ( 41) 
incurva Lindb. (42) 
wondraczekii (Corda) Lindb. (43) 
var. cristata H. Arn. (43) 
Frullania Raddi ( 44) 
dilatata (L.) Dum. 
fragilifolia (Tayl.) Gottsche et al. (44) 
tamarisci (L.) Dum. 
Geocalyx Nees 
graveolens (Schrad.) Nees (45) 
Grimaldia Raddi 
fragrans (Balbis) Corda = Mannia fragrans (Balbis) Frye & Clark 
pilosa (Hornem.) Lindb. = Mannia pilosa (Hornem.) Frye & Clark 
Gymnocolea (Dum.) Dum. 
inflata (Huds.) Dum. (46) 
9 
var. heterostipa (Carringt. & Spruce) K. Mi.ill. = G. inflata (Huds.) Dum. (7) 
Gymnomitrion Corda, nom. cons. (4) 
apiculatum (Schiffn.) K. Mi.ill. 
concinnatum (Lightf.) Corda (47) 
var. concinnatum 
var. intermedium Limpr. (23A, 47) 
corallioides Nees (47) 
[crenulatum Carringt.] (23A) 
obtusum (Lindb.) Pears. (47, 48) 
varians (Lindb.) Schiffn. = Marsupella brevissima (Dum.) Grolle 
Haplomitrium Nees, nom. cons. 
hookeri (Sm.) Nees 
Haplozia K. Mi.ill. = Jungermannia L., p.p. 
Harpanthus Nees 
flotovianus (Nees) Nees (4, 45) 
scutatus (Web. & Mohr) Spruce (45) 
Hepatica Lindb. = Conocephalum Wigg. 
Hygrobiella Spruce 
laxifolia (Hook.) Spruce 
Isopaches Buch 
bicrenatus (Hoffm.) Buch = Lophozia bicrenata (Hoffm.) Dum. 
helleranus (Lindenb.) Buch = Anastrophyllum helleranum (Lindenb.) Schust. 
Jamesoniella (Spruce) Carringt. (49) 
autumnalis (DC.) Steph. (49) 
schraderi auct. = J. undulifolia (Nees) K. Mi.ill. 
undulifolia (Nees) K. Mi.ill. ( 49) 
Jungermannia L. (50, 56) 
[atrovirens Dum.] (23B, 51) 
caespiticia Lindenb. (4) 
cordifolia Hook. = J. exsertifolia Steph. ssp. cordifolia (Dum.) Vai'ia 
crenulata Sm. = J. gracillima Sm. 
var. gracillima (Sm.) Hook. = J. gracillima Sm. 
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exsertifolia Steph. 
ssp. cordifolia (Dum.) Vana (52) 
gracillima Sm. (53) 
hyalina Lyell 
jenseniana Grolle (54) 
[karl-muelleri Grolle] (23A, 55) 
lanceolata auct. = J. leiantha Grolle 
[lanceolata L., nom. ambig. = J. atrovirens Dum.] (23B, 35) 
leiantha Grolle (56) 
[ oblongifolia (K. Miill.) Buch et al. = J. karl-muelleri Grolle] (23A) 
obovata N ees 
polaris Lindb. (57) 
pumila With. 
var. alpestris Gottsche & Rabenh. (7, 23A) 
var. pumila 
pusilla (C. Jens.) Buch = J. jenseniana Grolle 
[riparia Tayl. = J. atrovirens Dum.] (23B) 
schiffneri (Loitl.) Evans = J. polaris Lindb. 
sphaerocarpa Hook. 
var. nana (Nees) Frye & Clark (7) 
(tristis Nees = J. atrovirens Dum.] (23B) 
spp. = genera diversa: Jungermanniaceae, etc. 
Kantius S. Gray (Kantia) = Calypogeia Raddi 
Kurzia Martens (58) 
pauciflora (Dicks.) Grolle (58) 
Leiocolea (K. Miill.) Buch (59) 
badensis (Gottsche) Jerg. (3) 
bantriensis (Hook.) Jerg. 
collaris (Nees) Schljak. (60) 
gillmanii (Aust.) Evans (12) 
heterocolpos (Hartm.) Buch (3, 4, 61) 
var. arctica (S. Arn.) S. Arn. (21, 62) 
var. harpanthoides auct. scand. = L. heterocolpos (Hartm.) Buch var. arc-
tica (S. Arn.) S. Arn. 
var. heterocolpos 
kaurinii (Limpr.) Jerg. = L. gillmanii (Aust.) Evans 
obtusa (Lindb.) Buch = Lophozia obtusa (Lindb.) Evans 
muelleri (Lindenb.) Jerg. = L. collaris (Nees) Schljak. 
rutheana (Limpr.) K. Miill. (63) 
schultzii Jerg. = L. rutheana (Limpr.) K. Miill. 
Lejeunea Lib., nom. cons. 
cavifolia (Ehrh.) Lindb. 
Lepidozia (Dum.) Dum., nom. cons. 
reptans (L.) Dum. 
setacea Mitt. = Kurzia pauciflora (Dicks.) Grolle 
Leptoscyphus Mitt. 
anomalus (Hook.) Lindb. = Mylia anomala (Hook.) S. Gray 
taylorii (Hook.) Mitt. = Mylia taylorii (Hook.) S. Gray 
Liochlaena Nees = Jungermannia L., p.p. 
Lophocolea (Dum.) Dum. 
bidentata (L.) Dum. (45) 
cuspidata (Nees) Limpr. (45) 
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heterophylla (Schrad.) Dum. (45, 64) 
incisa Lindb. = L. heterophylla (Schrad.) Dum. (64) 
minor Nees (45) 
Lophozia (Dum.) Dum. (59) 
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alpestris auct. = L. sudetica (Hub.) Grolle 
alpestris (Web.) Evans, nom. ambig. = Leiocolea collaris (Nees) Schljak. (35) 
var. major auct. scand. = L. sudetica (Hub.) Grolle var. (75) 
ascendens (Warnst.) Schust. 
atlantica (Kaal.) K. Mull. = Barbilophozia atlantica (Kaal.) K. Mull. 
attenuata (Mart.) Dum. = Barbilophozia attenuata (Mart.) Loeske 
badensis (Gottsche) Schiffn. = Leiocolea badensis (Gottsche) Jerg. 
bantriensis (Hook.) Steph. = Leiocolea bantriensis (Hook.) Jerg. 
barbata (Schreb.) Dum. = Barbilophozia barbata (Schreb.) Loeske 
hicrenata (Hoffm.) Dum. (65) 
binsteadii (Kaal.) Evans = Barbilophozia binsteadii (Kaal.) Loeske 
capitata (Hook.) Mac. (66) 
cavifolia (Buch & S. Arn.) Schust. = Anastrophyllum cavifolium (Buch & 
S. Arn.) Lammes 
collaris (Nees) Dum. = Leiocolea collaris (Nees) Schljak. 
elongata Steph. (2, 67) 
excisa (Dicks.) Dum. 
var. limprichtii (Lindb.) Mass. (7) 
floerkei (Web. & Mohr) Schiffn. = Barbilophozia floerkei (Web. & Mohr) 
Loeske 
gillmanii (Aust.) Schust. = Leiocolea gillmanii (Aust.) Evans 
gracilis (Nees) Steph. = Barbilophozia attenuata (Mart.) Loeske 
gracillima Buch = L. ascendens (Warnst.) Schust. 
grandiretis (Kaal.) Schiffn. (3, 68) 
guttulata (Lindb.) Evans (3, 69) 
hatcheri (Evans) Steph. = Barbilophozia hatcheri (Evans) Loeske 
heterocolpos (Hartm.) M. A. Howe = Leiocolea heterocolpos (Hartm.) Buch 
var. harpanthoides auct. p.p. = Leiocolea heterocolpos (Hartm.) Buch 
var. arctica (S. Arn.) S. Arn. 
incisa (Schrad.) Dum. 
kunzeana (Hub.) Evans = Barbilophozia kunzeana (Hub.) K. MUll. 
laxa (Lindb.) Grolle (70) 
longidens (Lindb.) Mac. (71) 
longiflora (Nees) Schiffn. (2, 72) 
lycopodioides (Wallr.) Cogn. = Barbilophozia lycopodioides (Wallr.) Loeske 
marchica (Limpr.) Steph. = L. laxa (Lindb.) Grolle 
mildeana (Gottsche) Schiffn. = L. capitata (Hook.) Mac. 
obtusa (Lindb.) Evans 
opacifolia Meyl. (3, 73) 
perssonii Buch & S. Arn. 
porphyroleuca Schiffn. = L. guttulata (Lindb.) Evans 
var. guttulata (Lindb.) Warnst. = L. guttulata (Lindb.) Evans 
quadriloba (Lindb.) Evans = Barbilophozia quadriloba (Lindb.) Loeske 
var. glareosa (Jerg.) Jerg. = Barbilophozia quadriloba (Lindb.) Loeske 
var. glareosa (Jerg.) Lammes 
rutheana (Limpr.) M. A. Howe = Leiocolea rutheana (Limpr.) K. Mull. 
silvicola Buch = L. ventricosa (Dicks.) Dum. var. silvicola (Buch) Schust. 
var. grandiretis Buch & S. Arn. = L. ventricosa (Dicks.) Dum. var. gran-
diretis (Buch & S. Arn.) Schust. & Damsh. 
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sudetica (Hub.) Grolle (3, 74) 
var. sudetica 
var. (21, 75) 
ventricosa (Dicks.) Dum. 
var. grandiretis (Buch & S. Arn.) Schust. & Damsh. (21, 76) 
var. longiflora (Nees) Mac. = L. longiflora (Nees) Schiffn. 
var. silvicola (Buch) Schust. (76) 
var. ventricosa 
wenzelii (Nees) Steph. 
var. lapponica Buch & S. Arn. 
var. wenzelii 
Lophoziella Douin & Schiffn. = Cephaloziella (Spruce) Schiffn., p.p. 
Lunularia Adans. 
cruciata (L.) Lindb. (77) 
Madotheca Dum. 
cordaeana (Hub.) Dum. = Porella cordaeana (Hub.) Moore 
var. simplicior (Zett.) K. Mull. = Porella cordaeana (Hub.) Moore var. 
simplicior (Zett.) H. Arn. ? (7) 
platyphylla (L.) Dum. = Porella platyphylla (L.) Pfeiff. 
rivularis Nees = Porella cordaeana (Hub.) Moore 
Mannia Opiz 
fragrans (Balbis) Frye & Clark 
pilosa (Hornem.) Frye & Clark 
Marchantia L. 
alpestris (Nees) Burgeff (78) 
aquatica (Nees) Burgeff = M. polymorpha L. var. aquatica Nees 
polymorpha L. (79) 
var. alpestris Nees = M. alpestris (Nees) Burgeff 
var. aquatica Nees (79) 
var. polymorpha (79) 
Marsilia Lindb. = Pellia Raddi 
Marsupella Dum. 
apiculata Schiffn. = Gymnomitrion apiculatum (Schiffn.) K. Mull. 
aquatica (Lindenb.) Schiffn. (80) 
boeckii (Aust.) Kaal. (3, 81) 
var. intricata (Lindb.) H. Arn. & C. Jens. (7) 
brevissima (Dum.) Grolle (82) 
condensata (Hartm. f.) Kaal. (3, 83) 
emarginata (Ehrh.) Dum. 
var. aquatica (Lindenb.) Dum. = M. aquatica (Lindenb.) Schiffn. 
funckii (Web. & Mohr) Dum. 
sparsifolia (Lindb.) Dum. 
sphacelata (Lindenb.) Dum. (3) 
sprucei (Limpr.) H. Bern. (84) 
ustulata Spruce = M. sprucei (Limpr.) H. Bern. 
var. sprucei (Limpr.) Schust. = M. sprucei (Limpr.) H . Bern. 
varians (Lindb.) K. Mull. = M. brevissima (Dum.) Grolle 
Martinellius S. Gray (Martinellia) = Scapania (Dum.) Dum. 
Massula Schljak., nom. inval. = Lophozia (Dum.) Dum., p.p. 
Metzgeria Raddi 
furcata (L.) Dum. 
Microlepidozia (Spruce) Jerg. 
setacea Jerg. = Kurzia pauciflora (Dicks.) Grolle 
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Moerckia Gottsche ( 4) 
blyttii (Morch) Brockm. (2) 
flotoviana (Nees) Schiffn. = M. hibernica (Hook.) Gottsche 
hibernica (Hook.) Gottsche (85) 
Mylia S. Gray, nom. cons. 
anomala (Hook.) S. Gray 
taylorii (Hook.) S. Gray 
Nardia S. Gray, nom. cons. 
breidleri (Limpr.) Lindb. (86) 
geoscyphus (De Not.) Lindb. 
var. suberecta (Kaal.) ]0rg. = N. geoscyphus (De Not.) Lindb. (7) 
insecta Lindb. (87) 
scalaris S. Gray (88) 
spp. = Jungermannia L., p.p., Marsupella Dum. 
Nardiocalyx ]0rg. = Gymnomitrion Corda, p.p. 
Neesiella Schiffn. 
pilosa (Hornem.) Schiffn. = Mannia pilosa (Hornem.) Frye & Clark 
Nowellia Mitt. 
curvifolia (Dicks.) Mitt. 
Obtusifolium S. Arn. 
obtusum (Lindb.) S. Arn. = Lophozia obtusa (Lindb.) Evans 
Odontoschisma (Dum.) Dum. 
denudatum (Mart.) Dum. (3) 
elongatum (Lindb.) Evans (89) 
macounii (Aust.) Underw. (12) 
Orthocaulis Buch 
atlanticus (Kaal.) Buch = Barbilophozia atlantica (Kaal.) K. Mull. 
attenuatus (Mart.) Evans = Barbilophozia attenuata (Mart.) Loeske 
binsteadii (Kaal.) Buch = Barbilophozia binsteadii (Kaal.) Loeske 
cavifolius Buch & S. Arn. = Anastrophyllum cavifolium (Buch & S. Arn.) 
Lammes 
elongatus (Steph.) Evans = Lophozia elongata Steph. 
floerkei (Web. & Mohr) Buch = Barbilophozia floerkei (Web. & Mohr) 
Loeske 
gracilis (Nees) Buch = Barbilophozia attenuata (Mart.) Loeske 
kunzeanus (Hub.) Buch = Barbilophozia kunzeana (Hub.) K. Mull. 
var. plicatus (Hartm.) S. Arn., nom. inval. = Barbilophozia kunzeana 
(Hub.) K. Mull. (7) 
quadrilobus (Lindb.) Buch = Barbilophozia quadriloba (Lindb.) Loeske 
var. glareosus (J0rg.) S. Arn. = Barbilophozia quadriloba (Lindb.) Loeske 
var. glareosa (J 0rg.) Lammes 
Pallavicinia S. Gray, nom. cons., p.p. = Moerckia Gottsche 
Pellia Raddi, nom. cons. prop. 
borealis Lorb. = P. epiphylla (L.) Corda (90) 
endiviifolia (Dicks.) Dum. (4, 91) 
epiphylla (L.) Corda (90) 
fabbroniana auct. = P. endiviifolia (Dicks.) Dum. 
neesiana (Gottsche) Limpr. 
Peltolepis Lindb. (92) 
grandis (Lindb.) Lindb. = P. quadrata (Saut.) K. Mull. 
quadrata (Saut.) K. Mull. (93) 
Phaeoceros Prosk. (11, 94) 
carolinianus (Michx.) Prosk. (94) 
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laevis auct. fenn. = P. carolinianus (Michx.) Prosk. 
[laevis (L.) Prosk.] (23A, 94) 
ssp. carolinianus (Michx.) Prosk. = P. carolinianus (Michx.) Prosk. 
Plagiochila (Dum.) Dum., nom. cons. 
arctica Bryhn & Kaal. var. subarctica (Jerg.) H. Inoue = P. porelloides 
(Nees) Lindenb. var. subarctica (Jerg.) Lammes 
asplenioides auct. = P. porelloides (Nees) Lindenb. 
asplenioides (L.) Dum. (95) 
var. subarctica Jerg. = P. porelloides (Nees) Lindenb. var. subarctica 
(Jerg.) Lammes 
majorS. Arn. = P. asplenioides (L.) Dum. 
porelloides (Nees) Lindenb. (95) 
var. porelloides 
var. subarctica (Jerg.) Lammes (96) 
Plectocolea (Mitt.) Mitt. 
hyalina (Lyell) Mitt. = Jungermannia hyalina Lyell 
obovata (Nees) Mitt. = Jungermannia obovata Nees 
Pleuroclada Spruce 
albescens (Hook.) Spruce (97) 
var. islandica (Nees) Spruce = P. albescens (Hook.) Spruce (7) 
islandica (Nees) Pears. = P. albescens (Hook.) Spruce (7) 
Porella L. 
cordaeana (Hub.) Moore (98) 
var. simplicior (Zett.) H. Arn. (7) 
platyphylla (L.) Pfeiff. (98) 
Prasanthus Lindb. 
suecicus (Gottsche) Lindb. 
Preissia Corda 
quadrata (Scop.) Nees 
Ptilidium N ees 
ciliare (L.) Hampe 
pulcherrimum (G. Web.) Vain. (99) 
Radula Dum., nom. cons. 
complanata (L.) Dum. 
lindbergiana Gottsche = R. lindenbergiana Hartm. f. 
lindenbergiana Hartm. f. (100) 
Reboulia Raddi, nom. cons. 
hemisphaerica (L.) Raddi 
Riccardia S. Gray, nom. cons. 
chamedryfolia (With.) Grolle (4, 101) 
incurvata Lindb. (102) 
latifrons (Lindb.) Lindb. (103) 
multifida (L.) S. Gray 
palmata (Hedw.) Carruth. 
pinguis (L.) S. Gray = Aneura pinguis (L.) Dum. 
sinuata (Hook.) Trev. = R . chamedryfolia (With.) Grolle 
var. major (Nees) H. Arn. = R. chamedryfolia (With.) Grolle (var.?) (7) 
Riccia L. 




cavernosa Hoffm. ( 104) 
ciliata Hoffm. 
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crystallina auct. fenn. = R. cavernosa Hoffm. 
[crystallina L.] (23A, 104) 
fluitans L. (105) 
glauca L. 
var. glauca 
var. subinermis (Lindb.) Warnst. (106) 
huebenerana Lindenb. 
lescuriana Aust. = R. beyrichiana Lehm. 
natans L. = Ricciocarpos natans (L.) Corda 
rhenana Lorb. (105) 
sorocarpa Bisch. (1 07) 
subinermis Lindb. = R. glauca L. var. subinermis (Lindb.) Warnst. 
Ricciocarpos Cord a ( 4) 
natans (L.) Corda (105) 
Saccobasis Buch 
polita (Nees) Buch = Tritomaria polita (Nees) ]0rg. 
Sauteria N ees 
alpina (Nees) Nees (108) 
Scalius S. Gray (Scalia) = Haplomitrium Nees 
Scapania (Dum.) Dum., nom. cons. (109) 
aequiloba (Schwaegr.) Dum. (110) 
apiculata Spruce 
calcicola (H. Arn. & J. Perss.) Ingh. 
compacta (A. Roth) Dum. ( 40) 
crassiretis Bryhn 
curta (Mart.) Dum. 
cuspiduligera (Nees) K. Miill. 
gymnostomophila Kaal. (12) 
hyperborea J 0rg. 
irrigua (Nees) Nees (3, 111) 
ssp. rufescens (Loeske) Schust. = S. irrigua (Nees) Nees var. rufescens 
(Loeske) Buch 
var. irrigua 
var. rubescens Buch = S. irrigua (Nees) Nees (7) 
var. rufescens (Loeske) Buch 
kaurinii Ryan (112) 
lapponica (H. Arn. & C. Jens.) Steph. = S. obcordata (Berggr.) S. Arn. 
lingulata Buch (113) 
massalongi (K. Miill.) K. Miill. (4, 109) 
microphylla Warnst. = S. lingulata Buch 
mucronata Buch 
ssp. praetervisa (Meyl.) Schust. = S. praetervisa Meyl. 
var. arvernica (Culm.) K. Miill. = S. praetervisa Meyl. 
var. praetervisa (Meyl.) Buch = S. praetervisa Meyl. 
nemorea (L.) Grolle ( 40, 114) 
nemorosa Dum. = S. nemorea (L.) Grolle 
obcordata (Berggr.) S. Arn. (2, 115) 
obscura (H. Arn. & C. Jens.) Schiffn. (116) 
paludicola Loeske & K. Miill. 
paludosa (K. Miill.) K. Miill. (117) 
parvifolia Warnst. 
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praetervisa Meyl. (2, 118) 
scandica (H. Arn. & Buch) Macv. 
var. argutedentata Buch 
var. scandica 
[simmonsii Bryhn & Kaal.] (23B) 
[sphaerifera Buch & Tuom.] (23B) 
spitsbergensis (Lindb.) K. Miill. ( 4, 93) 
subalpina (Lindenb.) Dum. (3) 
uliginosa (Lindenb.) Dum. (3, 40) 
umbrosa (Schrad.) Dum. 
undulata (L.) Dum. 
Scapaniella Buch 
massalongi (K. Miill.) Buch = Scapania massalongi (K. Miill.) K. Miill. 
Simodon (Lindb.) Schiffn. = Fossombronia Raddi, p.p. 
Solenostoma Mitt., nom. cons. (119) 
[atrovirens (Dum.) K. Miill. = Jungermannia atrovirens Dum.] (23B) 
caespiticium (Lindenb.) Steph. = Jungermannia caespiticia Lindenb. 
cordifolium (Dum.) Steph. = Jungermannia exsertifolia Steph. ssp. cordifolia 
(Dum.) Vana 
crenulatum Mitt. = Jungermannia gracillima Sm. 
gracillimum (Sm.) Schust. = Jungermannia gracillima Sm. 
hyalinum (Lyell) Mitt. = Jungermannia hyalina Lyell 
[oblongifolium (K. Miill.) K. Miill. = Jungermannia karl-muelleri Grolle] 
(23A) 
obovatum (Nees) Schust. = Jungermannia obovata Nees 
pumilum (With.) K. Miill. = Jungermannia pumila With. 
ssp. polare (Lindb.) Schust. = Jungermannia polaris Lindb. 
pusillum (C. Jens.) Steph. = Jungermannia jenseniana Grolle 
schiffneri (Loitl.) K. Miill. = Jungermannia polaris Lindb. 
sphaerocarpum (Hook.) Steph. = Jungermannia sphaerocarpa Hook. 
var. nanum (Nees) Schust. = Jungermannia sphaerocarpa Hook. var. nana 
(Nees) Frye & Clark? (7) 
[triste (Nees) K. Miill. = Jungermannia atrovirens Dum.] (23B) 
Soythbya Spruce, p.p. = Arnellia Lindb. 
Sphenolobus (Lindb.) Berggr. 
cavifolius (Buch & S. Arn.) K. Miill. = Anastrophyllum cavifolium (Buch & 
S. Arn.) Lammes 
helleranus (Lindenb.) Steph. = Anastrophyllum helleranum (Lindenb.) 
Schust. 
minutus (Schreb.) Berggr. = Anastrophyllum minutum (Schreb.) Schust. 
var. grandis (Lindb.) Jerg. = Anastrophyllum minutum (Schreb.) Schust. 
var. minutum 
saxicola (Schrad.) Steph. = Anastrophyllum saxicola (Schrad.) Schust. 
Telaranea Schiffn. 
setacea K. Miill. = Kurzia pauciflora (Dicks.) Grolle 
Temnoma Mitt. 
setiformis (Ehrh.) M. A. Howe = Chandonanthus setiformis (Ehrh.) Lindb. 
Tetralophozia (Schust.) Schljak. = Chandonanthus Mitt., p.p. 
Trichocolea Dum., nom. cons. 
tomentella (Ehrh.) Dum. 
Tritomaria Loeske (120) 
exsectiformis (Breidl.) Loeske (3, 121) 
polita (Nees) Jerg. (120, 121) 
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quinquedentata (Huds.) Buch (122) 
var. grandiretis Buch & S. Arn. (21) 
var. quinquedentata 
var. turgida (Lindb.) Weim. (21) 
scitula (Tayl.) Jerg. 
Abietinella C. Mi.ill. 
abietina (Hedw.) Fleisch. 
Acaulon C. Mi.ill. 
muticum (Hedw.) C. Mi.ill. 
B. Bryophytina 
var. minus (Hook. & Tayl.) B.S.G. (133) 
Acrocladium Mitt. 
cuspidatum (Hedw.) Lindb. = Calliergonella cuspidata (Hedw.) Loeske 
Aloina Kindb., nom. cons. 
brevirostris (Hook. & Grev.) Kindb. (123) 
Amblyodon B.S.G., nom. cons. 
dealbatus (Hedw.) B.S.G. (124) 
Amblystegiella Loeske (125) 
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alpicola (Lindb. & H. Arn.) Broth. = Isopterygium alpicola (Lindb. & H. 
Arn.) Nyh. 
[confervoides (Brid.) Loeske = Platydictya confervoides (Brid.) Crum] (126) 
jungermannioides (Brid.) Giac. = Platydictya jungermannioides (Brid.) 
Crum 
sprucei (Bruch) Loeske = Platydictya jungermannioides (Brid.) Crum 
subtilis (Hedw.) Loeske = Platydictya subtilis (Hedw.) Crum 
Amblystegium B.S.G. 
compactum (C. Mi.ill.) Aust. = Rhynchostegiella compacta (C. Mi.ill.) Loeske 
fluviatile (Hedw.) B.S.G. = Hygroamblystegium fluviatile (Hedw.) Loeske 
juratzkanum Schimp. 
kochii B.S.G. = Leptodictyum kochii (B.S.G.) Warnst. 
radicale (P. Beauv.) Mitt. = Amblystegium saxatile Schimp. 
riparium (Hedw.) B.S.G. = Leptodictyum riparium (Hedw.) Warnst. 
saxatile Schimp. (127) 
serpens (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
ssp. juratzkanum (Schimp.) Ren. & Card. =A. juratzkanum Schimp. 
var. juratzkanum (Schimp.) Rau & Herv. = A. juratzkanum Schimp. 
tenax (Hedw.) C. Jens. = Hygroamblystegium tenax (Hedw.) Jenn. 
trichopodium (K. F. Schultz) Hartm. f. var. curvipes (B.S.G.) Broth. = Lep-
todictyum kochii (B.S.G.) Warnst. 
var. kochii (B.S.G.) Lindb. = Leptodictyum kochii (B.S.G.) Warnst. 
varium (Hedw.) Lindb. (127) 
spp. = genera diversa: Amblystegiaceae 
Amphidium Schimp., nom. cons. 
lapponicum (Hedw.) Schimp. 
mougeotii (B.S.G.) Schimp. 
Andreaea Hedw. 
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obovata Thed. 
var. papillosa (Lindb.) Nyh. (133) 
var. sparsifolia (Zett. & Bjornstr.) Nyh. (133) 
petrophila Fiirnr. = A. rupestris Hedw. 
var. rupestris (Hedw.) Wallr. = A. rupestris Hedw. 
rothii W eh. & Mohr 
rupestris Hedw. 
ssp. alpestris (Thed.) C. Jens. = A. rupestris Hedw. 
ssp. obovata (Thed.) C. Jens. = A. obovata Thed. 
ssp. papillosa (Lindb.) C. Jens. = A. obovata Thed. 
ssp. sparsifolia (Zett. & Bjornstr.) C. ]ens. = A. obovata Thed. 
var. alpestris (Thed.) Sharp = A. rupestris Hedw. 
var. thedenii (B.S.G.) C. Jens. =A. obovata Thed. 
Anisothecium Mitt. 
crispum (Hedw.) C. Jens. = A. vaginale (With.) Loeske 
crispum Lindb. =A. schreberanum (Hedw.) Dix. 
grevilleanum (Brid.) Broth. 
humile (Ruthe) Lindb. = A. rigidulum (Hedw.) C. ]ens. 
palustre (Dicks.) I. Hag. 
rigidulum (Hedw.) C. Jens. 
rubrum Lindb. =A. varium (Hedw.) Mitt. 
rufescens (With.) Lindb. 
schreheranum (Hedw.) Dix. 
squarrosum (Schrad.) Lindb. = A. palustre (Dicks.) I. Hag. 
vaginate (With.) Loeske 
varium (Hedw.) Mitt. 
Anoectangium Lindb. = Amphidium Schimp. 
Anoectangium Schwaegr., nom. cons. 
aestivum (Hedw.) Mitt. 
compactum Schwaegr. = A. aestivum (Hedw.) Mitt. 
Anomobryum Schimp. 
concinnatum (Spruce) Lindb. = A. julaceum (Gaertn. et al.) Schimp. 
filiforme (Dicks.) Husn. = A. julaceum (Gaertn. et al.) Schimp. 
julaceum (Gaertn. et al.) Schimp. 
Anomodon Hook. & Tayl. 
attenuatus (Hedw.) Hiib. 
longifolius (Brid.) Hartm. 
rugelii (C. Miill.) Keissl. 
viticulosus (Hedw.) Hook. & Tayl. 
Antitrichia Brid. 
curtipendula (Hedw.) Brid. 
Aongstroemia B.S.G. 
longipes (Sommerf.) B.S.G. 
Aplodon R. Brown (128) 
wormskioldii (Hornem.) R. Brown 
Archidium Brid. 
alternifolium (Hedw.) Schimp. (129) 
Arctoa B.S.G. 
fulvella (Dicks.) B.S.G. 
hyperborea (With.) B.S.G. 
Astomum Hampe 
crispum (Hedw.) Hampe 
A.strophyllum Lindb. = Mnium Hedw., s. lat. 
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Atrichum P. Beauv., nom. cons. 
[haussknechtii Jur. & Milde] (126) 
tenellum (Rohl.) B.S.G. 
undulatum (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
Aulacomnium Schwaegr., nom. cons. 
androgynum (Hedw.) Schwaegr. (130) 
palustre (Hedw.) Schwaegr. 
turgidum (Wahlenb.) Schwaegr. (130) 
Barbula Hedw., nom. cons. (131) 
convoluta Hedw. 
curvirostris Lindb. = Gymnostomum recurvirostre Hedw. 
cylindrica (Tayl.) Schimp. 
fallax Hedw. 
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icmadophila C. Miill. = Didymodon icmadophila (C. Miill.) K. Saito 
recurvirostris (Hedw.) Dix. = Bryoerythrophyllum recurvirostre (Hedw.) 
Chen 
reflexa (Brid.) Brid. (132) 
rigidula (Hedw.) Mitt. = Didymodon rigidulus Hedw. 
tophacea (Brid.) Mitt. = Didymodon tophaceus (Brid.) Lisa 
unguiculata Hedw. 
vinealis Brid. var. cylindrica (Tayl.) Boul. = B. cylindrica (Tayl.) Schimp. 
Bartramia Hedw., nom. cons. 
hallerana Hedw. (300) 
ithyphylla Brid. 
(var. breviseta (Lindb.) Kindb.] (126, 133) 
var. strigosa (Wahlenb.) Hartm. f. (133) 
norvegica Lindb. = B. hallerana Hedw. 
oederi Brid. = Plagiopus oederi (Brid.) Limpr. 
pomiformis Hedw. 
var. crispa (Brid.) B.S.G. = B. pomiformis Hedw. (134) 
Blindia B.S.G. 
acuta (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
Brachythecium B.S.G. 
albicans (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
campestre (C. Miill.) B.S.G. 
collinum (C. Miill.) B.S.G. 
curtum (Lindb.) C. Jens. (135) 
erythrorrhizon B.S.G. 
var. thedenii (B.S.G.) Lindb. (133) 
glaciale B.S.G. 
glareosum (Spruce) B.S.G. 
latifolium Kindb. 
mildeanum (Schimp.) Schimp. 
var. udum (I. Hag.) Monk. (133) 
plumosum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
populeum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
reflexum (Starke) B.S.G. 
rivulare B.S.G. 
rutabulum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
salebrosum (Web. & Mohr) B.S.G. 
ssp. turgidum (Hartm.) Hartm. f. = B. turgidum (Hartm.) Kindb. 
starkei (Brid.) B.S.G. 
ssp. curtum (Lindb.) Amann =B. curtum (Lindb.) C. Jens. 
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trachypodium (Brid.) B.S.G. 
turgidum (Hartm.) Kindb. 
velutinum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
Breidleria Loeske = Hypnum Hedw., p.p. 
Bryoerythrophyllum Chen (131) 
recurvirostre (Hedw.) Chen 
Bryum Hedw. (136) 
[acutiforme Limpr.J (126) 
[acutum Lindb. = B. acutiforme Limpr.J (126) 
affine F. Schultz = B. creberrimum Tayl. 
var. cylindricum H. Arn. =B. pallescens Schwaegr. (137) 
alandense Bomanss. (138) 
algovicum C. Miill. (138, 139) 
alpinum With. 
angustirete Kindb. (138, 139) 
archangelicum B.S.G. 
arcticum (R. Brown) B.S.G. (142, 143) 
arctogaeum I. Hag. = B. intermedium (Brid.) Bland. 
argenteum Hedw. 
bergoeense Bomanss. = B. salinum Limpr. (140) 
bicolor Dicks. 
bimum (Schreb.) Turn. 
bomanssonii Lindb. = B. rubens Mitt. (141) 
brownii B.S.G. = B. arcticum (R. Brown) B.S.G. (142) 
var. stenocarpum (Limpr.) C. Jens. (143) 
bulbifolium Lindb. = B. pallescens Schwaegr. (144) 
caespiticium Hedw. 
ssp. comense (Schimp.) Amann (145) 
var. comense (Schimp.) Husn. (145) 
capillare Hedw. (145, 146) 
var. flaccidum (Brid.) B.S.G.= B. flaccidum Brid. 
castaneum I. Hag. var. bomanssonii I. Hag. = B. pseudocastaneum C. Jens. 
cernuum (Hedw.) B.S.G. =B. uliginosum (Brid.) B.S.G. 
cirrhatum Hoppe & Hornsch. = B. pallescens Schwaegr. (137) 
clathratum Amann = B. pallescens Schwaegr. (147) 
creberrimum Tayl. 
crispulum Hampe =B. pallescens Schwaegr. (148) 
cyclophyllum (Schwaegr.) B.S.G. 
duvalii Voit = B. weigelii Spreng. 
elegans Brid. (146) 
var. barbatum C. Jens. =B. stirtonii Schimp. 
var. carinthiacum (B.S.G.) Breidl. = B. stirtonii Schimp. 
var. ferchelii (Brid.) Breidl. = B. elegans Brid. (146) 
erythrocarpum auct. = B. rubens Mitt., B. tenuisetum Limpr., B. violaceum 
Crundw. & Nyh. (141) 
[erythrocarpum Schwaegr.J (126, 141) 
ssp. bomanssonii (Lindb.) Broth. =B. rubens Mitt. (141) 
var. bomanssonii (Lindb.) Podp. = B. rubens Mitt. (141) 
var. pachydermum (Bomanss.) C. Jens. = B. tenuisetum Limpr. (141) 
finmarkicum Kaur. var. lutescens Broth. =B. pallens Sw. (149) 
fissum Ruthe = B. salinum Limpr. (140) 
flaccidum Brid. (150) 
flavidum Bomanss. =B. stenotrichum C. Miill. (151) 
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flexisetum Lindb. & H. Arn. =B. pallescens Schwaegr. (144) 
globosum Lindb. = B. wrightii Sull. & Lesq. 
grandiflorum H. Arn. = B. stenotrichum C. Mull. 
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haematostomum }0rg. var. fennicum Broth. = B. salinum Limpr. (140, 152) 
hagenii Limpr. =B. stenotrichum C. Mull. (151) 
inclinatum (Brid.) Bland. = B. stenotrichum C. Mull. (151) 
ssp. hagenii (Limpr.) C. Jens. & Perss. = B. stenotrichum C. Mull. (151) 
ssp. kaurinianum (Warnst.) Amann = B. stenotrichum C. Mull. 
var. brotheri (Bomanss.) C. Jens. = B. stenotrichum C. Mull. (151) 
var. contractum (Bomanss.) C. Jens. = B. stenotrichum C. MUll. (151) 
var. grandiflorum (H. Arn.) C. Jens. & Perss. = B. stenotrichum C. Mull. 
var. insularum (Bomanss.) C. Jens. = B. salinum Limpr. (140) 
var. leptocercis (Philib.) C. Jens. & Perss. (133) 
var. litorum (Bomanss.) Podp. = B. stenotrichum C. Mull. 
var. stenotheca (Bomanss.) Broth. =B. stenotrichum C. Mull. (151) 
intermedium (Brid.) Bland. (156) 
ssp. fuscum (Lindb.) Bryhn (133) 
ssp. luteum (Bomanss.) Amann (133) 
kaurinianum Warnst. =B. stenotrichum C. Mull. 
klinggraeffii Schimp. 
knowltonii Barnes (154) 
lacustre (Web. & Mohr) Bland. = B. knowltonii Barnes (154) 
lapponicum Kaur. = B. salinum Limpr. (153) 
litorum Bomanss. = B. stenotrichum C. Mull. 
longisetum Schwaegr. 
luteum Bomanss. = B. intermedium (Brid.) Bland. 
mamillatum Lindb. 




[murmanicum Broth.] (126) 
neodamense Itzigs. 
var. ovatum (C. Jens.) Lindb. & H. Arn. (133) 
nitidulum Lindb. 
oblongum Lindb. (155) 
orarium Limpr. = B. ovarium Bomanss. = B. salinum Limpr. 
ovarium Bomanss. =B. salinum Limpr. (140) 
var. bergoeense (Bomanss.) C. Jens. = B. salinum Limpr. (140) 
pachydermum Bomanss. = B. tenuisetum Limpr. (141) 
pallens Sw. (149, 157) 
var. alpinum (B.S.G.) Podp. (133) 
var. brevisetum Lindb. & H. Arn. (149) 
var. fallax Jur. = B. pallens Sw. var. alpinum (B.S.G.) Podp. (133) 
var. lutescens (Broth.) C. Jens. (149) 
pallescens Schwaegr. (137, 144, 147, 148) 
var. boreale (Web. & Mohr) B.S.G. (133) 
pendulum (Hornsch.) Schimp. = B. algovicum C. Mull. (138, 139) 
var. compactum (Hornsch.) Hartm. = B. algovicum C. Mull. (139) 
pseudocastaneum C. J ens. 
pseudotriquetrum (Hedw.) Gaertn. et al. 
ssp. crispulum (G. Roth) C. Jens. = B. pallescens Schwaegr. (148) 
var. gracilescens Schimp. (133) 
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var. montanum (Bomanss.) C. Jens. = B. pseudotriquetrum (Hedw.) 
Gaertn. et al. (134) 
var. qvarnboense (Bomanss.) C. Jens. = B. pallescens Schwaegr. (144) 
var. versifolium (Bomanss.) C. Jens. (133) 
purpurascens (R. Brown) B.S.G. 
ssp. serotinum (Lindb.) Podp. (133) 
var. serotinum (Lindb.) C. Jens. (133) 
rubens Mitt. (141) 
rutilans Brid. 
salinum Limpr. (138, 140, 152, 153) 
stenotrichum C. Miill. (151, 152) 
stirtonii Schimp. (150) 
subcirratum Bomanss. =B. pallescens Schwaegr. (144) 
tenuisetum Limpr. (141) 
tortifolium Brid. = B. cyclophyllum (Schwaegr.) B.S.G. 
tumidulum Bomanss. = B. salinum Limpr. (140) 
tumidum Bomanss. =B. stenotrichum C. Miill. (151) 
turbinatum (Hedw.) Turn. 
uliginosum (Brid.) B.S.G. 
ventricosum Relh. = B. pseudotriquetrum (Hedw.) Gaertn. et al. 
var. gracilescens (Schimp.) Lindb. = B. pseudotriquetrum (Hedw.) 
Gaertn. et al. 
venustum Bomanss. =B. intermedium (Brid.) Bland. (156) 
versisporum Bomanss. =B. pallens Sw. (157) 
violaceum Crundw. & Nyh. (141) 
warneum (Rohl.) Brid. (143) 
ssp. oelandicum (Philib.) Amann (143) 
var. oelandicum (Philib.) G. Roth (143) 
weigelii Spreng. 
wrightii Sull. & Lesq. (288) 
spp. = Anomobryum Schimp., Rhodobryum (Schimp.) Limpr. 
Buxbaumia Hedw. 
aphylla Hedw. (158) 
foliosa auct. = B. viridis (DC.) Moug. & Nestl. (159) 
foliosa Hedw. = Diphyscium foliosum (Hedw.) Mohr 
indusiata Brid. = B. viridis (DC.) Moug. & Nestl. 
viridis (DC.) Moug. & Nestl. (158) 
Callicladium Crum (160) 
haldanianum (Grev.) Crum 
Calliergidium Grout = Drepanocladus (C. Miill.) G. Roth, p.p. 
Calliergon (Sull.) Kind b. (161) 
cordifolium (Hedw.) Kindb. 
var. angustifolium G. Roth = C. cordifolium (Hedw.) Kindb. (134) 
giganteum (Schimp.) Kindb. 
megalophyllum Mikut. (161) 
richardsonii (Mitt.) Kindb. 
sarmentosum (Wahlenb.) Kindb. 
var. fontinaloides (Berggr.) G. Roth = C. sarmentosum (Wahlenb.) Kindb. 
(134) 
stramineum (Brid.) Kindb. 
var. patens (Lindb.) G. Roth = C. stramineum (Brid.) Kindb. (134) 
trifarium (Web. & Mohr) Kindb. 
turgescens (T. Jens.) Kindb. = Scorpidium turgescens (T. Jens.) Loeske 
Calliergonella Loeske 
cuspidata (Hedw.) Loeske 
Camptothecium B.S.G. 
lutescens (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
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trichoides Lindb. = Tomentypnum nitens (Hedw.) Loeske 
Campylium (Sull.) Mitt. 
calcareum Crundw. & Nyh. (162) 
chrysophyllum (Brid.) J. Lange 
elodes (Lindb.) Kindb. 
halleri (Hedw.) Lindb. (163) 
helodes Broth. = C. elodes (Lindb.) Kindb. 
hispidulum auct. = C. sommerfeltii (Myr.) J. Lange (162) 
var. sommerfeltii auct. =C. calcareum Crundw. & Nyh. 
[hispidulum (Brid.) Mitt.] (126) 
polygamum (B.S.G.) C. Jens. 
var. stagnatum (Wils.) Dix. = C. polygamum (B.S.G.) C. Jens. (134) 
protensum (Brid.) Kindb. 
sommerfeltii (Myr.) J. Lange (162) 
stellatum (Hedw.) C. Jens. 
ssp. protensum (Brid.) C. Jens. = C. protensum (Brid.) Kindb. 
var. protensum (Brid.) Bryhn = C. protensum (Brid.) Kindb. 
[Campylopus Brid.] 
(schimperi Milde = C. subulatus Schimp.] (126) 
(subulatus Schimp.] (126) 
Catharinea Web. & Mohr 
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{haussknechtii (Jur. & Milde) Broth. = Atrichum haussknechtii Jur. & Mil-
de] (126) 
tenella Rohl. = Atrichum tenellum (Rohl.) B.S.G. 
undulata (Hedw.) Web. & Mohr = Atrichum undulatum (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
Catoscopium Brid. 
nigritum (Hedw.) Brid. 
Ceratodon Brid. 
purpureus (Hedw.) Brid. 
ssp. conicus (Hampe) Dix. (133) 
var. conicus (Hampe) Husn. (133) 
Chrysohypnum G. Roth = Campylium (Sull.) Mitt . 
Cinclidium Sw. 
hymenophyllum (B.S.G.) Lindb. = Cyrtomnium hymenophyllum (B.S.G.) 
Holm en 
stygium Sw. (164) 
subrotundum Lindb. (164) 
Cirriphyllum Grout 
cirrosum (Schwaegr.) Grout 
piliferum (Hedw.) Grout 
tenuinerve (Lindb.) Wijk & Marg. 
vaucheri Loeske & Fleisch. = C. tenuinerve (Lindb.) Wijk & Marg. 
Climacium Web. & Mohr 
dendroides (Hedw.) Web. & Mohr (165) 
Cnestrum I. Hag. 
alpestre (Hi.ib.) Nyh., nom. inval. = Cynodontium alpestre (Hi.ib.) Milde 
(166) 
schisti (Web. & Mohr) I. Hag. 
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Conostomum Sw. 
tetragonum (Hedw.) Lindb. 
Coscinodon Spreng. 
cribrosus (Hedw.) Spruce 
Cratoneuron (Sull.) Spruce 
commutatum (Hedw.) G. Roth 
var. falcatum (Brid.) Monk. = C. falcatum (Brid.) G. Roth 
var. irrigatum (Zett.) Monk. (134, 167) 
decipiens (De Not.) Loeske 
falcatum (Brid.) G. Roth (168) 
filicinum (Hedw.) Spruce 
ssp. curvicaule (Jur.) Broth. (133) 
var. curvicaule (Jur.) Monk. (133) 
glaucum Broth. = C. commutatum (Hedw.) G. Roth 
var. falcatum (Brid.) C. Jens. = C. falcatum (Brid.) G. Roth 
var. irrigatum (Zett.) Broth. = C. commutatum (Hedw.) G. Roth (134, 
167) 
Ctenidium (Schimp.) Mitt. 
molluscum (Hedw.) Mitt. 
Cynodontium Schimp., nom. cons. 
alpestre (Hub.) Milde (166) 
bruntonii (Sm.) B.S.G. 
hyperboreum (With.) I. Hag. = Arctoa hyperborea (With.) B.S.G. 
jenneri (Schimp.) Stirt. 
polycarpon (Hedw.) Schimp. (169) 
var. laxirete Dix. = C. jenneri (Schimp.) Stirt. 
strumiferum (Hedw.) Lindb. 
suecicum (H. Arn. & C. Jens.) I. Hag. 
tenellum Limpr. 
Cyrtomnium Holmen (170) 
hymenophylloides (Hub.) T. Kop. (171) 
hymenophyllum (B.S.G.) Holmen 
Desmatodon Brid. 
cernuus (Hub.) B.S.G. (172) 
latifolius (Hedw.) Brid. (173) 
var. brevicaulis Schimp. (133) 
var. muticus (Brid.) Brid. (133) 
systylius Schimp. 
Dichelyma Myr. 
capillaceum (With.) Myr. (174) 
falcatum (Hedw.) Myr. 
Dichodontium Schimp. 
[flavescens (With.) Lindb.] (126, 133) 
pellucidum (Hedw.) Schimp. (175) 
[var. flavescens (With.) Moore] (126, 133) 
[var. mildei Limpr.] (126, 133, 134) 
Dicranella (C. Mull.) Schimp. 
cerviculata (Hedw.) Schimp. 
crispa (Hedw.) Schimp. = Anisothecium vaginate (With.) Loeske 
crispa Lindb. = Anisothecium schreberanum (H edw.) D ix. 
grevilleana (Brid.) Schimp. = Anisothecium grevilleanum (Brid.) Broth. 
heteromalla (Hedw.) Schimp. 
var. sericea (Schimp.) Jur. = D. heteromalla (Hedw.) Schimp. (134) 
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palustris (Dicks.) Crundw. = Anisothecium palustre (Dicks.) I. Hag. 
rigidula (Hedw.) Dix. = Anisothecium rigidulum (Hedw.) C. ]ens. 
[riparia (H. Lindb.) Mart. & Nyh.] (126) 
rufescens (With.) Schimp. = Anisothecium rufescens (With.) Lindb. 
schreberi Schimp. = Anisothecium schreberanum (Hedw.) Dix. 
secunda Lindb. = D. subulata (Hedw.) Schimp. 
squarrosa (Schrad.) Schimp. = Anisothecium palustre (Dicks.) I. Hag. 
subulata (Hedw.) Schimp. 
varia (Hedw.) Schimp. = Anisothecium varium (Hedw.) Mitt. 
Dicranodontium B.S.G. 
denudatum (Brid.) Britt. 
Dicranoweisia Milde 
cirrata (Hedw.) Milde 
crispula (Hedw.) Milde 
var. compacta (Schwaegr.) Lindb. = D. crispula (Hedw.) Milde (134) 
Dicranum Hedw. 
acutifolium (Lindb. & H. Arn.) C. Jens. = D. sendtneri Limpr. (176) 
angustum Lindb. (178) 
bergeri Bland. = D. undulatum Brid. (177) 
blyttii B.S.G. = Kiaeria blyttii (B.S.G.) Broth. 
bonjeanii De Not. 
var. anomalum C. ]ens. = D. leioneuron Kindb. 
var. integrifolium H. Lindb. = D. leioneuron Kindb. 
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brevifolium (Lindb.) Lindb. = D. muehlenbeckii B.S.G. var. cirrhatum 
(Schimp.) Lindb. 
drummondii C. Mull. (177) 
elatum Lindb. = D. drummondii C. MUll. (177) 
elongatum Schwaegr. 
ssp. groenlandicum (Brid.) Monk. = D. groenlandicum Brid. 
falcatum Hedw. = Kiaeria falcata (Hedw.) I. Hag. 
flagellare Hedw. = Orthodicranum flagellare (Hedw.) Loeske 
fragilifolium Lindb. 
fulvum Hook. var. viride (Sull. & Lesq.) Frye =D. viride (Sull. & Lesq.) Lindb. 
fuscescens Turn. (179) 
ssp. congestum (Brid.) Kindb. = D. fuscescens Turn. var. congestum 
(Brid.) Husn. 
ssp. spadiceum (Zett.) C. Jens. = D. spadiceum Zett. 
var. congestum (Brid.) Husn. (180) 
var. falcifolium Braithw. =D. fuscescens Turn. (134) 
var. flexicaule (Brid.) Wils. (180) 
glaciale Berggr. = Kiaeria glacialis (Berggr.) I. Hag. 
groenlandicum Brid. (181) 
leioneuron Kindb. (182) 
majus Turn. (179) 
montanum Hedw. = Orthodicranum montanum (Hedw.) Loeske 
muehlenbeckii B.S.G. 
var. acutifolium (Lindb. & H. Arn.) Nyh., nom. inval. = D. sendtneri 
Limpr. (176) 
var. brevifolium Lindb. = D. muehlenbeckii B.S.G. var. cirrhatum 
(Schimp.) Lindb. 
var. cirrhatum (Schimp.) Lindb. 
polysetum Sw. (177, 179) 
robustum B.S.G. = D. drummondii C. Mull. (177) 
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rugosum (Funck) Brid. = D. polysetum Sw. (177) 
scoparium Hedw. 
[var. integrifolium Lindb.] (126, 133) 
var. laticuspis Loeske & Bauer = D. scoparium Hedw. (134) 
var. orthophyllum Brid. = D. scoparium Hedw. (134) 
var. paludosum Schimp. = D. scoparium Hedw. (134) 
var. tectorum Limpr. =D. scoparium Hedw. (134) 
sendtneri Limpr. (176) 
spadiceum Zett. 
spurium Hedw. (179) 
starkei Web. & Mohr = Kiaeria starkei (Web. & Mohr) I. Hag. 
strictum Mohr = Orthodicranum tauricum (Sapehin) Z. Smirn. 
tauricum Sapehin = Orthodicranum tauricum (Sapehin) Z. Smirn. 
undulatum Brid. (177) 
undulatum Web. & Mohr =D. polysetum Sw. 
viride (Sull. & Lesq.) Lindb. 
spp. = Arctoa B.S.G .. , Kiaeria I. Hag., Orthodicranum (B.S.G.) Loeske, 
Paraleucobryum (Limpr.) Loeske 
Didymodon Hedw. (131) 
denudatus (Brid.) Opiz = Dicranodontium denudatum (Brid.) Britt. 
icmadophila (C. Mull.) K. Saito (183) 
rigidulus Hedw. 
rubellus B.S.G. = Bryoerythrophyllum recurvirostre (Hedw.) Chen 
tophaceus (Brid.) Lisa 
Diphyscium Mohr 
foliosum (Hedw.) Mohr (184) 
sessile Lindb. =D. foliosum (Hedw.) Mohr 
Discelium Brid. 
nudum (Dicks.) Brid. 
Distichium B.S.G., nom. cons. 
capillaceum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. compactum (Hub.) Dalla Torre & Sarnth. (133) 
hagenii Philib. (185) 
inclinatum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
montanum I. Hag. = D. capillaceum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. brevifolium (B.S.G.) Roiv. = D. capillaceum (Hedw.) B.S.G. var. 
compactum (Hub.) Dalla Torre & Sarnth. (133, 186) 
Ditrichum Hampe, nom. cons. 
cylindricum (Hedw.) Grout 
var. oblongum (Lindb.) C. Jens. (133) 
flexicaule (Schwaegr.) Hampe 
giganteum Williams (187) 
heteromallum (Hedw.) Britt. 
var. zonatum (Brid.) Podp. (133) 
homomallum (Hedw.) Hampe =D. heteromallum (Hedw.) Brid. 
lineare (Sw.) Lindb. 
pusillum (Hedw.) Hampe 
var. tortile (Schrad.) I. Hag. (133) 
tenuifolium Lindb. = D. cylindricum (Hedw.) Grout 
tortile (Schrad.) Brockm. = D. pusillum (Hedw.) Hampe 
var. pusillum (Hedw.) Brockm. = D. pusillum (Hedw.) Hampe 
vaginans (Sull.) Hampe var. zonatum (Brid.) I. Hag. = D. heteromallum 
(Hedw.) Britt. 
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Dolichotheca Lindb. (188) 
seligeri (Brid.) Loeske = Herzogiella seligeri (Brid.) Iwats. 
striatella (Brid.) Loeske = Herzogiella striatella (Brid.) Iwats. 
turfacea (Lindb.) Loeske = Herzogiella turfacea (Lindb.) Iwats. 
Dorcadion (Reichenb.) Lindb. = Orthotrichum Hedw. 
Drepanocladus (C. Mull.) G. Roth (189) 
ad uncus (Hed w.) Warnst. ( 194) 
var. polycarpus (Voit) G. Roth = D. aduncus (Hedw.) Warnst. 
badius (Hartm.) G. Roth (194) 
capillifolius (Warnst.) Warnst. (190) 
exannulatus (B.S.G.) Warnst. (191) 
{var. brachydictyon (Ren.) G. Roth] (126, 133) 
var. exannulatus 
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var. pinnatus (Boul.) G. Roth = D. exannulatus (B.S.G.) Warnst. (134) 
var. procerus (Ren. & H. Arn.) Broth. = D. procerus (Ren. & H. Arn.) 
Warnst. 
var. purpurascens (Schimp.) Herz. 
fluitans (Hedw.) Warnst. 
var. amphibius (Sanio) Broth. (133) 
var. falcatus (C. Jens.) G. Roth = D. schulzei G. Roth (197) 
intermedius (Lindb.) Warnst. 
lapponicus (Norrl.) Z. Smirn. (192) 
lycopodioides (Brid.) Warnst. (193) 
polycarpus (Voit) Warnst. =D. aduncus (Hedw.) Warnst. (194) 
var. capillifolius (Warnst.) Nyh. = D. capillifolius (Warnst.) Warnst. (195) 
procerus (Ren. & H. Arn.) Warnst. (191) 
pseudostramineus (C. Mi.ill.) G. Roth (196) 
revolvens (Sw.) Warnst. 
ssp. intermedius (Lindb.) Grout = D. intermedius (Lindb.) Warnst. 
var. intermedius (Lindb.) Grout = D. intermedius (Lindb.) Warnst. 
schulzei G. Roth (197) 
sendtneri (H. MulL) Warnst. (198) 
var. tenuinervis Tuom., nom. inval. =D. tenuinervis T. Kop. (198) 
simplicissimus Warnst. (194) 
tenuinervis T. Kop. (198) 
triphophyllus (Warnst.) Podp. (191) 
tundrae (H. Arn.) Loeske (191) 
uncinatus (Hedw.) Warnst. 
var. gracilescens (B.S.G.) Warnst. =D. uncinatus (Hedw.) Warnst. (134) 
var. plumosus (Schimp.) Warnst. = D. uncinatus (Hedw.) Warnst. (134) 
var. plumulosus (B.S.G.) Warnst. =D. uncinatus (Hedw.) Warnst. (134) 
var. subjulaceus (B.S.G.) Warnst. (133) 
vernicosus (Mitt.) Warnst. 
var. gigas Warnst. = D. lapponicus (Norrl.) Z. Smirn. 
var. lapponicus (Norrl.) G. Roth = D. lapponicus (Norrl.) Z. Smirn. 
var. major (Ren.) Warnst. = D. vernicosus (Mitt.) Warnst. (134) 
Dryptodon Brid. = Grimmia Hedw., p.p. 
Encalypta Hedw. 
affinis Hedw. f. (199) 
alpina Sm. 
brevicollis (B.S.G.) Angstr. 
ciliata Hedw. 
contorta Lindb. = E. streptocarpa Hedw. 
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extinctoria Lag. et al. = E. vulgaris Hedw. 
laciniata Lindb. = E. ciliata Hedw. 
mutica I. Hag. (199) 
procera Bruch 
rhaptocarpa Schwaegr. (200) 
[var. arctica I. Hag.] (126, 133) 
[var. spathulata (C. Mull.) Husn. = E. spathulata C. Mull.] (126) 
[spathulata C. Mull.] (126) 
streptocarpa Hedw. 
vulgaris Hedw. 
Entodon C. Mull. 
repens (Brid.) Grout = Platygyrium repens (Brid.) B.S.G. 
Entosthodon Schwaegr. 
fascicularis (Hedw.) C. Mull. = Funaria fascicularis (Hedw.) Lindb. 
Ephemerella C. Mull., nom. cons. 
recurvifolia (Dicks.) Schimp. = Ephemerum recurvifolium (Dicks.) Boul. 
sessilis (Bruch) Nyh. = Ephemerum sessile (Bruch) C. Mull. 
Ephemerum Hampe, nom. cons. 
recurvifolium (Dicks.) Boul. 
serratum (Hedw.) Hampe 
sessile (Bruch) C. Mull. 
Eucladium B.S.G. 
aeruginosum (Sm.) C. ]ens. = Gymnostomum aeruginosum Sm. 
calcareum (Nees & Hornsch.) C. ]ens. = Gymnostomum calcareum Nees & 
Hornsch. 
recurvirostre (Hedw.) C. ]ens. = Gymnostomum recurvirostre Hedw. 
Eurhynchium B.S.G. 
angustirete (Broth.) T. Kop. (201) 
distans Bryhn = E. praelongum (Hedw.) B.S.G. var. distans (Bryhn) Nyh. 
hians (Hedw.) Sande Lac. = E. praelongum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
praelongum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. distans (Bryhn) Nyh. (202) 
var. praelongum 
pulchellum (Hedw.) Jenn. 
var. praecox (Hedw.) Dix. (133) 
stokesii (Turn.) B.S.G. 
striatum (Hedw.) Schimp. (201) 
strigosum (Web. & Mohr) B.S.G. = E. pulchellum (Hedw.) Jenn. 
var. praecox (Hedw.) Husn. = E. pulchellum (Hedw.) Jenn. 
swartzii (Turn.) Curn. = E. praelongum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. distans (Bryhn) C. ]ens. = E. praelongum (Hedw.) B.S.G. var. distans 
(Bryhn) Nyh. 
zetterstedtii Starm. = E. angustirete (Broth.) T. Kop. (201) 
Fissidens Hedw. 
adianthoides Hedw. (300) 
bloxamii Wils. = F. exilis Hedw. 
bryoides Hedw. 
var. gymnandrus (Buse) Ruthe (133) 
var. viridulus (Sw.) Broth. = F. viridulus (Sw.) Wahlenb. 
crassipes B.S.G. 
cristatus Mitt. 
[var. mucronatus (Limpr.) Waldh.] (126, 133) 
exilis Hedw. 
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haraldii (Lindb.) Limpr. 
julianus (DC.) Schimp. = Octodiceras fontanum (B. Pyl.) Lindb. 
minutulus Sull. 
osmundoides Hedw. 
pusillus (Wils.) Milde = F. minutulus Sull. 
taxifolius Hedw. 
viridulus (Sw.) Wahlenb. 
ssp. rninutulus (Sull.) Kindb. = F. minutulus Sull. 
Fissidens Lindb. = Leucodon Schwaegr. 
Fontinalis Hedw. 
antipyretica Hedw. 
var. gracilis (Lindb.) Schimp. (133, 204) 
[var. montana H. Miill. = F. antipyretica Hedw.] (126, 134) 
dalecarlica B.S.G. 
dichelymoides Lindb. (203) 
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fascicularis (Hedw.) Lindb. 
hygrometrica Hedw. 
var. nana Hartm. (133) 
Georgia C. Miill. 
brownii Lindb. = Tetrodontium brownianum (Dicks.) Schwaegr. 
pellucida (Hedw.) Rabenh. = Tetraphis pellucida Hedw. 
Grimmia Hedw. 
affinis Hornsch. (207) 
alpestris (Web. & Mohr) Nees f . subsulcata (Limpr.) Loeske = G. sessitana 
De Not. 
alpicola Hedw. = Schistidiurn alpicola (Hedw.) Limpr. 
var. rivularis (Brid.) Wahlenb. = Schistidium alpicola (Hedw.) Limpr. var. 
rivulare (Brid.) Limpr. 
angusta (I. Hag.) Broth. = Schistidium agassizii Sull. & Lesq. 
anodon B.S.G. 
anomala Hampe (205) 
apiculata Hornsch. 
apocarpa Hedw. = Schistidiurn apocarpum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. gracilis Rohl. = Schistidiurn strictum (Turn.) Mart. 
calvescens Kindb. = G. funalis (Schwaegr.) B.S.G. 
fcampestris Hook. = G. laevigata (Brid.) Brid.] (126) 
commutata Hiib. = G. ovalis (Hedw.) Lindb. (207) 
conferta Funck = Schistidium apocarpum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
curvata (Brid.) De Sloover (206) 
decipiens (K. F. Schultz) Lindb. 
donniana Sm. 
var. arenaria (Hampe) Loeske (133) 
elatior Bals. & De Not. 
elongata Kaulf. 
fflaccida (De Not.) Lindb. = Schistidiurn pulvinatum (Hedw.) Brid.] (126) 
funalis (Schwaegr.) B.S.G. 
var. calvescens (Kindb.) Moll. (133) 
hartmanii Schimp. (205) 
var. anornala (Hampe) Monk. = G. anomala Hampe 
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incurva Schwaegr. 
[laevigata (Brid.) Brid.] (126) 
maritima Turn. = Schistidium maritimum (Turn.) B.S.G. 
mollis B.S.G. = Hydrogrimmia mollis (B.S.G.) Loeske 
montana B.S.G. 
muehlenbeckii Schimp. 
ovalis auct. = G. affinis Hornsch. (207) 
ovalis (Hedw.) Lindb. (207) 
patens (Hedw.) B.S.G. = G. curvata (Brid.) De Sloover 
pulvinata (Hedw.) Sm. 
sessitana De Not. 
var. subsulcata (Limpr.) Breidl. = G. sessitana De Not. 
torquata Grev. 
var. flettii (Holz.) Vaarama (133, 208) 
[trichophylla Grev.] (126) 
var. muehlenbeckii (Schimp.) Husn. = G. muehlenbeckii Schimp. 
var. tenuis (Wahlenb.) Wijk & Marg. = G. muehlenbeckii Schimp. 
unicolor Hook. 
spp. = Hydrogrimmia (I. Hag.) Loeske, Racomitrium Brid., Schistidium Brid. 
Gymnocybe Fr. = Aulacomnium Schwaegr. 
Gymnostomum Nees & Hornsch., nom. cons. (131) 
aeruginosum Sm. 
calcareum N ees & Hornsch. 
pyriforme Hedw. = Physcomitrium pyriforme (Hedw.) Brid. 
recurvirostre Hedw. 
Haplodon Kindb. (128) 
wormskioldii (Hornem.) Kindb. = Aplodon wormskioldii (Hornem.) R. 
Brown 
Hedwigia P. Beauv., nom. cons. 
albicans Lindb. = H. ciliata (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
ciliata (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
Helicodontium Schwaegr. 
pulvinatum (Wahlenb.) Lindb. = Myrinia pulvinata (Wahlenb.) Schimp. 
Helodium Warnst., nom. cons. 
blandowii (Web. & Mohr) Warnst. 
lanatum (Brid.) Broth. = H. blandowii (Web. & Mohr) Warnst. 
Herzogiella Broth. (188) 
seligeri (Brid.) Iwats. 
striatella (Brid.) Iwats. 
turfacea (Lindb.) Iwats. 
Heterocladium B.S.G. 
dimorphum (Brid.) B.S.G. 
papillosum (Lindb.) Lindb. = Pseudoleskeella papillosa (Lindb.) Kindb. 
squarrosulum Lindb. = H. dimorphum (Brid.) B.S.G. 
Heterophyllium (Schimp.) Kindb. 
haldanianum (Grev.) Fleisch. = Callicladium haldanianum (Grev.) Crum 
(160) 
Holmgrenia Lindb. = Orthothecium B.S.G. 
Homalia (Brid.) B.S.G. 
trichomanoides (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
Homalothecium B.S.G. 
lutescens (Hedw.) Robins. = Camptothecium lutescens (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
sericeum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
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Homomallium (Schimp.) Loeske 
incurvatum (Brid.) Loeske 
Hydrogrimmia (I. Hag.) Loeske 
mollis (B.S.G.) Loeske 
Hygroamblystegium Loeske, nom. cons. 
fluviatile (Hedw.) Loeske 
irriguum (Hook. & Wils.) Loeske = H. tenax (Hedw.) Jenn. 
tenax (Hedw.) Jenn. 
Hygrohypnum Lindb. 
alpestre (Hedw.) Loeske 
alpinum (Lindb.) Loeske 
dilatatum (Wils.) Loeske 
luridum (Hedw.) Jenn. 
[var. subsphaericarpon (Brid.) C. ]ens.] (126, 133) 
molle (Hedw.) Loeske 
[var. schimperianum (Lor.) Loeske] (126, 133) 
norvegicum (B.S.G.) Amann 
ochraceum (Wils.) Loeske 
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var. simplicinerve (Lindb.) Spindl. = H. ochraceum (Wils.) Loeske (134) 
palustre Loeske = H. luridum (Hedw.) Jenn. 
[ var. subsphaericarpon (Brid.) Loeske = H. lurid urn (Hedw.) Jenn.] (126, 
133) 
[polare (Lindb.) Loeske] (126) 
rivulare Broth. = H. alpestre (Hedw.) Loeske 
smithii (Sw.) Broth. 
viriuulum (Kindb.) Broth. = H. norvegicum (B.S.G.) Amann 
Hylocomiastrum Broth. = Hylocomium B.S.G., p.p. 
Hylocomium B.S.G. 
loreum (Hedw.) B.S.G. = Rhytidiadelphus loreus (Hedw.) Warnst. 
parietinum Lindb. = Pleurozium schreberi (Brid.) Mitt. 
proliferum (Brid.) Lindb. = Hylocomium splendens (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
pyrenaicum (Spruce) Lindb. (209) 
rugosum (Hedw.) De Not. = Rhytidium rugosum (Hedw.) Kindb. 
schreberi (Brid.) De Not. = Pleurozium schreberi (Brid.) Mitt. 
splendens (Hedw.) B.S.G. (210) 
squarrosum (Hedw.) B.S.G. = Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus (Hedw.) Warnst. 
ssp. calvescens Kindb. = Rhytidiadelphus subpinnatus (Lindb.) T. Kop. 
triquetrum (Hedw.) B.S.G. = Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus (Hedw.) Warnst. 
umbratum (Hedw.) B.S.G. (210) 
Hymenostomum R. Brown (211) 
microstomum (Hedw.) R. Brown = Weissia brachycarpa (Nees & Hornsch.) 
Jur. (211) 
squarrosum Nees & Hornsch.=Weissia squarrosa (Nees & Hornsch.) C. Mull. 
Hymenostylium Brid. (131) 
curvirostre Mitt. = Gymnostomum recurvirostre Hedw. 
var. scabrum (Lindb.) Limpr. = Gymnostomum recurvirostre Hedw. (131) 
recurvirostre (Hedw.) Dix. = Gymnostomum recurvirostre Hedw. 
Hypnum Hedw., nom. cons. 
arcuatum Lindb. = H. lindbergii Mitt. 
bambergeri Schimp. 
bridelianum Crum et al. = H. recurvatum (Lindb. & H. Arn.) Kindb. (212) 
var. recurvatum (Lindb. & H. Arn.) Nyh. = H. recurvatum (Lindb. & H. 
Arn.) Kindb. 
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callichroum Brid. 
cupressiforme Hedw. 
ssp. mammillatum (Brid.) Nyl. & Sael. (133) 
ssp. resupinatum (Tayl.) Hartm. f. (133) 
var. ericetorum B.S.G. = H. jutlandicum Holmen & Warncke (213) 
var. filiforme Brid. (133) 
var. lacunosum Brid. (133) 
var. mammillatum Brid. (133) 
var. resupinatum (Tayl.) Schimp. (133) 
var. vaucheri (Lesq.) Boul. = H. vaucheri Lesq. 
ericetorum (B.S.G.) Loeske = H . jutlandicum Holmen & Warncke (213) 
fastigiatum Brid. = H. recurvatum (Lindb. & H. Arn.) Kindb. (212) 
hamulosum B.S.G. 
imponens Hedw. 
jutlandicum Holmen & Warncke (213) 
lindbergii Mitt. 
mammillatum (Brid.) Loeske = H. cupressiforme Hedw. 
pallescens (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
var. subjulaceum (Schimp.) Hartm. f. = H. pallescens (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
(134) 
pratense (Rabenh.) Hartm. 
ravaudii Boul. ssp. fastigiatum (Hampe) Wijk & Marg. = H. recurvatum 
(Lindb. & H. Arn.) Kindb. (212) 
recurvatum (Lindb. & H. Arn.) Kindb. (212) 
revolutum (Mitt.) Lindb. 
vaucheri Lesq. 
spp. = genera diversa: Brachytheciaceae 
Isopterygium Mitt. (188) 
alpicola (Lindb. & H. Arn.) Nyh. (214) 
borrerianum (Spruce) Lindb. = I. elegans (Brid.) Lindb. 
depressum (Brid.) Mitt. = Taxiphyllum wissgrillii (Garov.) Wijk & Marg. 
elegans (Brid.) Lindb. 
pulchellum (Hedw.) Jaeg. 
var. nitidulum (Wahlenb.) G. Roth = I. pulchellum (Hedw.) Jaeg. 
repens (Brid.) Lindb. = Herzogiella seligeri (Brid.) Iwats. 
seligeri (Brid.) Dix. = Herzogiella seligeri (Brid.) Iwats. 
turfaceum (Lindb.) Lindb. = Herzogiella turfacea (Lindb.) Iwats. 
Isothecium Brid. 
myosuroides Brid. (300) 
myurum Brid. 
viviparum Lindb. = I. myurum Brid. 
Kiaeria I. Hag. 
blyttii (B.S.G.) Broth. 
[ var. riparia (H. Lindb.) Broth. = Dicranella riparia (H. Lindb.) Mart. & 
Nyh.] (126) 
falcata (Hedw.) I. Hag. 
glacialis (Berggr.) I. Hag. 
starkei (Web. & Mohr) I. Hag. 
Leersia Batsch = Encalypta Hedw. 
Leptobryum (B.S.G.) Wils. 
pyriforme (Hedw.) Wils. 
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Leptodictyum (Schimp.) Warnst. 
kochii (B.S.G.) Warnst. 
var. curvipes (B.S.G.) Warnst. (133) 
riparium (Hedw.) Warnst. 
Lescuraea B.S.G. (215) 
incurvata (Hedw.) Lawt. (216) 
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mutabilis (Brid.) I. Hag. var. saxicola (B.S.G.) I. Hag. = L. saxicola (B.S.G.) 
Milde 
patens (Lindb.) H. Arn. & C. Jens. 
plicata (Web. & Mohr) Broth. 
radicosa (Mitt.) Monk. (216) 
var. denudata (Kindb.) Lawt. (133) 
saxicola (B.S.G.) Milde 
Leskea Hedw. 
polycarpa Hedw. 
[var. paludosa (Hedw.) Schimp.] (126, 133) 
spp. = Leskeella (Limpr.) Loeske, Pseudoleskeella Kindb. 
Leskeella (Limpr.) Loeske (217) 
nervosa (Brid.) Loeske 
var. laxifolia (Lindb.) I. Hag. (133) 
tectorum (Brid.) I. Hag. = Pseudoleskeella tectorum (Brid.) Broth. 
Lesquereuxia Lindb. = Lescuraea B.S.G. 
Leucobryum Hampe 
glaucum (Hedw.) Angstr. (218) 
Leucodon Schwaegr. 
sciuroides (Hedw.) Schwaegr. 
var. morensis (Schwaegr.) De Not. (133) 
Limprichtia Loeske = Drepanocladus (C. Mull.) G. Roth, p.p. (189) 
Loeskeobryum Fleisch. = Hylocomium B.S.G., p.p. 
Loeskypnum Paul = Drepanocladus (C. Mull.) G. Roth, p.p. (189) 
Meesia Hedw., nom. cons. 
longiseta Hedw. 
triquetra (Richter) Angstr. 
trichodes Spruce = M. uliginosa Hedw. 
var. minor (Brid.) Braithw. = M. uliginosa Hedw. 
trifaria Crum et al. = M. triquetra (Richter) Angstr. 
uliginosa Hedw. 
var. minor (Brid.) Web. & Mohr (133) 
Microthuidium (Limpr.) Warnst. = Thuidium B.S.G., p.p. 
Mniobryum Limpr., nom. cons. 
albicans (Wahlenb.) Limpr. = M. wahlenbergii (Web. & Mohr) Jenn. 
var. glaciale (Brid.) Limpr. = M. wahlenbergii (Web. & Mohr) Jenn. 
atropurpureum (Wahlenb.) I. Hag. = Pohlia atropurpurea (Wahlenb.) H. 
Lindb. 
carneum Limpr. = M. delicatulum (Hedw.) Dix. 
delicatulum (Hedw.) Dix. 
wahlenbergii (Web. & Mohr) Jenn. 
var. glaciale (Brid.) Wijk & Marg. (133) 
Mnium Hedw., nom. cons. (170) 
affine Funck = Plagiomnium affine (Funck) T. Kop. 
var. medium (B.S.G.) Husn. = Plagiomnium medium (B.S.G.) T. Kop. 
(219) 
var. ciliare auct. = Plagiomnium affine (Funck) T. Kop. 
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[ var. ciliare C. Miill.] (126, 220) 
var. integrifolium (Lindb.) Milde = Plagiomnium ellipticum (Brid.) T. 
Kop. (220) 
ambiguum H. Miill. (221) 
andrewsianum Steere = Rhizomnium andrewsianum (Steere) T. Kop. 
blyttii B.S.G. 
cinclidioides Hiib. = Pseudobryum cinclidioides (Hiib.) T. Kop. 
cuspidatum Hedw. = Plagiomnium cuspidatum (Hedw.) T. Kop. 
drummondii Bruch & Schimp. = Plagiomnium drummondii (Bruch & 
Schimp.) T. Kop. 
hornum Hedw. 
hymenophylloides Hiib. = Cyrtomnium hymenophylloides (Hiib.) T. Kop. 
hymenophyllum B.S.G. = Cyrtomnium hymenophyllum (B.S.G.) Holmen 
inclinatum Lindb. = M. ambiguum H. Miill. 
longirostre Brid. = Plagiomnium rostratum (Schrad.) T. Kop. 
lycopodioides auct. = M. ambiguum H. Miill. 
[lycopodioides Schwaegr.] (126, 221) 
marginatum (With.) P. Beauv. (221) 
medium B.S.G. = Plagiomnium medium (B.S.G.) T. Kop. 
var. curvatulum (Lindb.) G. Roth = Plagiomnium medium (B.S.G.) T. 
Kop. ssp. curvatulum (Lindb.) T. Kop. (220) 
orthorrhynchum auct. = M. thomsonii Schimp. (222, 223) 
orthorrhynchum Brid. = Atrichum tenellum (Rohl.) B.S.G. (222) 
var. inclinatum (Lindb.) Moll. = M. ambiguum H. Miill. 
pseudopunctatum Bruch & Schimp. = Rhizomnium pseudopunctatum 
(Bruch & Schimp.) T. Kop. 
punctatum Hedw. = Rhizomnium punctatum (Hedw.) T. Kop. 
var. elatum Schimp. = Rhizomnium magnifolium (Horik.) T. Kop. 
riparium auct. = M. ambiguum H. Miill. (221) 
riparium Mitt. = M. marginatum (With.) P. Beauv. (221) 
rostratum Schrad. = Plagiomnium rostratum (Schrad.) T. Kop. 
rugicum Laur. = Plagiomnium ellipticum (Brid.) T. Kop. (220) 
seligeri Warnst. = Plagiomnium elatum (B.S.G.) T. Kop. (220) 
serratum Brid. = M. marginatum (With.) P. Beauv. 
spinosum (Voit.) Schwaegr. (223) 
stellare Hedw. 
thomsonii Schimp. (222, 223) 
undulatum Hedw. = Plagiomnium undulatum (Hedw.) T. Kop. 
Mnium Lindb. = Aulacomnium Schwaegr., p.p. 
Mollia Lindb. = Eucladium B.S.G., Tortella (Lindb.) Lindb., Weissia Hedw. 
Myrinia Schimp., nom. cons. 
pulvinata (Wahlenb.) Schimp. 
Myurella B.S.G. 
apiculata (Sommerf.) B.S.G. = M. tenerrima (Brid.) Lindb. 
julacea (Schwaegr.) B.S.G. 
var. scabrifolia Limpr. (133) 
tenerrima (Brid.) Lindb. 
Neckera Hedw., nom. cons. 
besseri (Lobar.) Jur. (224) 
complanata (Hedw.) Hiib. 
var. tenella Schimp. = N . complanata (Hedw.) Hiib. (134) 
crispa Hedw. 
oligocarpa Bruch 
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pennata Hedw. 
Nyholmiella Holmen & Warncke (225) 
gymnostoma (Brid.) Holmen & Warncke = Orthotrichum gymnostomum 
Brid. 
obtusifolia (Brid.) Holmen & Warncke = Orthotrichum obtusifolium Brid. 
Octodiceras Brid. 
fontanum (B. Pyl.) Lindb. (226) 
Oedipodium Schwaegr. 
griffithianum (Dicks.) Schwaegr. 
Oligotrichum Lam. & DC. 
glabratum Lindb. = Psilopilum laevigatum (Wahlenb.) Lindb. 
hercynicum (Hedw.) Lam. & DC. 
incurvum (Brid.) Lindb. = 0. hercynicum (Hedw.) Lam. & DC. 
Oncophorus (Brid.) Brid. 
virens (Hedw.) Brid. 
var. serratus (B.S.G.) Braithw. (133) 
wahlenbergii Brid. 
[var. gracilis (Broth.) H. Arn. & C. Jens.] (126, 133) 
spp. = Cnestrum I. Hag., Cynodontium Schimp., Rhabdoweisia B.S.G. 
Orthodicranum (B.S.G.) Loeske 
flagellare (Hedw.) Loeske 
montanum (Hedw.) Loeske 
strictum Broth. = 0. tauricum (Sapehin) Z. Smirn. (227) 
tauricum (Sapehin) Z. Smirn. (227) 
Orthothecium B.S.G., nom. cons. 
chryseum (Schwaegr.) B.S.G. 
intricatum (Hartm.) B.S.G. 
rufescens (Brid.) B.S.G. 
strictum Lor. (228) 




var. montanum Vent. = 0. anomalum Hedw. 
var. saxatile Milde = 0. anomalum Hedw. (229) 
arnellii Gronv. = 0. pallens Brid. (230) 
blyttii Schimp. = 0. pylaesii Brid. (229) 
var. arcticum (Schimp.) I. Hag. = 0. pylaesii Brid. (229) 
var. groenlandicum (Berggr.) C. Jens. = 0. pylaesii Brid. (229) 
var. microblephare (Schimp.) C. Jens. = 0. pylaesii Brid. (229) 
cupulatum Brid. 
var. riparium Hub. (133, 231) 
diaphanum Brid. (231) 
fallax Brid. = 0. pumilum Sw. 
fastigiatum Brid. 
gymnostomum Brid. 
lyellii Hook. & Tayl. (231) 
microblephare Schimp. = 0. pylaesii Brid. (229) 
nudum Dicks. = 0. pumilum Sw. (229) 
obtusifolium Brid. 
octoblephare Brid. = 0. affine Brid. 
var. fastigiatum (Brid.) C. Jens. = 0. fastigiatum Brid. 
pallens Brid. 
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paradoxum Gronv. (231) 
patens Brid. (231) 
pumilum Sw. (229) 
var. schimperi (Hammar) Hinneri (133, 231) 
pylaesii Brid. (229, 300) 
var. microblephare (Schimp.) Hinneri (133, 229, 231) 
rupestre Schwaegr. 
var. franzonianum (De Not.) Vent. (133, 231) 
var. ovatum Vent. = 0. rupestre Schwaegr. 
var. sturmii (Hoppe & Hornsch.) Jur. = 0. rupestre Schwaegr. 
speciosum N ees 
ssp. fuscum Lindb. (133, 231) 
var. elegans (Hook. & Grev.) Warnst. (133) 
stramineum Hornsch. 
striatum Hedw. 
urnigerum M yr. 
Oxystegus (Limpr.) Hilp. (131) 
cylindricus (Brid.) Hilp. = 0. tenuirostris (Hook. & Tayl.) A. J. E. Sm. (131) 
tenuirostris (Hook. & Tayl.) A. J. E. Sm. (131) 
Paludella Brid. 
squarrosa (Hedw.) Brid. 
Paraleucobryum (Limpr.) Loeske 
enerve (Thed.) Loeske 
longifolium (Hedw.) Loeske 
var. strictiforme (C. Jens.) Broth. (133) 
Phascum Hedw. 
acaulon With. = P. cuspidatum Hedw. 
cuspidatum Hedw. 
ssp. piliferum (Hedw.) Amann (133) 
var. piliferum (Hedw.) Hook. & Tayl. (133) 
floerkeanum W eh. & Mohr 
piliferum Hedw. = P. cuspidatum Hedw. 
Philonotis Brid. (232) 
arnellii Husn. 
caespitosa Jur. 
calcarea (B.S.G.) Schimp. (233) 
capillaris Lindb. = P. fontana (Hedw.) Brid. (234) 
fontana (Hedw.) Brid. 
var. capillaris (Lindb.) Lindb. = P. fontana (Hedw.) Brid. 
var. parvula (Norrl.) Lindb. (133) 
seriata Mitt. 
var. adpressa (Ferg.) Bryhn (133) 
tomentella Mol. 
Physcomitrella B.S.G. 
patens (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
Physcomitrium (Brid.) Brid. (235) 
pyriforme (Hedw.) Brid. (235) 
sphaericum (Ludw.) Brid. (235) 
Plagiobryum Lindb. 
demissum (Hook.) Lindb. (236) 
zieri (Hedw.) Lindb. (236) 
Plagiomnium T. Kop. (170) 
affine (Funck) T. Kop. (219, 220, 237) 
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cuspidatum (Hedw.) T. Kop. 
drummondii (Bruch & $chimp.) T. Kop. (238) 
elatum (B.S.G.) T. Kop. (220, 237) 
ellipticum (Brid.) T. Kop. (220, 237, 240) 
medium (B.S.G.) T. Kop. (219, 220, 237) 
ssp. curvatulum (Lindb.) T. Kop. (220, 237, 241) 
ssp. medium 
rostratum (Schrad.) T. Kop. (239) 
rugicum (Laur.) T. Kop. = P. ellipticum (Brid.) T. Kop. (220, 240) 
undulatum (Hedw.) T. Kop. 
Plagiopus Brid. 
oederi (Brid.) Limpr. (300) 
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var. alpinus (Schwaegr.) Dalla Torre & Sarnth. = P. oederi (Brid.) Limpr. (134) 
var. condensatus Limpr. (133) 
Plagiotheciella Broth. = Plagiothecium B.S.G., p.p. 
Plagiothecium B.S.G. (188, 300) 
cavifolium (Brid.) Iwats. (243) 
curvifolium Limpr. 
denticulatum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
ssp. laetum (B.S.G.) Kindb. = P. laetum B.S.G. 
var. curvifolium (Limpr.) Meyl. = P. curvifolium Limpr. 
var. laetum (B.S.G.) Lindb. = P. laetum B.S.G. 
var. majus (Boul.) Delogne = P. denticulatum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. undulatum Geh. = P. ruthei Limpr. 
laetum B.S.G. 
latebricola B.S.G. 
neglectum Monk. = P. nemorale (Mitt.) Jaeg. (242) 
nemorale (Mitt.) Jaeg. (242, 243) 
piliferum (Hartm.) B.S.G. 
platyphyllum Monk. 
roeseanum B.S.G. = P. cavifolium (Brid.) Iwats. (243) 
var. gracile Breidl. = P. cavifolium (Brid.) Iwats. 
ruthei Limpr. 
striatellum (Brid.) Lindb. = Herzogiella striatella (Brid.) Iwats. 
succulentum (Wils.) Lindb. (243) 
sylvaticum auct. = P. cavifolium (Brid.) Iwats., p.p. (243) 
sylvaticum (Brid.) B.S.G. = P. denticulatum (Hedw.) B.S.G. (243) 
var. roeseanum (B.S.G.) Walth. & Mol. = P. cavifolium (Brid.) Iwats. 
undulatum (Hedw.) B.S.G. (244) 
Platydictya Berk. (125) 
[confervoides (Brid.) Crum] (126) 
jungermannioides (Brid.) Crum (58, 245) 
subtilis (Hedw.) Crum 
Platygyrium B.S.G .. , nom. cons. 
repens (Brid.) B.S.G. 
Platyhypnidium Fleisch. = Rhynchostegium B.S.G., p.p. 
Pleuridium Rabenh., nom. cons. (246) 
acuminatum Lindb. 
alternifolium auct. = P. subulatum (Hedw.) Rabenh. 
alternifolium (Hedw.) Brid. = Archidium alternifolium (Hedw.) $chimp. 
axillare (Sm.) Lindb. = Pseudephemerum nitidum (Hedw.) Reim. 
subulatum auct. = P. acuminatum Lindb. 
subulatum (Hedw.) Rabenh. 
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Pleurozium Mitt. 
schreberi (Brid.) Mitt. (247) 
Pogonatum P. Beauv. 
alpinum (Hedw.) Rohl. = Polytrichastrum alpinum (Hedw.) G. L. Sm. (248) 
aloides (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
var. minimum (Crome) Mol. (133) 
capillare (Michx.) Brid. = P. dentatum (Brid.) Brid. 
dentatum (Brid.) Brid. (249) 
nanum (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
var. minimum (Crome) Moll. = P. aloides (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
nanum Lindb. = P. aloides (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
polytrichoides (Balbis) P. Beauv. = P. nanum (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
urnigerum (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
var. humile (Wahlenb.) Brid. = P. urnigerum (Hedw.) P. Beauv. 
Pohlia Hedw. 
acuminata Hoppe & Hornsch. = P. elongata Hedw. 
albicans Lindb. = Mniobryum wahlenbergii (Web. & Mohr) Jenn. 
annotina (Hedw.) Loeske = P. camptotrachela (Ren. & Card.) Broth. 
atropurpurea (Wahlenb.) H. Lindb. 
bulb if era (Warnst.) W arnst. 
camptotrachela (Ren. & Card.) Broth. 
commutata (Schimp.) Lindb. = P. drummondii (C. Miill.) Andr. 
crassidens Lindb. = P. crudoides (Sull. & Lesq.) Broth. 
cruda (Hedw.) Lindb. 
[var. minor (B.S.G.) Broth. & Sael.] (126, 133) 
crudoides (Sull. & Lesq.) Broth. 
cucullata (Schwaegr.) Lindb. = P. obtusifolia (Brid.) L. Koch 
defecta (Sanio) Andr. 
delicatula (Hedw.) Grout = Mniobryum delicatulum (Hedw.) Dix. 
drummondii (C. Miill.) Andr. (298) 
elongata Hedw. 
var. polymorpha (Hoppe & Hornsch.) Nyh. (133) 
erecta Lindb. (250) 
gracilis (B.S.G.) Lindb. = P. schleicheri Crum (251) 
grandiflora H. Lindb. = P. camptotrachela (Ren. & Card.) Broth. 
lescuriana (Sull.) Iish. (252) 
longicollis (Hedw.) Lindb. 
ludwigii (Schwaegr.) Broth. 
nutans (Hedw.) Lindb. 
var. bicolor (Hoppe & Hornsch.) R. Hult P. nutans (Hedw.) Lindb. 
(134) 
var. longiseta (Hiib.) Delogne (133) 
var. sphagnetorum (Schimp.) Delogne (133) 
var. turbinata (Bomanss.) Moll. = P. nutans (Hedw.) Lindb. (134) 
obtusifolia (Brid.) L. Koch 
polymorpha Hoppe & Hornsch. = P. elongata Hedw. 
proligera (Kindb.) H. Arn. 
pulchella (Hedw.) Lindb. = P. lescuriana (Sull.) Iish. (252) 
[ramannii Warnst.] (126) 
schleicheri Crum (251) 
sphagnicola (B.S.G.) Broth. (253) 
wahlenbergii (Web. & Mohr) Andr. Mniobryum wahlenbergii (Web. & 
Mohr) Jenn. 
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Polytrichastrum G. L. Sm. (248) 
alpinum (Hedw.) G. L. Sm. (248) 
var. alpinum 
var. septentrionale (Brid.) G. L. Sm. 
formosum (Hedw.) G. L. Sm. 
longisetum (Brid.) G. L. Sm. 
pallidisetum (Funck) G. L. Sm. 
sexangulare (Brid.) G. L. Sm. 
Polytrichum Hedw. (248) 
affine Funck = P. strictum Brid. 
alpinum Hedw. = Polytrichastrum alpinum (Hedw.) G. L. Sm. (248) 
var. arcticum (Schrad.) Wahlenb. (133) 
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var. septentrionale (Brid.) Lindb. = Polytrichastrum alpinum G. L. Sm. 
var. septentrionale (Brid.) G. L. Sm. (248) 
var. silvaticum (Menz.) Lindb. (133) 
attenuatum Brid. = Polytrichastrum formosum (Hedw.) G. L. Sm. 
aurantiacum Brid. = Polytrichastrum longisetum (Brid.) G. L. Sm. 
commune Hedw. (254) 
var. jensenii (I. Hag.) Monk. = P. jensenii I. Hag. 
var. minus De Not. = P. commune Hedw. 
var. perigoniale (Michx.) Hampe (133) 
var. swartzii (Hartm.) Nyh. = P. swartzii Hartm. 
var. uliginosum Wallr. = P. commune Hedw. 
decipiens Limpr. = Polytrichastrum pallidisetum (Funck) G. L. Sm. (248) 
formosum Hedw. = Polytrichastrum formosum (Hedw.) G. L. Sm. (248) 
gracile Dicks. = Polytrichastrum longisetum (Brid.) G. L. Sm. (248) 
hyperboreum R. Brown 
jensenii I. Hag. 
juniperinum Hedw. 
var. gracilius Wahlenb. = P. strictum Brid. 
longisetum Brid. = Polytrichastrum longisetum (Brid.) G. L. Sm. (248) 
norvegicum Hedw. = Polytrichastrum alpinum (Hedw.) G. L. Sm. var. 
septentrionale (Brid.) G. L. Sm. (248) 
piliferum Hedw. 
var. fastigiatum (Lindb.) Bomanss. & Broth. = P. piliferum Hedw. (134) 
sexangulare Brid. = Polytrichastrum sexangulare (Brid.) G. L. Sm. (248) 
strictum Brid. 
swartzii Hartm. 
var. nigrescens (Warnst.) I. Hag. = P. swartzii Hartm. (255) 
spp. = Pogonatum P. Beauv. 
Porotrichum (Brid.) Hampe, p.p. = Thamnobryum Nieuwl. 
Pottia (Reichenb.) Fiirnr. 
davalliana (Sm.) C. Jens. 
heimii (Hedw.) Hampe 
intermedia (Turn.) Fiirnr. 
truncata (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
truncatula (With.) Buse = P. truncata (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
Pseudephemerum (Lindb.) I. Hag. 
axillare (Sm.) I. Hag. = P. nitidum (Hedw.) Reim. 
nitidum (Hedw.) Reim. 
Pseudobryum (Kindb.) T. Kop. (170) 
cinclidioides (Hub.) T. Kop. 
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Pseudoleskea B.S.G. (215) 
breidleri Kindb. = Lescuraea radicosa (Mitt.) Monk. var. denudata (Kindb.) 
Lawt. (133) 
filamentosa (With.) C. Jens. = Lescuraea incurvata (Hedw.) Lawt. 
incurvata (Hedw.) Loeske = Lescuraea incurvata (Hedw.) Lawt. 
patens (Lindb.) Kindb. = Lescuraea patens (Lindb.) H. Arn. & C. Jens. 
plicata (Web. & Mohr) Kindb. = Lescuraea plicata (Web. & Mohr) Broth. 
radicosa (Mitt.) Mac. & Kindb. = Lescuraea radicosa (Mitt.) Monk. 
Pseudoleskeella Kindb. (217) 
[catenulata (Schrad.) Kindb.] (126, 256) 
nervosa (Brid.) Nyh. = Leskeella nervosa (Brid.) Loeske (217) 
var. laxifolia (Lindb.) Nyh., nom. inval. = Leskeella nervosa (Brid.) Loeske 
(133, 257) 
papillosa (Lindb.) Kindb. 
tectorum (Brid.) Broth. (217) 
Pseudoscleropodium (Limpr.) Fleisch. 
purum (Hedw.) Fleisch. 
Pseudostereodon (Broth.) Fleisch. = Hypnum Hedw., p.p. 
Psilopilum Brid. 
cavifolium (Wils.) I. Hag. 
laevigatum (Wahlenb.) Lindb. 
var. aloma I. Hag. (133) 
Pterigynandrum Hedw. 
filiforme Hedw. 
var. decipiens (Web. & Mohr) Limpr. = P. filiforme Hedw. 
Ptilium De Not. 
crista-castrensis (Hedw.) De Not. (258) 
Ptychodium Schimp. (215) 
plicatum (Web. & Mohr) Schimp. = Lescuraea plicata (Web. & Mohr) Broth. 
Pylaisia Schimp. (300) 
polyantha (Hedw.) Schimp. (300) 
[schimperi Card. = P. selwynii Kindb.] (126) 
[selwynii Kindb.] (126) 
Pyramidula Brid. 
tetragona (Brid.) Brid. 
Racomitrium Brid. (259, 300) 
aciculare (Hedw.) Brid. 
affine (Web. & Mohr) Lindb. = R. heterostichum (Hedw.) Brid. 
var. obtusum (Brid.) Limpr. = R. heterostichum (Hedw.) Brid. 
aquaticum (Schrad.) Brid. 
canescens (Hedw.) Brid. (260) 
var. ericoides (Hedw.) Hampe = R. ericoides (Hedw.) Brid. 
var. strictum Schlieph. (133) 
ericoides (Hedw.) Brid. (260) 
fasciculare (Hedw.) Brid. 
heterostichum (Hedw.) Brid. 
ssp. sudeticum (Funck) Dix. = R. sudeticum (Funck) B.S.G. 
var. affine (Web. & Mohr) Lesq. (133) 
var. obtusum (Brid.) Delogne (133) 
var. sudeticum (Funck) Bauer = R. sudeticum (Funck) B.S.G. 
hypnoides Lindb. = R. lanuginosum (Hedw.) Brid. 
lanuginosum (Hedw.) Brid. (261) 
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microcarpon (Hedw.) Brid. (259) 
var. brevicellulosum (Roiv.) C. Jens. (133) 
var. fastigiatum (Loeske) C. Jens. (133) 
protensum (A. Braun) Hub. = R. aquaticum (Schrad.) Brid. 
ramulosum Lindb. = R. microcarpon (Hedw.) Brid. 
var. brevicellulosum Roiv. = R. microcarpon (Hedw.) Brid. 
var. fastigiatum (Loeske) Med. = R. microcarpon (Hedw.) Brid. 
sudeticum (Funck) B.S.G. (262) 
Rhabdoweisia B.S.G. 
crispata (With.) Lindb. 
denticulata B.S.G. = R. crispata (With.) Lindb. 
fugax (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
striata (Schrad.) Lindb. = R. fugax (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
Rhacomitrium Lor. = Racomitrium Brid. (259) 
Rhizomnium (Broth.) T. Kop. (170) 
andrewsianum (Steere) T. Kop. (263) 
magnifolium (Horik.) T. Kop. (264, 265) 
perssonii T. Kop. = R. magnifolium (Horik.) T. Kop. (265) 
pseudopunctatum (Bruch & Schimp.) T. Kop. (264) 
punctatum (Hedw.) T. Kop. (264) 
Rhodobryum (Schimp.) Limpr. (266) 
roseum (Hedw.) Limpr. (267) 
Rhynchostegiella (B.S.G.) Limpr. 
compacta (C. Mull.) Loeske (268) 
Rhynchostegium B.S.G. 
riparioides (Hedw.) Card. 
rusciforme B.S.G. = R. riparioides (Hedw.) Card. 
Rhytidiadelphus (Limpr.) Warnst. 
calvescens (Kindb.) Broth. = R. subpinnatus (Lindb.) T . Kop. 
loreus (Hedw.) Warnst. (269) 
squarrosus (Hedw.) Warnst. (270) 
subpinnatus (Lindb.) T. Kop. (270) 
triquetrus (Hedw.) Warnst. (271) 
Rhytidium (Sull.) Kindb. 
rugosum (Hedw.) Kindb. (272) 
Saelania Lindb. 
caesia (P. Beauv.) Lindb. = S. glaucescens (Hedw.) Broth. 
glaucescens (Hedw.) Broth. 
Sanionia Loeske = Drepanocladus (C. Mull.) G. Roth, p.p (189) 
Schistidium Brid. 
agassizii Sull. & Lesq. (273) 
alpicola (Hedw.) Limpr. 
var. alpicola (27 4) 
var. latifolium (Zett.) Limpr. (133) 
var. rivulare (Brid.) Limpr. (274) 
angustum I. Hag. = S. agassizii Sull. & Lesq. 
anodon (B .S.G.) Loeske = Grimmia anodon B.S.G. 
apocarpum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. confertum (Funck) Moll. (133) 
var. gracile (Rohl.) B.S.G. = S. strictum (Turn.) Mart. 
boreale Poelt (275) 
gracile (Rohl.) Limpr. = S. strictum (Turn.) Mart. 
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maritimum (Turn.) B.S.G. 
[pulvinatum (Hedw.) Brid.J (126) 
strictum (Turn.) Mart. (275) 
Schistophyllum Lindb. = Fissidens Hedw., Octodiceras Brid. 
Schistostega Mohr 
osmundacea Mohr = S. pennata (Hedw.) Web. & Mohr 
pennata (Hedw.) Web. & Mohr 
Scleropodium B.S.G. 
purum (Hedw.) Limpr. = Pseudoscleropodium purum (Hedw.) Fleisch. 
Scorpidium (Schimp.) Limpr. 
scorpioides (Hedw.) Limpr. 
trifarium (Web. & Mohr) Paul = Calliergon trifarium (Web. & Mohr) 
Kind b. 
turgescens (T. Jens.) Loeske (276) 
vernicosum (Mitt.) Tuom. = Drepanocladus vernicosus (Mitt.) Warnst. (189) 
Seligeria B.S.G. 
brevifolia (Lindb.) Lindb. 
campylopoda Kindb. 
diversifolia Lindb. (277) 
var. brevifolia (Lindb. & H. Arn.) I. Hag. (133, 277) 
donniana (Sm.) C. Mull. 
polaris Berggr. 
recurvata (Hedw.) B.S.G. (277) 
setacea Lindb. = S. recurvata (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. pumila Lindb. = S. diversifolia Lindb. (277) 
subimmersa Lindb. (278) 
tristichoides Kindb. 
Sphaerocephalus Lindb. = Aulacomnium Schwaegr., p.p. 
Sphagnum L. (279, 280) 
acutifolium Schrad. = S. nemoreum Scop. var. nemoreum 
amblyphyllum (Russow) Zick. = S. flexuosum Dozy & Molk. 
angustifolium (Russow) C. ]ens. 
annulatum W arnst. 
var. annulatum (281) 
var. porosum (Schlieph. & Warnst.) Maass & Isov. (281) 
aongstroemii Hartm. f. 
apiculatum H. Lindb. = S. fallax (Klinggr.) Klinggr. 
auriculatum Schimp. 
var. auriculatum 
var. inundatum (Russow) M. 0. Hill (282) 
balticum (Russow) C. Jens. 
capillaceum (Weiss) Schrank = S. nemoreum Scop. var. nemoreum 
var. tenellum (Schimp.) Andr. = S. rubellum Wils. 
centrale C. J ens. 
compactum DC. 
contortum K. F. Schultz 
cuspidatum Hoffm. (280) 
dusenii Russow & Warnst. = S. majus (Russow) C. Jens. 
fallax (Klinggr.) Klinggr. 
var. angustifolium (Russow) Nyh. = S. angustifolium (Russow) C. ]ens. 
(283) 
var. flexuosum (Dozy & Molk.) Nyh. = S. flexuosum Dozy & Molk. {283) 
fimbriatum Wils. 
flexuosum Dozy & Molk. 
fuscum (Schimp.) Klinggr. 
girgensohnii Russow 
imbricatum Russow 
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inundatum Russow = S. auriculatum Schimp. var. inundatum (Russow) 
M. 0. Hill 
jensenii H. Lindb. = S. annulatum Warnst. var. porosum (Schlieph. & 
Warnst.) Maass & Isov. 
lindbergii Lindb. (284) 
magellanicum Brid. 
majus (Russow) C. Jens. 
medium Limpr. = S. magellanicum Brid. 
molle Sull. (280) 
mucronatum (Russow) Zick. = S. fallax (Klinggr.) Klinggr. 
nemoreum Scop. (285) 
var. nemoreum 




parvifolium (Warnst.) Warnst. = S. angustifolium (Russow) C. Jens. 
platyphyllum (Braithw.) Warnst. 
plumulosum Roll = S. subnitens Russow & Warnst. 
pulchrum (Braithw.) Warnst. 
quinquefarium (Braithw.) Warnst. 
recurvum auct. = S. fallax (Klinggr.) Klinggr., etc. 
[recurvum P. Beauv.] (126) 
var. amblyphyllum (Russow) Warnst . = S. flexuosum Dozy & Molk. 
var. tenue Klinggr. = S. angustifolium (Russow) C. J ens. 
riparium Angstr. 




strictum Lindb. (non Sull.) = S. girgensohnii Russow 
subfulvum Sjors (287) 
subnitens Russow & Warnst. 
subsecundum N ees 
var. auriculatum (Schimp.) Norrl. = S. auriculatum Schimp. var. auricu-
latum 
var. contortum (K. F. Schultz) Hub. = S. contortum K. F. Schultz 
var. inundatum (Russow) C. Jens. = S. auriculatum Schimp. var. inunda-
tum (Russow) M. 0. Hill 
var. rufescens (Nees & Hornsch.) Hub. = S. auriculatum Schimp. var. 
auriculatum 
subtile (Russow) Warnst. = S. nemoreum Scop. var. subtile (Russow) Nyh. 
tenellum (Brid.) Brid. 
teres (Schimp.) Angstr. 
var. squarrosulum (Schimp.) Warnst. (133) 
warnstorfianum Du Rietz = S. warnstorfii Russow 
warnstorfii Russow 
wulfianum Girg. 




melanocaulon (Wahlenb.) Schwaegr. (288) 
ovatum Hedw. = S. sphaericum Hedw. 





latifolia (Schwaegr.) Broth. 
Stereodon Mitt. = Callicladium Crum, Homomallium (Schimp.) Loeske, Hyp-
num Hedw., Orthothecium B.S.G., Platydictya Berk., Pylaisia Schimp. 
Streblotrichum P. Beauv. (131) 
convolutum (Hedw.) P. Beauv. = Barbula convoluta Hedw. 
Stroemia I. Hag. (225) 
gymnostoma (Brid.) I. Hag. = Orthotrichum gymnostomum Brid. 
obtusifolia (Brid.) I. Hag. = Orthotrichum obtusifolium Brid. 
Swartzia Brid. = Distichium B.S.G. 
Syntrichia Brid. = Tortula Hedw., p.p. 
Taxiphyllum Fleisch. (18 8) 
wissgrillii (Garov.) Wijk & Marg. (289) 
Tayloria Hook. 
[froelichiana (Hedw.) Mitt.] (126, 290) 
lingulata (Dicks.) Lindb. 
serrata (Hedw.) B.S.G. var. tenuis (With.) B.S.G. = T. tenuis (With.) Schimp. 
[splachnoides (Schwaegr.) Hook.] (126) 




angustatus (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
bryoides Lindb. = T. mnioides (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. cavifolius (Schimp.) Moll. = T. mnioides (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
mnioides (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
var. cavifolius Schimp. (133) 
var. paradoxus (R. Brown) C. Jens. = T. paradoxus (R. Brown) I. Hag. 
paradoxus (R. Brown) I. Hag. 
wormskioldii (Hornem.) Lindb. = Aplodon wormskioldii (Hornem.) R. 
Brown 
Tetrodontium Schwaegr. 
brownianum (Dicks.) Schwaegr. 
var. ovatum (Funck) Wijk & Marg. (133) 
var. repandum (Funck) Limpr. (133) 
ovatum (Funck) Schwaegr. = T. brownianum (Dicks.) Schwaegr. 
repandum (Funck) Schwaegr. = T. brownianum (Dicks.) Schwaegr. 
Thamnium B.S.G. (291) 
alopecurum (Hedw.) B.S.G. = Thamnobryum alopecurum (Hedw.) Nieuwl. 
Thamnobryum Nieuwl. (291) 
alopecurum (Hedw.) Nieuwl. 
Thuidium B.S.G. 
abietinum (Hedw.) B.S.G. = Abietinella abietina (Hedw.) Fleisch. 
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blandowii (Web. & Mohr) B.S.G. = Helodium blandowii (Web. & Mohr) 
Warnst. 
delicatulum (Hedw.) Mitt., homon. illeg. (292) 
[minutulum (Hedw.) B.S.G.] (126) 
philibertii Limpr. 
recognitum (Hedw.) Lindb. (293) 
tamariscifolium Lindb. = T. tamariscinum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
tamariscinum (Hedw.) B.S.G. 
Timmia Hedw., nom. cons. 
austriaca Hedw. 
bavarica Hessl. 
comata Lindb. & H. Arn. (294) 
megapolitana Hedw. (295) 
norvegica Zett. 
Tomentypnum Loeske (296, 300) 
nitens (Hedw.) Loeske 
Tortella (Lindb.) Limpr., nom. cons. 
fragilis (Hook. & Wils.) Limpr. 
inclinata (Hedw. f.) Limpr. 
tortuosa (Hedw.) Limpr. 
Tortula Hedw., nom. cons. 
mucronifolia Schwaegr. 
muralis Hedw. 
norvegica (Web.) Lindb. 
ruralis (Hedw.) Gaertn. et al. 
subulata Hedw. 
spp. = Desmatodon Brid., Pottia (Reichenb.) Fi.irnr. 
Trematodon Michx. 
ambiguus (Hedw.) Hornsch. 
brevicollis Hornsch. 
elongatus I. Hag. = T. ambiguus (Hedw.) Hornsch. 
Trichostomum Bruch, nom. cons. (131) 
cylindricum (Brid.) C. Mi.ill. = Oxystegus tenuirostris (Hook. & Tayl.) A. J. 
E.Sm. 
tenuirostre (Hook. & Tayl.) Lindb. = Oxystegus tenuirostris (Hook. & 
Tayl.) A. J. E. Sm. 
Ulota Mohr 
americana (P. Beauv.) Limpr. = U. hutchinsiae (Sm.) Hammar 
bruchii Hornsch. = U. crispa (Hedw.) Brid. var. norvegica (Gronv.) A. J. E. 
Sm. & M. 0 . Hill (133, 297) 
crispa (Hedw.) Brid. 
var. crispula (Bruch) Hammar = U. crispa (Hedw.) Brid. (297) 
var. norvegica (Gronv.) A. J. E. Sm. & M. 0. Hill (133) 
crispula Bruch = U. crispa (Hedw.) Brid. (297) 
curvifolia (Wahlenb.) Lilj. 
drummondii (Hook. & Grev.) Brid. 
hutchinsiae (Sm.) Hammar 
intermedia Schimp. 
phyllantha Brid. 
ulophylla Broth. = U. crispa (Hedw.) Brid. 
Warnstorfia Loeske = Drepanocladus (C. Mi.ill.) G. Roth, p.p. (189) 
Webera Hedw. 
albicans Schimp. = Mniobryum wahlenbergii (Web. & Mohr) Jenn. 
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var. glacialis (Brid.) Schimp. = Mniobryum wahlenbergii (Web. & Mohr) 
Jenn. 
annotina (Hedw.) Bruch = Pohlia camptotrachela (Ren. & Card.) Broth. 
atropurpurea (Wahlenb.) Warnst. = Pohlia atropurpurea (Wahlenb.) H. 
Lindb. 
bulbifera Warnst. = Pohlia bulbifera (Warnst.) Warnst. 
commutata Schimp. = Pohlia drummondii (C. Mi.ill.) Andr. 
crassidens (Lindb.) Kindb. = Pohlia crudoides (Sull. & Lesq.) Broth. 
cruda (Hedw.) Fi.irnr. = Pohlia cruda (H edw.) Lindb. 
cucullata (Schwaegr.) Schimp. = Pohlia obtusifolia (Brid.) L. Koch 
delicatula (Hedw.) C. Jens. = Mniobryum delicatulum (Hedw.) Dix. 
elongata (Hedw.) Schwaegr. = Pohlia elongata Hedw. 
erecta (Lindb.) Limpr. = Pohlia erecta Lindb. 
gracilis (B.S.G.) De Not. = Pohlia schleicheri Crum 
var. carinata (Boul.) C. Jens. = Pohlia drummondii (C. Mi.ill.) Andr. (186, 
298) 
grandiflora (H. Lindb.) C. Jens. = Pohlia camptotrachela (Ren. & Card.) 
Broth. 
longicollis Hedw. = Pohlia longicollis (Hedw.) Lindb. 
ludwigii (Schwaegr.) Fi.irnr. = Pohlia ludwigii (Schwaegr.) Broth. 
nutans Hedw. = Pohlia nutans (Hedw.) Lindb. 
var. bicolor (Hoppe & Hornsch.) Fi.irnr. = Pohlia nutans (Hedw.) Lindb. 
(134) 
var. turbinata Bomanss. = Pohlia nutans (Hedw.) Lindb. (134) 
polymorpha (Hoppe & Hornsch.) Schimp. = Pohlia elongata Hedw. 
var. acuminata (Hoppe & Hornsch.) C. Jens. = Pohlia elongata Hedw. 
(186) 
proligera Kindb. = Pohlia proligera (Kindb.) H. Arn. 
pulchella (Hedw.) Fi.irnr. = Pohlia lescuriana (Sull.) Iish. (252) 
[ramannii (Warnst.) C. J ens. = Pohlia ramannii Warnst.] (126) 
sphagnicola (B.S.G.) Schimp. = Pohlia sphagnicola (B.S.G.) Broth. (253) 
Webera Lindb. = Diphyscium Mohr 
Weissia Hedw. (211) 
brachycarpa (Nees & Hornsch.) Jur. (211) 
controversa Hedw. 
var. crispata (Nees & Hornsch.) Nyh. (133) 
crispa (Hedw.) Mitt. = Astomum crispum (Hedw.) H ampe 
crispata (Nees & Hornsch.) C. Mi.ill. = W. controversa Hedw. 
microstoma (Hedw.) C. Mi.ill. = W. brachycarpa (Nees & Hornsch.) Jur. 
(211) 
squarrosa (Nees & Hornsch.) C. Mi.ill. 
viridula Brid. = W. controversa Hedw. 
Weissia Lindb. = Ulota Mohr 
Zieria Schimp. = Plagiobryum Lindb. 
Zygodon Hook. & Tayl. 
conoideus (Dicks.) Hook. & Tayl. 
rupestris (Hartm.) Milde (299) 
viridissimus (Dicks.) Brid. 
var. occidentalis Malta = Z. viridissimus (Dicks.) Brid. 
var. rupestris Hartm. = Z. rupestris (Hartm.) Milde (299) 
var. stirtonii (Schimp.) I. Hag. = Z. viridissimus (Dicks.) Brid. 
vulgaris Nyh. = Z. rupestris (Hartm.) Milde (299) 
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III. ANNOTATIONS 
When using various checklists, we found 
that the most useful ones are those that 
are not mere lists of names, but contain 
other information as well. This is one of 
the reasons why we decided that the pres-
ent list would be supplied with annota-
tions.They explain nomenclatural changes, 
give the authors whom we have follow-
ed in taxonomic and other decisions, or 
provide further references to the taxon-
omic literature or to published distribu-
tion maps. In the case of hepatic taxon-
omy, the references are usually restricted 
to the literature of the last two decades, 
since earlier papers, e.g. those by H. Buch, 
have been utilized in the floras of BucH 
(1936) and ARNELL (1956). In the case of 
mosses, the citations often go back to the 
1930s and 1940s. 
It was considered useful to give full 
author citations in the annotations dealing 
with hepatics, because a Fennoscandian 
flora with good nomenclatural treatment 
is lacking, and the recent nomenclatural 
revisions and corrections are either scat-
tered in innumerable publications or are 
published for the first time in this paper. 
Similarly, full author citations are often 
given in the nomenclatural annotations of 
mosses. Accordingly, these citations differ 
from those used in the checklist, where the 
so-called ex and in authors have been 
omitted (see p. 5). For the abbreviations 
of the authors' names, see p. 5. 
1- 122. Hepaticophytina 
1. In the delimitation of the genus Anastrophy/lum 
(Spruce} Steph. (incl. Crossoca/yx Meyl. and 
Sphenolobus (Lindb.) Berggr.), we follow 
ScHUSTER (1969); however, in accordance with 
most other authors, Eremonotus Lindb . & Kaal. 
ex Pears. is regarded as a distinct genus. 
Most of the necessary s-pecific combinations 
were published by SCHUSTER (1949, 195•1), but 
OrthocaJ1lis cavifo/ius Buch & S. Arn. in Buch 
(Sphenolobus cavifolius (Buch & S. Arn.) K . 
Miill.) was transferred to Anaslrophyllum by 
LAMMES (1977b). For the taxon001y of this 
species, see also ScHUSTER (1969), SCHLJAKOV 
(1971) and SCHUSTER & DAMSHOLT (1974). 
2. The following species were reported as new 
for Eastern Fennoscandia or Finland by LAM-
MES (1977a), who also mapped their Finnish 
diS'tribution: Anastrophyllum cavifolium (Buch 
& S. Arn. in Buch) Lammes, Cephaloziella ele-
gans (Heeg) Schiffn., Eremonotus myriocarpus 
(Carringt. in Carringt. & Pears.) Lindb . & Kaal. 
ex Pears ., Lophozia elongala Steph., L. /ongi-
flora (Nees) Schiffn . (see also KoPONEN & 
ULVINEN 1977), Moerckia blyllii (Morch in 
Hornem.) Brockm., Scapania obcordala (Berggr.) 
S. Arn ., and S. praelervisa Meyl. 
3. Owing to our strict interpretation of Rec. 46C 
and Rec. 46D of the I.C.B .N. (see IsovnTA 
1966:217-220), the au'thor citations of the 
following names differ slightly from those 
given by, e.g., GROLLE (1976): Anastrophyllum 
helleranum (Nees ex Lindenb.) Schust., Asle-
rella /indenbergiana (Corda ex Nees) H . Arn., 
Cephalozia /acinrtlata ''Jack ex"' Spruce, Cepha-
loziel/a elachista (Ja-ck ex Gottsche & Rabenh.) 
Schiffn., Cladopodie//a francisci (Hook.) Buch 
ex J0rg., Conocephalmn conicum (L.) Dum. ex 
Lindb., Eremonotm Lindb. & Kaal. ex Pears., 
E. myriocarpus (Carringt. in Carringt. & Pears .) 
Lindb. & Kaal. ex Pears ., Leiocolea badensis 
(Gottsche in Rabenh.) J0rg., L. heterocolpos 
(Thed. ex Hartm.} Buch, Lophozia grandirelis 
(Lindb. ex Kaal.) Schiffn., Lophozia guttulala 
(Lindb. in Lindb. & H . Arn.) Evans, L. opaci-
folia Culm. ex MeyJ.., L. sudetica (Nees ex 
Hiib .) Grolle, Marsupella boeckii (Aust.) Lindb . 
ex Kaal., M. condensala (Angstr. ex Hartm. f .) 
Lin<lb. ex Kaal. (vel Lindb . ex Schiffn.), M. 
sphacelala (Gieseke ex Lindenb .) Dum., Odon-
toschisma denudalum (Mart.) Dum., Scapania 
irrigua (Nees) Nees in Gottsche et al., S. sub-
alpina (Nees ex Lindenb .) Dum., S. uliginosa 
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("Sw. ex" Lindenb.} Dum., and Trilomaria ex-
sectiformis (Breidl.) Schiffn. ex Loeske. 
The quotation marks are used abovoe in cases 
where the taxonomic position given by the 
publishing author differed from that employed 
by the first author; e.g., Jungermannia lacinu-
lata Jack, nom. inval., was published a5 Cepha-
/ozia /acinulata by R. Spruce, and should be 
ascribed to him only. Another useful way to 
cite this kind of name might be thrut used by, 
e.g., BOEREMA & VERHOEVEN (1972): C. /aci-
nu/ata (Jack) ex Spruce. 
4. M any names and epithets are often w.ritten in 
different ways. Examples of names whose orig-
inal spelling or termination should not be 
aHered (see e .g. GROLLE 1976): Anaslrophyl/um 
saxicola (Schrad.) Schust., Chiloscyphus poly-
anthos (L.) Corda in Opiz, Cladopodie//a fran-
cisci (Hook.) Buch ex }0rg., Harpanlhru f/oto-
vianus (Nees) Nees, Leiocolea heteroco/pos 
(Thed. ex Ha·rtm.) Buch, Moerckia G ottsche in 
R:abenh., Ricciocarpos Corda in Opiz, Scapania 
massalongi (K. Mu•!!.) K. Mull., S. spitsber-
gensis (Lindb . in Lindb. & H . Arn.} K . Mull., 
and ~he conserved generic name Gymnomitrion 
Corda in Opiz. 
On the other hand, Jungermannia caespititia 
Lindenb. should be corrected to f . caespiticia 
(cf. e .g. SCHUSTER 1969) and f. chamedryfolia 
With. perha-ps to Riccardia chamaedryfolia 
(With.) Grolle - not to mention all such 
names whose orthogra•phy or termination is 
directly determined by the nomenclatural code, 
e .g ., Cephalozia lunulifolia (Dum.) Dum. and 
Pel/ia endiviifolia (D icks.) Dum. and epithets 
terminating in -anus, -ianus: Anaslrophy//um 
helleranum (Nees ex Lindenb .) Schust. and 
Ca/ypogeia muellerana (Schiffn .) K. MUll. but 
C. neesiana (Mass. & Carest.) K. MuH . and 
Riccia /escuriana Aust. 
5. The correct citation appears ~o be Anaslro-
phyl/um michauxii (Web.) Buch, Memoranda 
Soc. Fauna Fl. Fennica 8:284, 289 (1933) . 
6. For the nomenclature of Anaslrophyllum minu-
tum (Schreb. in Cranz) Schust. (Sphenolobus 
minutus (Schreb. in Cranz) Berggr.), see also 
GROLLE (1963a) . Two varieties occur in Fin-
land. The epithet minulum belongs to the large-
celled arctic-alpine variety, so far ca-lled A. m. 
var. grande ("Go~che ex" Lindb .) Schust. 
(Sphenolobru minutus var. grandis (Lindb.) 
}0rg. 1934) (GROLLE 1976) . The correct epithet 
of the more widely distributed circumboreal 
variety is not known. 
7. T he taxa marked with ~his annotation number 
were not mentioned from Finland by ARNELL 
(1956) but 'have been recorded from this country 
in other sources (l!NDBERG 1897, BOMANSSON 
& BROTHERus 1894, BucH 1936, WEIMARCK 
1937a, H ENSSEN 1959). With the exception of 
Sphenolobus minutus var. grandis (i.e. Anastro-
phyllum minutum var. minulum) and Jrmger-
mannia pumila With. var. alpestris Lindb. ex 
Gottsche & Rabenh ., we coMider them taxono-
mically doubtful (the epithet printed in ordi-
nary type) or valueless (correct equivalent also 
given) . 
8. Anaslrophyllum sphenoloboides Schust. was de-
scribed from NW Greenland by SCHUSTER 
(1969), and was recorded from Alaska by him, 
from NW Canada and W Greenland by 
SCHUSTER & DAMSHOLT (1974), and from the 
Chukchi Peninsula by ScHLJAKOV (1975b). Re-
ported from the Kola Peninsula by ScHLJAKOV 
(1973a) and recently discovered in Finland (Ks: 
Kuusamo) by K. D amsholt (H; KoPONEN & 
ULVINEN 1977) . 
9. In accordance with most recent authors (e.g. 
D UDA & VANA 1967, 1974, MIZUTANI & 
HATTORI 1969, SCHLJAKOV 1973b, SCHUSTER 
& D AMSHOLT 1974, GROLLE 1976), Aneura 
pinguis (L. ) D um. (Riccardia p. (L.) S. Gray) 
is here considered generically distin~ from 
Riccardia S. Gray. 
10. As is usual , Anthelia iuratzkana (Limpr. in 
Cohn) Trev. is treated here as a species distinct 
from A. iulacea (L.) Dum., but Lammes' ob-
servatioM on N Finnish material support the 
doubts expressed by GROLLE (1976) and some 
previous authors concerning their sepantion. 
11. For the taxonomy and nomenclature of Antho-
ceros L. and Phaeoceros ProSk. and their spe-
cies, and of the varieties of Anthocero.r puncta-
Ius L., see PROSKAUER (e.g . 1951, 1958b). A. p. 
var. cavernosus Prosk. (homon. illeg.) is the 
only Anthoceros taxon found in Finland . Un-
fortunately, A. p. var. cavernosus Gottsche et al. 
is an illegitimate substitute of the Medirerra-
nean- Atlantic var. punctatus and no legitimate 
name is known for our variety (GROLLE 1976) . 
12. The distribution in Eastern Fennoscandia was 
mapped by AuER (1944) for: Arnellia fennica 
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(Gottsche in Go~tsche & Rabenh.) Lindb . in 
Lindb. & H. Arn., Diplophyllum albicans (L.) 
Dum., Leiocolea gillmanii (Aust.) Evan~, Odon-
toschisma macounii (Aust.) Underw ., and Sca-
pania gymnostomophila Kaal. 
13. The correct name for Asterella ludwigii auct., 
non (Schwaegr.) Underw. ex Evans, is A. graci-
lis (Web.) Underw. (DUDA & VA.NA 1974, 
GROLLE 1975a). 
14. Asterella lindenbergii Lindb . 1879 (nom. illeg.) 
does not constitute valid publication of A. lin-
denbergiana, whose basionym is Fimbriaria lin-
denbergiana; the correct ci•tation may be Aste-
rella lindetzbergiana (Corda ex Nees) H . Arn., 
Lebermoosstud. Ni:irdl. Norwegen: 2 (1892). 
15. For the taxonomy and nomenclature of Athala-
mia Falc. (incl . Clevea Lindb .) and of A. hya-
lina (Sommerf.) Hatt. in Shim. & Hatt., see 
SHIMIZU & HATTORI (1954) . 
16. The genus Barbilophozia Loeske (incl. Ortho-
caulis Buch) is here delimited in accordance 
with MuLLER (1954), KITAGAWA (1965), 
MIZUTANI & HATTORI (1969) and recent Cen-
tral European authors (e.g. DunA & VA.NA 
1974, GROLLE 1976). Cf. also Note 59. 
17. For the taxonom ic status of Barbilophozia 
hatcheri (Evans) Loeske, see, e .g ., ScHUSTER & 
DAMSHOLT (1974) and GROLLE (1976). 
B. h. var. grandiretis Buc.h ex Lammes was de-
scribed and recorded from Finland by LAMMES 
(1977c). 
18. Barbilophozia kunzeana (Hiib.) K. Miill., Mit -
teil. Badischen Landesver. Naturk. Naturschutz, 
N. F. 4:431 (1944) probably represents the 
first valid publication of this combination. 
19. Barbilophozia lycopodioides (Wallr .) Loeske 
was mapped for Finland by KUJALA (1964). 
20. Barbilophozia quadriloba (Lindb. in Lindb. & 
H. Arn.) Loeske var. glareosa (J0rg.) Lammes, 
comb. nova . Basionym: Jrmgermania quadriloba 
Lindb. var. glareosa }0rg., Forhandl. Vidensk.-
Selsk . Christiania 1894:59 (1894). (Lophozia 
quadriloba (Lindb.) Evans V3.!1'. glareosa (J0rg.) 
}0rg. 1934, Orthocaulis quadrilobus (Lindb .) 
Buch var . glareosus (J0rg.) S. Arn. 1947.) 
21. The inclusion of the following varieties is based 
on N Finnish specimens (e .g. in H ) seen by 
Lammes: Barbilophozia quadriloba var. glareo-
sa, Blepharostoma trichophyllum (L.) Dum. var. 
brevirete Bryhn & Kaal. in Bryhn, Cephalo-
ziella divaricata (Sm. in Sowerby) Schi.ffn. in 
Engl. & Prand var. scabra (M. A. Howe) S. 
Arn ., Leiocolea heterocolpos (Thed. ex Hartm.) 
Buch var. arctica (S . Arn.) S. Arn., Lophozia 
sudetica (Nees ex Hiib.) G ro lle var. (see Note 
75), L. ventricosa (Dicks.) Dum. var . grandi-
retis (Buch & S. Arn. in S. Arn.) Schust. & 
D amsh., Tritomaria quinquedentata (Huds.) 
Buch var. grandiretis Buch & S. Arn. in S. Arn ., 
and T. q. var. turgida (Lindb. in Lindb . & H . 
Arn.) Weim. 
22 . The correct citation, Bazzania tricrenata (Wah-
lenb.) Lindb. in Broth., is given in GROLLE's 
(1972b) monographic study of the European 
Bazzania species . 
23. Excluded hepatic species (names presented in 
square brackets in the checklist) . 
A. Species whose inclusion in the Finnish flora 
in the literature seems to be founded on in-
correct interpretations or de-terminations : Caly-
pogeia fiJJa (L.) Raddi (e.g. BucH 1936; ex-
cluded by MuLLER, 1947, 1956; cf., however, 
BucH 1948), C. trichomanis (L.) Corda in Opiz 
(e .g . BucH 193'6; excluded by BucH, 1948, 
M uLLER, 1956, and ARNELL, 195•6; refers main-
ly to C. muellerana (Schiffn.) K. Miill.; cf. 
also Note 26) , Gymnomitrion crenulatum 
Gottsche ex Carringt. (ROIVAINEN 1959; cor-
rected by HAAPASAARI, 1966, as being G. con-
cinnatum (Lightf.) Corda in Opiz va-r. inter-
medium Lirnpr.), and Jungermannia karl-muel-
leri Gralle (HENSSEN 1959, as Solenostoma 
oblongifolium (K. Miill.) K . Miill., VA.NA 1969, 
1973b; later, in litt., J. Vana accepted Lamrnes' 
opinion that the specimens belong to Junger-
mannia pumila With . vM. alpestris Lindb. ex 
Gottsche & Rabenh .). For Phaeoceros laevis (L.) 
Prosk. (Anthoceros I. L.) and Riccia crystallina 
L., see Notes 94 and 104. 
In addition, the following species were erro-
neously reported from Finland by MuLLER 
(1954, 1956), probably owing to a misunder-
standing of BucH's (1936) statement that they 
might be found in Finland: f. subelliptica 
(Lindb . ex Kaal.) Lev. (Plectocolea subelliptica 
(Lindb. ex Kaal.) Evans, Eucalyx subellipticus 
(Lindb. ex Kaal.) Breidl.), Marsupella revoluta 
(Nees) Dum. (Gymnomitrion revolutum (Nees) 
Philib.), and Tritomaria exsecta (Schrad .) 
Schiffn. ex Loeske; these names have not been 
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included in the checklist at all. Cf. also Notes 
57 and 84 . 
B. Species not known wvthin the present boun-
dary of Finland, their earlier Finnish -localities 
now lying in Soviet territory: Jungermannia 
atrovirens Dum. (J. tristis Nees), Scapania sim-
monsii Bryhn & Kaal. in Bryhn, and S. sphaeri-
fera Buch & Tuom. 
Furthermore, Lophozia murmanica Kaal. in 
Bryhn, Scapania degenii Schiffn. ex K. Miill. 
and S. glaucocephala (Tay!.) Aust. (Scapaniella 
g. (Tay!.) Buch) were discovered from the 
easternmost Soviet Fennoscandia by Finnish bot-
anists (see e.g. ARNELL '1956}, and many other 
hepatic species and varieti~s have been reported 
or described from the Kola Peninsula in 
ScHLJAKov's .recent papers (e.g. 1973a: Lopho-
zia decolorans (Limpr.) Steph., L. savicziae 
SchJ.jak., Plagiochila arctica Bryhn & Kaal. in 
Bryhn) . Th~se taxa have been omi<tted from the 
checklist. 
24. For the nomencla!ture of Calypogeia integristi-
pula Steph. (C. meylanii Buch, C. neesiana 
(Mass. & Carest.) K . Miill. var. meylanii (Buch) 
Schust.}, see ScHUSTER (1969) a-nd GROLLE 
(1976 and m DuLL 1972). Accepted as a 
d istinct species by most recent au.thors, but 
often wi'th many reservaJtions (e.g. ScHUSTER 
1969, ScHUSTER & DAMSHOLT 1974). At varie-
tal level t'he correct name may be C. neesiana 
var. laxa Meyl. ex K. Mii'll. 1913 (see BucH 
1948; cf., however, MULLER 1947). 
2.5. The correot citation may be Calypogeia neesiana 
(Mass. & Carest.) K . Miill. in Loeske, Hed-
wigia 47:16.5 (3 Jan. 1908), since L. Loeske's 
"C. Neesiana C. Muller" contains an evidently 
adequate reference to the combination C. neesia-
na (Mass . & Carest.) K. Miill. in L~ske, Verb. 
Bot. Ver. Prov. Brandenb. 47:320 (1906, which 
is invalid since Loeske did not accept its 5peci-
fic status}. 
26. For 'the typificarion of Calypogeia trichomanis 
(L.) Corda in Opiz, see IsoviiTA (1970b:7, 1.5) 
and GROLLE (1976). Since fhe existing type 
material scarcely contains any C. trichomanis 
sensu K. Miill., this name probab'ly cannot be 
preserved - a fact already pointed out by 
ARNELL (19.56) . Reported erroneously from Fin-
land (Note 23'A). 
27. Cephalozia a/finis Lindb . ex Steph. was accept-
ed as a distinct species by, e.g., BucH (1936}, 
MULLER (19.56), ARNELL (19.56}, and ScHUSTER 
(1974), whom we follow, but regarded as a 
synonym of C. lunulifolia (Dum.) Dum. (C. 
media Lindb.) by GROLLE (19.5.5, 1967, 1976); 
cf. also SCHUSTER ( 19 53). 
28. The combination Cephalozia bicuspidaJa (L.} 
Dum. ssp. ambigua (Mass.) Schust. was publish-
ed by SCHUSTER (1974). Regarded as a distinct 
~pecies (C. ambigua Mass.) by most authors 
(e.g. GROLLE 1976}, but may be merely a 
variety. 
29. Since the name fungermannia lacinulaJa Jack in 
Gottsche & Rabenh. 1877 is invalid, the correct 
citation i~ Cephalozia lacinulaJa Spruce 1882 
(cf. DuoA & VANA 19741, GROLLE 1976; see 
also Note 3) . 
30. For the nomenclature of Cephalozia lunulifo/ia 
(Dum.) Dum. (C. media Lindb.), see GROLLE 
(1%7} and ScHUSTER (1974). 
31. The name should be cited as follows: Cephalo-
zia pleniceps (Aust.) Lindb ., He1singfors Dag-
blad 1882(338): 2 (12 Dec. 1882) . 
32. Cephaloziella (Spruce) Steph. has been con-
served in this foi'm but should be cited as 
Cephaloziella (Spruce) Schiffn. in Engl. & 
Prantl (GROLLE 1976). 
33. For tbe nomenclature of Cephaloziella divari-
caJa (Sm. in Sowerby) Schiffn. in Engl. & 
Prant'1 (C. starkei (Spruce) Schiffn. - non 
Jungermannia starkei Funck ex Nees, nom. 
illeg. -, C. byssacea auct., non (A. Roth) 
Warns't .), see GROLLE (197Qa, 197lb); cf. Note 
3.5. 
34. The correct citation, Cephaloziella elegans 
(Heeg) SchiHn., was accepted by DUDA & VANA 
(1967, 1974) and GROLLE (1976). 
~5. Cephaloziella byssacea (A. Roth) Warnst. is 
probably conspecific with C. hampeana (Nees) 
Schiffn. m Loe~e (cf., however, ScHUSTER 
1972:194-19.5) and has priQrity over it, but 
should be regarded as a nomen ambiguum (of. 
GROLLE 1970a and Note 33) and should 'rhus 
apparently be included in the list of nomina 
specifica rejicienda, together with Jungermannia 
lanceolaJa L. and Lophozia alpestris (Schleich. 
ex Web.) Evans in Kenn. & Collins (see Notes 
.51 and 60). 
36. The basionym of Cephaloziella integerrima 
Lindb.) Warnst. (Dichiton integerrimum 
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(Lindb.) Buch) should be cited as follows : 
Cephalozia integerrima Lindb., Helsingfors D ag-
blad 1875(46):2 (17 Febr. 1875). 
37. When publishing rhe generic name Cladopo-
diella in 1927, H. Buch fai'led to ma·ke the 
necessary specific combinations. These seem to 
have been validated as follows: C. francisci 
(Hook.) Buch ex ]0rg. 19 34 (cf. ScHUSTER 
1974 and GROLLE 1976; see also Note 3) and 
C. fluitans (Nees in Funck) Buch in K alliola, 
Ann . Bot. Soc. Zool. -Bot. Fennicae Vanamo 
2{2):109 (1932). 
38. For the author citation of Conocephalum cont· 
cum (L.) Dum . ex Lindb. 1872 {vel Dum. ex 
Cogn. 1872), cf. GROLLE (1976); see also 
Note 3. 
39. The distribution of Cryptothallus mirabilis 
M almb. in Easrern Fennoscandia was mapped 
by DrcKSON et al. (1975) . 
40. BucH (1928:166) 1n his monograph mapped 
the Fennoscandian distribution of Douinia ova-
la (Dicks .) Buch and Scapania compacta (A . 
Roth) Dum., and sketched the Fennoscandian 
area of S. nemorea (L.) Grolle (S. nemorosa 
Dum.) and S. uliginosa (Lindenb .) D um. 
41. The nomenclature of Fossombronia foveola/a 
Lindb. (F. dumortieri " Hi.ib. & Genth ex" 
Lindb., nom. illeg.) was treated by GROLLE 
(1969) . 
42 . The correct citation is Fossombronia incurva 
Lindb., H elsingfors D agblad 187 3(273):2 (7 
Oct. 1873). 
43. The name should be cited as Fossombronia 
wondraczekii (Corda in Sturm) Dum. ex Lindb., 
Helsingfors D agblad 1873{273) :2 (7 Oct. 1873) . 
Represented in Finland only by the var. crista/a 
H. Arn. (F. crista/a Lindb., nom. illeg.); this 
variety is taxonomically doubtful. 
44. For the taxonomy of the European Frullania 
species and the correct author citation of F. 
fragilifolia (Tay!.) Gottsche et al., see GROLLE 
(1970b). 
45 . The distribution in Eastern Fennoscandia was 
mapped by ]A.RVINEN (1975b, 1976) for: Geo-
calyx graveolens (Schrad.) Nees, Harpanthus 
flotovianus (Nees) Nees, H. scuta/us (Web. & 
Mohr) Spruce, Lophocolea bidenlala (L.) Dum., 
L. cuspidata (Nees) Limpr. in Cohn, L. hetero-
phylla (Schsad .) Dum., and L. minor Nees. 
46. Lammes' studies on N Finnish Gymnocolea 
lead us to agree with, e.g., ARNELL (1956) and 
GROLLE {1976) that G. acutiloba {Schiffn.) K . 
Mi.ill. (G. inflata (Huds.) Dum. var . acutiloba 
{Schiffn.) H . Arn .) can hardly be distinguished 
from G. inflata; it seems that it is merely a 
modification of G. inflata. 
47. The taxonomy, distribution and habitat ecology 
of the Finnish Gymnomitrion species were dis· 
cussed by HAAPASAARI (1966), who also map· 
ped G. concinnatum (Lightf.) Corda in Opiz, 
G. corallioides Nees and G. obtumm (Lindb.) 
Pears . 1n Eastern Fennoscandia and reported 
G. concinnatum var. inlermedium Limpr. from 
Finland (cf. also Note 23A). 
48. The basionym of Gymnomitrion obtusum 
(Lindb .) Pears. S'hould be cited as follows : Ce-
sia obtusa Lindb., H elsingfors D agblad 1877 
(43):2 (14 Febr. 1877). 
49 . For the taxonomy and nomenclature of Jameso· 
niella {Spruce) Carringt. in Lees and its species, 
see GROLLE (1971a, 1972a). 
50 . As to the delimitation of the genus Junger-
mannia L. {ty:pe: J. lanceolata L. = J. atro· 
virens Dum.; see Note 51) (incl. Liochlaena 
Nees in Gottsche et al., Solenosloma Mitt ., and 
Eucalyx (Lindb.) Carringt. in Lees = Pleclo· 
eo/ea (Mitt.) Mitt. 1n Seem.), we share ·the 
concepts of most recent authors, e .g ., AMA· 
KAWA (1959, 1960), GROLLE (1966b, 1976), 
DuoA & VANA (1967, 1974), MrzuTANI & 
H ATTORI (1969), and V ANA {1973a, 1973b, 
1975). 
51. For the nomenclature and taxonomy of Junger-
mannia alrovirens Dum ., incl. J. tristis Nees 
(J. lanceolata L., nom . ambig. - cf. Notes 56 
and 35-, J. riparia Tay!.), see VANA (1973b) 
and GROLLE (1966b). The species has not been 
found in Finland (Note 23B). 
52. The nomenclature and taxonomy of Jungerman· 
nia exsertifolia Steph. ssp. cordifolia {Dum.) 
Vai'la (/. cordifolia Hook., homon. illeg.) were 
treated by VANA (1973b); its East Fennoscan-
dian distribution was described and mapped by 
ULVINEN (1959) . J. e. ssp. exsertifolia is a NE 
Asiatic taxon . 
53. T he nomenclature of J ungermannia gracillima 
Sm. in Sowerby (J. crenulata Sm. in Sowerby, 
homon. illeg.) was clarified by GROLLE (1966a) . 
54. For the nomenclature of Jungermannia iensenia-
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na Grolle (!. pusiJ/a (C. ] ens.) Buch, homon. 
illeg .}, see GROLLE (1964). 
55. For the nomenclature of f rmgermannia karl-
mueJ/eri Groi'le (!. oblongifolia (K. Mull.) 
Buch et al., homon . illeg.), see GROLLE (1964) 
and VANA (1969). Reported erroneously from 
Finland (Note 23A). 
56. f rmgermannia leiantha Grolle is the correct 
name for f. lanceolata auct., non L. (Liochlaena 
lanceolata Nees in Gottsche et al.) (GROLLE 
1966b, 1968; cf. Note 51). " f ungermannia 
lanceolata L. emend. Schrad. 1797", suggested 
by ScHUSTER (1969), and .the corresponding 
generic or subgeneric concept do not seem to 
have any nomenclatural Sltanding. 
The dioecious counterpart of f. leiantha, f . su-
bulata Evans (!. amakawana Grolle), has been 
identified in Sweden (Dalarna) and the Esto-
nian S.S.R. by GROLLE & VANA (1970) and 
may exist in S Finland also. 
57 . For the taxonomy and nomenclature of f unger-
mannia polaris Lindb . (incl. f. schitfneri (Loitl.) 
Evans), see VANA (1973b), who reported it as 
new for Eastern Fennoscandia (see also LAMMES 
1977a); the earlier record of MuLLER (1956) 
is erroneous . ScHUSTER (1969) and SCHUSTER 
& DAMSHOLT (1974) consider this taxon a sub-
species of f. pumila With. (Solenostoma pumi-
lum (With.) K . Mull.), but we find it difficult 
to accept ·this opinion. 
58. For the nomenclature of Kurzia Martens (Mic-
rolepidozia (Spruce) ] 0rg., T elaranea sensu K. 
Mull.) and of Kurzia pauciflora (Dicks.) Grolle 
(Jungermannia setacea auct., non H ook., Lepi-
dozia setacea Mitt., Microlepidozia setacea 
] 0rg., Telaranea selacea K . Mull.), see GROLLE 
(1963b, 1965b, 1969, 1976:269). Those who 
are Sit ill dissatisfied wi'th GROLLE' s decisions 
(e.g. ScHUSTER 1969) should note that f unger-
mannia setacea G . Web. 1778, the "basionym" 
of the above-mentioned illegitimate synonyms, 
is a moss, now known as Platydictya ;rmger-
mannioides (Brid.) Crum; both names have the 
same type (cf., e.g., 'the protologue of Hypnum 
iungermannioides Brid ., Spec. Muse. II:255 . 
1812). Hence the name frmgermannia setacea 
G . Web. has no status wha'tsoeve.r in hepatic 
nomenclature. On the other hand, a proposal 
for the conservation of Microlepidozia against 
Kurzia has been rejected (e.g. SAYRE 1968). 
59. In accordance with Fennoscandian tradition 
and MuLLER (1954), Lophozia (Dum.) Dum. 
is here understood in a narrower sense than 
by most recent authors (e.g. KITAGAWA 1965, 
1966, SCHUSTER 1969, who still includes even 
Barbilophozia Loeske and Orthocaulis Buch, 
MIZUTANI & HATTORI 1969, DUDA & VJ..ia 
1974, G ROLLE 1976); Leiocolea (K. Mull.) 
Buch is 'thus regarded as a well-founded genus. 
However, Isopaches Buch, Maswla Schljak ., 
nom. inval., and Obtusifolium S. Am. are in-
cluded in Lophozia by us also. 
60. The combination used here, Leiocolea collaris 
(Nees in Mart .) Schljak., was published by 
ScHLJAKOV (1976). The nomenclature of th'is 
species - Lophozia collaris (Nees in Mart . 
1817) Dum. (L. alpestris (Schleich. ex Web. 
1815) Evans in Kenn. & Collins, nom. ambig., 
cf. otes 74 -and 35, Leiocolea muelleri (Nees 
ex Lindenb.) ]0rg.) was ~re-ated by 
ScHUSTER (1969) and discussed in detai l by 
GROLLE (197lb). According to MuLLER (1954) 
and GROLLE (1971b), this taxon may be merely 
a form of L. bantriensis (Hook.) ]0rg. 
61. For the nomenclature of Leiocolea heterocolpos 
(Thed. ex H ai'tm .) Buch (Lophozia heteroco/pos 
(Thed. ex Har.tm.) M . A. H owe), cf. GROLLE 
(1976); see also Note 3. 
62 . Leiocolea heterocolpos var. arctica (S. Am.) 
Mart. ex S. Am. (1956:309; invalidy published 
by 0. M3.rtensson in 1955 and 1956) is the 
correct v-arietal name for Lophozia heterocolpos 
var. harpanthoides (Bryhn & Kaal. in Bryhn) 
Schust. in Schust. et al. 1959 (Leiocolea hetero-
colpos var. harpanthoides (Bryhn & Kaal.) S. 
Am., nom. inval.) (d. ARNELL 1956:112, 309) 
- or for L. h. var. harpanthoides auct. scand. 
(cf. ScHUSTER & D AMSHOLT 1974). 
63. For the correct citation, Leiocolea rutheana 
(Limpr.) K . Mull. in Gams, d. ScHUSTER 
(1969). T he Finnish distribution of this species 
(L. schultzii ]0rg., nom. illeg., f ungermannia 
schultzii Nees, bomon. illeg.) was discussed by 
ULVINEN (1960). 
64. Lophocolea incisa Lindb. was synonym'ized with 
L. heterophylla (Schrad.) Dum. by ] ARVINEN 
(1975a) . 
65. For the correct citation, Lopbozia bicrenata 
(Schmid. ex H offm.) Dum., see, e.g., GROLLE 
(1975b). 
66. The correct author citation, Lophozia capita/a 
FLORA FENNICA 6 53 
(Hook.) Mac., was given by D iiLL (1972). 
DunA & Yid-fA (1974) and GROLLE (1976). 
67. For the nomenclature of Lophozia elongaJa 
Steph. (Orthocaulis elongaiiiJ (Steph.) Evans in 
Buch et al., Jungermannia elongaJa Lindb. ex 
Kaal., homon. i'lleg.), see GROLLE (1975':1); for 
its taxonomy, see ScHUSTER (1969) and 
SCHUSTER & DAMSHOLT (1974). 
68. The correct citation is Lophozia grandiretis 
(Lindb. ex Kaal.) Schiffn. (cf. SCHUSTER 1969, 
GROLLE 1976; see also Note 3). 
69 . The correct name for Lophozia porphyroleuca 
Schiffn. 1903 (vel Loeske 1903) (non Junger-
mannia porphyroleuca Nees, nom. illeg.) is 
Lophozia gt~llulata (Lin<lb. in Lindb. & H. 
Arn.) Evans (cf. GROLLE 1%8; see also Note 3). 
70. Lophozia laxa (Lindb.) Grolle is the correct 
name for L. marchica (Nees ex Limpr.) Steph. 
(GROLLE 1968). 
71. The basi'Onym of Lophozia longidens (Lindb.) 
Mac. should be cited as Jungermannia longidens 
Lindb., H elsingfors Dagblad 187&(3,23):2 (26 
Nov. 1876, "longideris"); corr. Lindb., Bot. 
Notiser 1877:27 (15 Febr. 1877). 
72. In accordance with mos't authors (e.g. GROLLE 
1976), Lophozia longiflora (Nees) Schiffn. is 
treated here as a species; ScHUSTER (1969) and 
SCHUSTER & DAMSHOLT (1974) consider it a 
variety of L. ventricosa (Dicks.) Dum., .pro-
bably with good reason. 
73 . For rhe author cita'tion of Lophozia opacifolia 
Culm. ex Meyl., see DiiLL (1972), GROLLE 
(1976), and Note 3. Tts taxonomy, distribution 
and habi~at ecol'Ogy were dealt with by LAMMES 
(1974), who recorded this species from Fin-
land and mapped its Fennoscandian distribution. 
74 . For the nomenclature of Lophozia sudetica 
(Nees ex Hi.ib. 1834) Grolle (L. alpestris auct., 
non (Schleich. ex Web.) Evans in Kenn . & 
Collins), cf. GROLLE (1971b) and Notes 3 and 
60. However, it is possible that Jungermannia 
ehrharliana Web. 1&15 should be considered 
conspecific (cf. GROLLE 1968, SCHUSTER & 
DAMSHOLT 1974) . 
75. Lophozia sudetica var. (L. alpestris var. maior 
auct. scand., non (C. }ens.) K. Mi.ill., L. a. var. 
grandirelis S. Arn. 1947 in sched.) is possibly 
an undescribed large-celled oroarctic variety, 
which has been found in Sweden (Torne Lapp-
mark, MARTENSSON 1955, ARNELL 1956) and 
Finland (Enontekio Lapland, Lammes). L. a. 
var. maior (C. }ens.) K. Mi.ill. (L. maior (C. 
}ens.) Schljak.) is synonymous with L. excisa 
(Dicks .) Dum. (SCHUSTER 1969; lectotype in 
C, seen by Lammes); for ScHLJAKOv's (1973b) 
erroneous interpretation, see ScHUSTER & 
DAMSHOLT (1974). The present variety does 
not seem to be identica·l wilth ScHUSTER's (1969: 
614--619) nearctic L. alpestris ssp. polaris 
( = L. polaris (Schust.) Schust. & Damsh.) 
either, but may be L. a. var. anomala Schljak., 
described from the Kola Peninsula by 
SCHLJAKOV (1974). 
76 . The varietal combinations were published as 
follows: Lophozia venlricosa (Dicks.) Dum. var. 
grandirelis (Buch & S. Arn.) Schust. & Damsh. 
(L. silvicola Buch var. grandirelis Buch & S. 
Arn. in S. Arn .) by ScHUSTER & DAMSHOLT 
(1974) and L. ventricosa var. silvicola (Buch) 
E. }ones ex Schust. (L. silvicola Buch) by 
SCHUSTER (1969; invalid as published by E. 
}ones in 1958). For the taxonomic status of the 
latter taxon, cf. also GROLLE (1976). 
77. The correct citation seems to be Lrmularia cru-
ciata (L.) Dum. ex Lindb., Notiser Slillsk. 
Fauna Fl. Fennica Forhandl. 9:298 (1868) . The 
species has been found in Finland as a rare 
weed in green'houses; probably extinct. 
78. WARNCKE (1968) described the distinguishing 
characters of Marchanlia alpeslris (Nees) Bur-
geff and mapped its distribution in Fenno-
scandia. 
79. For the taxonomy of Marchantia polymorpha 
L. (incl. M. aquaJica (Nees) Burgeff), see, e. g ., 
GROLLE (1976). It is probable tha~ the taxon 
now called M. polymorpha var. aqualica Nees 
should actually be regarded as var. polymorpha 
and that the present type variety should be 
named var. stellata 0 . Mi.ill. (ISOVIITA 197ob: 
23). 
80. The correct citation, Marsupella aquaJica (Lin-
denb.) Schiffn., was given by DiiLL (1972), 
DunA & VANA (1974) and GROLLE (1976). 
ScHUSTER (1974) regard-s this taxon as a varie-
ty of M. emarginaJa (Ehrh .) Dum. 
81. The correct author citation, Marsupella boeckii 
(Aust.) Lindb. ex Kaal., was given in DunA 
& VANA (1974). 
82 . Por the nomenclature of Marsupella brevissima 
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(Dum.) Grolle (M. varians (Lindb.) K. Mull.), 
see GROLLE (1965a). Reported as new wi"thin 
the present boundary of Finland by HENSSEN 
(1959). 
83. The correct citation seems to be Marsupe/la 
condensata (Angstr. ex Har.tm . f.) Lindb . ex 
Kaal., Nyt Mag. NaturV'idensk. 33:420. It is 
evident from N. Bryhn's (Kong!. Norske Vi-
densk . Selsk. 8krifter 1892:223-224. 1893) 
citations that ·this part of B. Kaalaas' paper was 
also available before 18 Sept. 1893 . According-
ly, it may well antedate the publica.tion of the 
same combination by V. Schiffner (in Engl. & 
Prantl, Naturl. Pflanzenfam. I(3):78, reprints 
issued in Sept. 1893) . See also Note 3. 
84. For the taxonomy and nomenclature of MarSII-
pe/la sprucei (Limpr.) H. Bern . (incl. M. ustu-
lata Spruce, non M . mtulata (Hub.) Pears ., 
homon. illeg.), see GROLLE (1975b). (SCHUSTER, 
1974, without seeing the type of Jungermannia 
ustrdata Hub., gives priority to Marsupe/la 
ustulata and regards M. spmcei as its variety.) 
Both M. spmcei and M . ustulata were erro-
neously recorded from Finland by Mu LLER 
(1956). However, there are specimens from 
Finland (Ta: Janakkala, Ok: Kajaani, Lk: Muo-
nio; H) identified as M. sprucei by R. Grolle 
in 1966 and the species has recently been re-
ported from Ks: Kuusamo also (K. Damsho!Jt, 
H; KOPONEN & ULVINEN 1977). 
85 . Moerckia hibernica (Hook.) Gottsche in Ra-
benh. (ind. M . flotoviana (Nees) Schiffn.) is 
here delimited in accordance with DE SLOOVER 
(1959) and most subsequent authors. 
86. The aame should be cited as Nardia breidleri 
(Limpr.) Lindb., Helsingfors D agblad 1880 
(311):2 (15 Nov. 1880) . The date "1880" given 
by VANA (1976) for the publication of the same 
combination in Meddel. Soc. Fauna Fl. Fennica 
6:252 (29 Oct . - 3 Dec. 1881) is erroneous . 
87 . The correct cita1ion is Nardia insecta Lindb., 
Helsingfors D agblad 1878(315):2 (18 Nov. 
1878). The species was not mentioned by BucH 
(1936) or recorded from Finland by ARNELL 
(1956), although it was described mainly from 
Finnish material (Ab: Lojo, lectotype). For its 
specific status, see MULLER (1956), SCHUSTER 
(1969) and VANA, (1976). 
88 . The nomenclature of Nardia scalaris S. Gray 
(Jungermannia scalaris Hook., homon. illeg.) 
has been treated in detail by GROLL.E (1975b) . 
89. For the nomenclature of Odontoschima elonga-
lum (Lindb.) Evans, see GROLLE (1971b). Its 
basionym should be cited as a. denudatmn 
(Mart.) Dum. f. elongatum Lindb., Helsingfors 
Dagblad 1874(45):2 (16 Febr. 1874). 
90. Pe/lia borealis Lorb ., probably first recorded 
from Finland by K. Muller in 1947, is here 
included in P. epiphy/la (L.) Corda in Opiz 
(see PROSKAUER 1962, PATON & NEWTON 
1967, and most subsequent works). 
91. For the nomenclature of Pe/lia endiviifolia 
(Dicks.) Dum. (P. fabbroniana auct., non P. 
fabroniana Raddi, nom. illeg.), see PROSKAUER 
(1962}. 
92 . The correct citation is Peltolepis Lindb., Hel-
singfors Dagblad 1876(139):2 (23 May 1876) . 
93. Peltolepis quadrata (Saut.) K. Mull. and Scapa-
nia spitsbergensis (Lindb. in Lindb. & H . Am.) 
K. Mull. were mapped for Fennoscandia by 
WEIMARCK (1937b). 
94. For the taxonomy, nomenclature and distribu-
tion of the species of Phaeoceros Prosk., see 
PROSKAUER (e.g. 1951, 1958-a, 1958b) and 
GROLLE (1976); the Finnish one (Anthoceros 
laevis auct. fenn ., non L.) should be named 
P. carolinianus (Michx.) Prosk . (or P. laevis 
(L.) Prosk . ssp. carolinianus (Michx.) Prosk .). 
P. laevis sensu str. is a Mediterranean- Atlantic 
taxon. 
95. The nomenclature of Plagiochila asplenioides 
(L.) Dum. (P. maior S. Arn ., nom. illeg.) and 
P. porelloides (Torrey ex Nees) Lindenb. (incl. 
P. asplenioides sensu S. Arn. and Schust.) was 
discussed in detail by GROLLE (1967). Their 
taxonomy and distribution 10 Finland have 
been treated by ]ARVINEN (1974; maps for 
Eastern Fennoscandia included). 
96. Plagiochila porelloides (Torrey ex Nees) Lin-
denb. var. subarctica (J0rg.) Lammes, comb. 
nova. Basionym: P. asplenioides (L.) Dum. var. 
subarctica ]0rg., Bergens Mus . Skrifter 16:173 
1934) . (P. arctica Bryhn & Kaal. in Bryhn var. 
subarctica (J0rg.) H . Inoue 1964.) 
The taxon was reported as new for Eastern 
Fennoscandia by ]ARVINEN (1974). For its tax-
onomic position, see GROLLE (1967) and 
ScHUSTER & DAMSHOLT (1974); cf., however, 
INOUE (1964) and GROLLE (1976). 
97 . Lammes' studies on N Finnish material of Pleu-
roclada a/bescens (Hook.) Spruce support the 
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opinion of, e.g., ScHUSTER (1974) and ScHUS· 
TER & DAMSHOLT (197'4) that P. is/andica 
(Nees} Pea•rs . (P. albescens var. islandica (Nees) 
Spruce) cannot be distinguished at specific or 
varietal level; cf. a:lso GROLLE (1976). 
98 . The correct cita~ions, Pore/la cordaeana (Hiib .) 
Moore -and P. platyphy//a (L.) Pfeiff., were 
given by GROLLE (1969 and 1967, respectively). 
99. For the nomenclature of Ptilidium pulcherri-
mum (G. Web .) Va:in., see Isovi!TA (1970b: 
16-17) and GROLLE {1976). 
100. For the nomenclature of Radula lindenbergiana 
Go~tsC'he ex Hartm. f. 1864 (R. /indbergiana 
Gotltsc'he m JaCk 1881, nom. illeg.), see 
IsovnTA (1977a). 
101. The nomenclature of Riccardia chamedryfolia 
(With.} Grolle (R. sinuata (Hook.) Trev., 
Jrmgermannia sinuata Dioks ., nom. 'illeg.) was 
treated by GROLLE (1969). 
102. The correct citation is Riccardia incurvata 
Lindb., Helsingfors Dagblad 1878'(315): 2 (18 
Nov. 1878). 
103. The basionyrn of Riccardia latifrons (Lindb.) 
Lindb. should be cited as fot:lows: Aneura lati-
frons Lindb., Helsingfors Dagblad 1873(67): 
2 '{10 March 1873). 
104. For the taxonomy and nomenclature of Riccia 
crystallina L. sensu lato, see JovET·AST (1965). 
Because of early emenda.tions, the name R. crys-
ta//ina L. belongs to the Med·iterranean taxon, 
while the more widely distributed one (R . crys-
tallina au'C:t. fenn ., aon L. emend. Raddi) 
should be ca!.led R. cavernosa Hoffrn. Thus the 
concept of R. crystallina sensu str. given by, 
e.g ., IsovnTA (1970b:23) is erroneous. 
105. The Finnish distribution of Riccia fluitam L. 
sensu lato (incl. R. rhenana Lorb. in K. Miill. ) 
and Ricciocarpos natam (L.) Corda in Opiz was 
mapped by ERKAMO (1956:176, 178). 
Riccia rhenana was not mentioned by ARNELL 
(1956) within t:he present bound-ary of Finland 
though BucH (1954) had reported it from N: 
Helsinki and Porvoo, and Ka: Kymi (H, det. 
S. Arnell 195·2-53) . 
106. The correct cita'tion of the basionym of Ricda 
glauca L. var. subinermis (Lindb.) Warnst. is 
R. subinermis Lindb., Helsingfor5 Dagblad 
1881(96}:2 (9 Apr. 1881). 
107. The species now named· Riccia Iorocarpa Bisch. 
should probably be ca·lled R. minima L. (see 
ISOVIITA 197ob:23, GROLLE 1976:176, 229). 
108. The correot citation is Sauteria alpina (Nees in 
Nees & Bisch.) Nees (e .g. GROLLE 1976) . 
109 . In accordance wi'th most authors (e.g . MuLLER 
195'6, SCHUSTER 1974, GROLLE 1976), we in· 
clude Scapanie//a Buch in Scapania (Dum.) 
Dum. 
110. Scapania aequi/oba (Schwaegr.) Dum. is known 
from two localities in Finland - Kb: Kontio-
lahti, Kolvananuuro, 1970 T . Laine ; Le: Enon-
tekio, Mt. Iso-Ma1la, S slope, one km from tlhe 
border of Norway, alt. 700 m, 1968 T. Laine 
1991 (herb. Lammes). The earlier record from 
K1: Kuusamo, Korvasvaara, Koukkulamp·i 
(AvER 1944, ARNELL 1956) is from the Soviet 
side (ea. one km E of the border) . 
111. The correct citation appears to be Scapania 
irrigua (Nees) Nees in Got'tsche et al. (cf. 
GROLLE 1976; see also Note 3). 
112. The morphological and distributional characters 
of Scapania kaurinii Ryan have been treated by 
LAINE (1972), who recorded it as new for 
Eastern Fennoscandia and matpped its distribu-
tion in Fennoscandia. 
113 . Contrary to the opinion of MuLLER (e.g. 1956), 
Scapania /ingulata Buch is the correct name for 
S. microphy//a Warnst. (S. buchii K. Mull. 
1944, nom. illeg.) (MARTENSSON 1955, DuLL 
1972, GROLLE 1973, ScHUSTER 1974). 
114 . For the nomenclature of Scapania nemorea (L.) 
Grolle (S . nemorosa Dum., nom. illeg., Junger-
mannia nemorosa L., nom. illeg.), see GROLLE 
{1963a, 1976); the defence of Scapania nemoro-
Ja by ScHUSTER (1974) has no nomenclatura:l 
justification. 
115 . According to ScHUSTER (1974), ScHUSTER & 
DAMSHOLT (197-i) and GROLLE (1976}, Scapa-
nra lapponica (H. Arn. & C. ]ens.) Steph. 
should be regarded as a synonym of S. obcorda-
ta (Berggr.) S. Arn. in S. Arn . & MM. 
116. Scapania obscura (H. Arn. & C. Jens .) Sch'iffn. 
was reported as new for Eastern Fenn·oscand'ia 
by HENSSEN (1959). 
117. The Finnish distribution of Scapania paludosa 
(K. Miil'l.) K . Miill. was dealt with by ULVINEN 
(1960). 
118. For the .taxonomic status of Scapania praeterviJa 
Meyl., see SCHLJAKOV (1972b) and GROLLE 
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(1976) . The taxon was treated as a subspecies 
of S. mucronata Buch by ScHUSTER (1974) and 
SCHUSTER & DAMSHOLT (1974). At vari·etal 
levelS. m. var. arvernica (Culm. 1923) K. Miill . 
(1944) has priority over S. m. var. praetervisa 
(Meyl.) Buch 1928. 
119. Solenostoma Mitt. is a conserved name (against 
Gymnoscyphus Corda in Sturm). However, with 
~he present wide circumscription of Junger-
mannia L. (see Note 50), this conservation is 
of no importance. 
120. In accordance with, e.g., ScHUSTER (1969) and 
GROLLE (1976), Saccobasis Buch is here in· 
eluded in Tritomaria Schiffn. ex Loes<ke. For 
the author citation of Tritomaria, see GROLLE 
(1976). 
121. The correct author citations are: Tritomaria 
exsectiformis (Breidl.) Schiffn . ex Loeske (cf. 
DuLL 1972 and GROLLE 1973; see also N ote 3) 
and T. polita (Nees) }0rg. (Saccobasis polita 
(Nees) Buch) (GROLLE 1976). 
122. For the questionable nomendatural affinity of 
the name Tritomaria quinquedentata (Huds.) 
Buch, see IsovUTA (197ob: 19) and GROLLE 
(1976:176, 239) . 
123-300. Bryophytina 
123. PETTERSSON (1940) germinated spores of Aloi-
na brevirostris obtained from rain-wat er in 
South Finland in 1936. The first specimens 
from natural population were collected 30 years 
later (KOPONEN & 0ITTINEN 1967) . 
124. The occurren<e of Amblyodon dealbatus in Fin· 
land was discussed by ULVINEN (1967). 
125. Amblystegiella Loeske (1903) is antedated by 
Platydictya Berk. (1863). The necessary combi-
nations Platydictya confervoides (Brid .) Crum, 
P. iungermannioides (Brid .) Crum and P. Jllb· 
tilis (Hedw.) Crum were made by CRUM (1964). 
126. Moss taxa excluded from the Finnish flora 
(names presented in square brackets in the 
checklist). 
A. Taxa whose inclusion in the Finn.ish flora 
in the li terroture has been based on incorrect 
interpreta'tions or identifications: 
Bryum erythrocarpum Schwaegr . (cf. Note 141) 
Campy/ium hispidu/um (Brid.) Mitt. (cf. Note 
162) 
Grimmia lrichophy//a Grev. 
Mnium affine Funck var. ciliare C. Miill. (cf. 
Note 220) 
Mnium /ycopodioides Schwaegr. (cf. Note 221) 
Puudoleskeella catenulata (Schrad .) Kindb. (cf. 
Note 256) 
Sphagnum recurvum P. Beauv. (cf. IsovnTA 
1966). 
Tayloria froe/ichiana (Hedw.) Mitt. (cf. Note 
290) 
B. T axa which were indicated by BROTHERUS 
(1923) by "F" ( = Finland) but which were 
actually recorded in areas east of the Finnish 
boundary: 
Bartramia ithyphylla Brid . var . breviseta (Lindb.) 
Kindb. (133) 
Bryum acutiforme Limpr. (B. acutum Lindb.) 
B. murmanicum Broth. 
Campylopus subulatus Schimp. (C. schimperi 
Milde) 
Dichodontium flavescens (With.) Lindb . (D . 
pellucidum (Hedw.) S<himp . var. flavescens 
(With.) Moore) (133) 
D icr-anum scoparium Hedw. var. integrifolium 
Lindb . (133) 
Drepanocladus exannulatus (B .S.G.) Warnst. 
var. brachydictyon (Ren .) G . Roth (133) 
Encalypta rhaptocarpa Schwaegr. var . arctica I. 
Hag. (133) 
Fontinalis antipyretica Hedw. var. montana H . 
Miill. (134) 
Hygrohypnum molle (Hedw.) Loeske var. 
schimperianum (Lor.) Loeske (133) 
Hygrohypnum polare (Lindb .) Loeske 
Oncophorus wahlenbergii Brid. var. gracilh 
(Broth.) H. Arn . & C. }ens. (133) 
Py/aisia ulwynii Kindb. (P. schimperi Card.) 
Thuidium minutulum (Hedw.) B.S.G . 
C. Taxa not known within the present boun-
dary of Finland, the ir earlier Finnish localities 
lying in the areas annexed to the U .S.S.R. in 
the 1940s: 
AJrichum hauuknechtii Jur. & M ilde (Catha· 
rinea haussknechtii (Jur. & Milde) Broth.) 
D icbodontium pellucidum (Hedw.) Scbimp. var. 
mildei Limpr. (133) 
Dicrane//a riparia (H. Lindb.) Mart. & Nyh. 
Encalypta spathulata C. Miill. 
Fissidens cristatus M itt. var. mucronatus 
(Limpr.) Waldh. (133) 
Grimmia laevigata (Brid.) Brid . (G. campestris 
Hook.) 
H ygrohypnum lucidum (Hedw.) Jenn . var. sub· 
sphaericarpon (Brid.) C. }ens. (133) 
Leskea polycarpa Hedw. var. paludosa (Hedw.) 
Schimp. (133) 
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Platydictya confervoides (Brid.) Crum (Am-
blystegiella confervoides (Brid.) Loeske) 
Pohl ia cruda (Hedw.) Lindb. var. minor 
(B. S. G.) Broth. & Sael. (133) 
Poh/ia ramannii Warnst. (Webera ramannii 
(Warnst.) C. ]ens .) 
Schistidium pulvinalum (Hedw.) Brid. 
127. For the taxonomy and nomenclature of Am-
blystegium saxatile Schimp., see CRUNDWELL & 
NYHOLM (1964). 
The correct citation is Amblystegium varium 
(Hedw.) Lindb., Helsingfors Dagblad 1877 
(304):3 (7 Nov. 1877). 
128. The adoption of the Aplodon instead of Haplo-
don has been discussed by MA.RTENSSON (1956: 
133) and STEERE (1973). 
129. The distribution and ecology of Archidium 
alternifolium in Finland was discussed by BucH 
(1935). According to SNIDER (1975 ), the correct 
citation is A. alternifolium (Hedw.) Schimp. 
130. The distribution of Aulacomnium androg;num 
and A. tllrgidum in NW Europe was mapped 
by ]UNNILAINEN (1977) . 
131. In the delimitation of the genera Barbu/a, 
Bryoerythrophyllum, Didymodon, Gymnosto-
mum, Hymenostylium, Oxystegus, Streblo-
trichum and Trichostomum, we main·ly follow 
SA!TO (1975). 
For the nomenclatuse of Oxystegm tenuirostris 
(Hook. & Tay!.) A. ]. E. Sm. (0. cylindrims 
(Brid.) Hilp.), see A. ]. E. SMITH (1977). 
132 . The distribution of Barbula ref/exa in Eastern 
Fennoscandia was mapped by Tuo~HKOSKI 
(1939:105). 
133. The taxa marked by this annotation number are 
those which were treated as subspecies or va-
rieties by BROTHERUS (1923) and }ENSEN 
(1939) or some later authors. We do not wish 
to use infraspecific categories for the reasons 
discussed on p. 4. Moreover, the taxonomic 
status of the taxa in question should be ascer-
tained by studying the type specimens, and this 
is best done in connection with monographic 
research. 
134. The taxa marked by this annotation number are 
those which }ENSEN (1939), NYHOLM (1953--
1969), PoDPERA (1954) or MoNKEMEYER 
(1914, 1927) treated as forms and which ob-
viously do not deserve taxonomic recognition. 
135. Brachythecium curium (Lindb.) C. Jens .: the 
basoionym should be cited as Hypnum curium 
Lindb., Helsingfors Dagblad 1878(342):2 (15 
Dec. 1878). 
136. In listing Bryum we follow NYHOLM (1958) as 
far as possible. 
137. According to PODPERA (1954:376), Bryum affi-
ne var. cylindricum H. Arn. is a form of B. 
cirrhatum Hoppe & Hornsoh. According to 
NYHOLM (1958:247), B. cirrhatum may be a 
form of the variable B. pallescens Schwaegr. 
(cf. also WIJK et al. 1969:387). 
138. NYHOLM (1958:233) suggested that Bryum 
alandense may be a hybrid of B. pendulum (B. 
angustirete, B. algovicum) and B. salinum. 
139. For the taxonomic status of Bryum angustirete 
Kindb., accepted by WIJK et al. (1959), cf. 
CRUM (1969) and CRUNDWELL (1970), who 
proposed that B. algovimm C. Mull. should be 
used. According to CRUNDWELL, Bryum pendu-
lum (Hornsch.) Schimp. var. compactum 
(H ornsch.) Hartm. = Bryum algovicum var. 
algovicum. 
14<l. NYHOLM (1958:234) listed Bryum bergoeense 
Bomanss., B. fismm Ruthe, B. haematostomum 
]0rg., B. insularum Bomanss. (B . inclinatum 
(Brid.) Bland. var. insularum (Bomanss.) C. 
]ens.), B. ovarium Bomanss ., and B. tumidulum 
Bomanss. as synonyms of B. salinum I. Hag. 
ex Limpr. 
1~1. According to CRUNDWELL & NYHOLM (1964) 
and WIJK et al. (1959), Bryum erythrocarpum 
Schwaegr. is a superfluous name for B. atro-
virens Brid . However, the type specimen l<ocated 
for B. atrovirens did not represent any of the 
taxa in the Bryum erythrocarpum complex. 
CRUNDWELL & NYHOLM (1964) recognized 
nine species of the B. erythrocarpum complex 
in Europe, reporting two species, B. rubens 
Mitt. (B. bomanssonii Lindb.) and B. Jenuise-
Jum Limpr. (B. pachydermum Bomanss.), from 
Finland and later (1968) a third one, B. viola-
ceum Crundw. & Nyh. 
142. YHOLM (1958:225), with some hesitation, 
gave Bry:11n brownii B.S.G. as a synonym of 
B. arcticum (R. Brown) B.S.G. 
143. Bryum oelandicum Philib. (B. warneum (Rohl.) 
Brid. ssp. oelandicum (Philib.) G. Roth) and 
B. stenocarpum Limpr. (B. brownii B.S.G. 
var. stenocarpum (Li)llpr .) C. ]ens.) may re-
present · ~rrtM.rJte' 'hybri. orm(s) between 
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B. arcticum and B. warneum (NYHOLM 19~8: 
220). 
144. NYHOLM (1958•:244, 24~) reduced Bryum bul-
bifolimn Lindb. (as B. bulbiferum), B. flexise-
tum Lindb. & H. Arn ., B. qvarnboense Bo-
manss. (B. pseudotriquetmm (Hedw.) Gaertn. 
et al. var. qvarnboense (Bomanss.) C. Jens.) 
and B. subcirratum Bomanss. to synonyms of 
B. pallescens Sc'hwaegr. 
14~. "Some of the Scandinavran specimens of B. 
comense Schimp. [B. caespiticium Hed>w. ssp. 
comense (Schimp.) Amann, B. caespiticium var. 
comense (Schimp.) Husn.] I estimate as starva-
tion forms cYf B. capillare" (NYHOLM 1958: 
243). 
146. In the case of Bryum capillare and B. elegans, 
we follow SYED (1973). 
147. "Scandinavian specimens cYf B. clathratum 
Amann I think are more or less well developed 
forms of B. pallescens" (NYHOLM 19'58:24~) . 
148. NYHOLM (19~8:245) thinks th'alt Bryum crispu-
/um Harnpe, homon. i,J:leg. (B. pseudotriquetrum 
G aertn. et al. ssp. crispulum (G. Roth) C. Jens .) 
belongs to B. pallescens. 
149. According to PODPERA (1954:37'2), Bryum fin-
markicum Kaur. var. lutescens Brath. (B. pal/ens 
Sw. var. lutescens (Broth.) C. Jens.} is a form 
of B. pallens var. brevisetum Lindb. & H . Arn. 
150. For •the taxonomy and nomenclature of Bryum 
stirtonii and B. flaccidum, see SYED (1973). 
151. NYHOLM (1958:239) gave Bryum brotheri Bo-
manss. (B. inclinatum (Brid.) Bland. var. bro-
theri (Bomanss.) C. Jens.), B. contractum Bo-
manss . (B. inclinatum (Brid.} Bland . var. con-
tractum (Bomanss.) C. Jens.), B. flavidum Bo-
manss., B. hagenii Gmpr ., B. stenotheca Bo-
manss . (B . inclinatum var. stenotheca (Bo-
manss .) Broth .) and B. tumidum Bomanss . as 
synonyms of B. inclinatum (Brid.) Bland . 
Bryum inclinatum {Brid .) Bland. is a later hom-
onym of B. inclinatum (Hedw.) With. (= 
Distichium inclinatum (Hedw.) B.S.G.). Ocm 
(1972) suggested that the val-id name is B. ste-
notrichum C. Miill. (1887), which was listed 
as a synonym of B. inclinatum by ANDREWS 
(1940). If a wide speoi'fic concept is accepted 
(cf. PoDPERA 1954), the oldest avai!:ahle name 
seems to be B. longisetum Sthwaegr. (1816). 
15'2. According to PODPERA (19~4:396), Bryum hae-
matostomum ]0rg. var. fennicum Broth. is a 
form of B. inclinatum (Brid.) Bland . ( = B. 
stenotrichum C. MiiN .). NYHOLM (1958:234) 
regarded B. haematostomum ]0rg. as a synonym 
of B. salinum I. Hag. ex Limpr. 
153. "Most specimens identified as B. lapponum [ !] 
Kaur. belong to B. salinum" (NYHOLM 1958: 
234) . 
154. According to NYHOLM (19~8:235), Bryum ma-
ritimum Bomanss. = B. lacustre (Web. & 
Mohr) Bland. = B. know/tonii Barnes. 
15'5. T he correat citation appears to be Bryum ob/on-
gum Lindb., Helsingfors Dagb1ad 1881(338):2 
(12 Dec. 1881). 
1~6. According to NYHOLM (1958:241), Bryum ve-
nustum does not differ from B. intermedium 
(Brid .) Bland . 
157. PODPERA (19~4:372) reduced Bryum versispo-
rum Bomanss. to a form of B. pal/ens Sw. See 
also the discussion irr NYHOLM (1958:226). 
158. The distrrbution of Buxbaumia aphy/la and B. 
viridis in Eastern Fennoscandiia was mapped by 
0IITINEN (1967). The autecology of B. aphy/la 
was studied by HA.YREN (1944, 1945). 
159. Buxbaumia foliosa Hedw. is a synonym of 
Diphyscium foliosum (Hedw.) Mohr. ]ENSEN 
(1939), however, used B. fo/iosa a:s the name 
for B. viridis. 
160. The genus Callic/adium was estab1ished· by 
CRUM (1971) for Heterophyllium ha/danianum 
(Grev.) Kindb. (cf. also ROBINSON & REED 
1966). 
161. KARCZMARZ (1971) listed numerous forms and 
varieties of Calliergon species for Finland. 
Since they clearly represerlt mod·ifications due 
to ecological factors and are not worthy of 
nomencla.tura'l recognition, we om:it them here 
and follow BROTHERUS' (1923) and NYHOLM'~ 
(196~) treatment of the genus. 
T uOMIKOSKI (1940) revised the taxonomy of 
Calliergon megalophy/lum and listed its dis-
tribution for Eastern Fennoscandia . 
162 . The <taxonomy and nomenclature of Campylium 
calcareum Cruodw. & Nyh. (C. sommerfeltii 
auct .) and C. sommerfeltii (Myr.) J. Lange 
(C. hispidulum auct .) were discussed by 
CRUNDWELL & NYHOLM (1962). We fo1low 
their treatment. C. hispidulum (Brid.) Mitt . 
sensu str. occurs in North America only. 
1<63 . The distribution of Campy/ium halleri in EaSt-
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ern Fennoscand ia was mapped by KoTILAINEN 
(1929). 
164. KoPONEN (1969) mapped the distribUJtion of 
Cinclidium stygimn and C. subrotundum 10 
Eastern Fennoscandia, and discussed their tax-
onomy. 
165. The Rinnish distribution of Climacium dendroi-
des was mapped by KUJALA (1964). 
166. According to NYHOLM (1953, 1954), Cyno-
dontium alpestre should preferably be referred 
to the genus Cnestrum. H owever, the necessary 
combination has not yet been validalted . In 
addi'~ion, its basionym (Dicranum alpestre 
Wahlenb .) is illegi·tima~e (cf. CRUNDWELL 
1971). Under Cynodontium the correct citaJtion 
may be C. alpestre (Hiib. 1833) Mi'lde 1869. 
]ts d.isrtr-ibution 10 Eastern Fenooscandia was 
mapped by KoTILAINEN (1929) . 
167. According to NYHOLM (1965), Cratoneuron 
commutatum va·r. irrigatum represents a form of 
fas't-running water, especially mounta•in streams. 
The correct varietal name is C. c. var. fluctuans 
(B.S.G.) Wijk & Marg. 
168. The distribution af Cratoneuron falcatum in 
E-astern Fennoscandia was mrupped by KoTILAI-
NEN (1929). 
169. For the spelling of Cynodontium polycarpon, 
see CRUNDWELL (1971). 
170. KoPON EN (1968a) divided the tradlitionai genus 
Mnium into four genera, Mnium Hedw., Pla-
giomnium T. Kop ., Pseudobryum (Kindb.) T . 
Kop. and Rhizomnium (Broth.) T. Kop. In 
addition, two other genera of Mniaceae, Cin-
clidium Sw. (1803) and Cyrtomnium Holmen 
(1957) , occur in Fanland. Most of the necessary 
new combinations were published by KOPONEN 
(1968a). 
171. The combinaJti'On Cyrtomnium hymenophylloi-
des (Hiib.) T. Kop. (1968a)- is valid for <this 
taxon. NYHOLM's (1958) combination, which is 
commQnly cited, is invalid•. I•ts distribution in 
Eastern Fennoscandi-a (as Mnium hymenophyl-
loides) was mapped by KoTILArNEN (1929). 
172 . Desmatodon cernuus was first recorded from 
Finland by AHTI & ROIVAINEN (1968). 
173. VAARAMA (1939) mapped the disrtribution of 
Desmatodon latifolius in E-astern Fennoscandia, 
and discussed its autecology. 
174. The diSitr.ibution of Dichelyma capillaceum in 
NW Europe was mapped by TorvONEN (197'2) . 
175. The distr.ibution of Dichodontium pellucidum 
in Finland and adjacent terrirtories was mapped 
by KOTILAINEN (1929). 
176. The status and nomendature of Dicranum 
sendtneri Limpr. (1886) have been disputed 
(TuoMIKOSKI 1939, PERSSON 1954, TuoMr-
KO SKI et al. 1973-:2·25). We follow HAGEN 
(1915), who studied the type of D . sendtneri 
and found it to be identicaL with D. bergeri 
var. acutifolium Lindb. & H . Arn. (1890). The 
oldest name may actually he D . neglectum Jur. 
ex De Not. (1869), cf. HAGEN (1915). 
The combina·tion D. muehlenbeckii B.S.G . var. 
acutifolium (Lindb . & H . Arn .) has not ye't 
been made validly (cf. NYHOLM 1953, 1954). 
177. For the nomenclature of Dicranum drummondii 
C. Mi.ii!L (D. robustum Blytt ex B.S.G., ha-
moo. illeg., D. elatum Lindb., nom. illeg.), see 
e.g. l'SOVIITA (1977b) . 
T he nomenclature of D. polysetum Sw. 1801 
(nom . illeg. ?, D . rugosum (Hoffm. ex Funck 
1803) Brid. 1806, D . undulatum Ehrh. ex Web . 
& Mohr 1803, homon. illeg.) and D. undu/at11m 
Schrad. ex Brid . 1801 emend. Brid . 1806 (D. 
affine Funck 1806, D. bergeri Bland. in Sturm 
1809, nom. illeg.) cannot be finaLly se't:tled 
before the typificaJtion of D. undulatum Schrad. 
ex Brid ., but we follow WtJK et al. (1962). 
Because af the common use of the pre-Hedwi-
gian name D . undulatum Ehrh. for D. polyse-
tum, the name D . undu/atum Schrad . ex Brid. 
is ambiguous and should therefore never be 
used Wlithout citing the author(s). 11he bes't 
solution migl:it have been to reject this name 
altogether (cf. MARTENSSON 19'56) and to use 
the name D. affine for ~his species (as is done 
by SCHLJAKOV, 1968). 
178 . The correct cillaltion is Dicranum angustum 
Lindb., Helsingfors Dagblad 1880'(311):2 (15 
Nov. 1880) . 
179. The Finnish distribution of Dicranum fusces-
cens, D. ma;us, D . po/ysetum, and D. spurium 
was mapped by KUJALA (1964). 
The correct author citations should probably 
be D. fuscescens Sm. and D . maius Sm. (see 
CRUNDWELL 1970) . 
180. In Finland, two ·taxa are easily recognized 
within Dicranum fuscescens sensu lata. D. fur-
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cescens var. congestum grows mainly on rotten 
wood and the bases of old .trees. It is most 
abundant in old primeval woodlands in sou•th-
ern Finland. D . fuscenscem var. flexicartle i·s 
common in the north, where it grows on forest 
floors, whereas in S Finland i·t occurs on shady 
and moist rock faces (cf. also KUJALA 1926). 
The 1wo taxa also differ morphologically (cf. 
BROTHERUS 1923). However, the D. fuscescens 
complex needs a taxonomic and nomenclatural 
revision and, .accordingly, we here accept the 
varietal level for var. congestum and var. flexi -
caule. One of the main problems is thrut we do 
not ~now whether the name D . fuscescens var. 
fuscescens should be used for var. flexicaule, 
var. congestum or some other taxon (cf. also 
K ELLOMAKI et al. 1977). 
181. Dicranum groenlandimm was firs't recorded 
from Finland by HEGEWALD (1972). 
182. AHTI & lsoVIITA (1962) treated the taxonomic 
staJtus of Dicranum leioneuron and mapped i•ts 
distribut ion in NW Europe (see also AHTI et 
al. 1965). 
183. The correct name is Didymodor1 icmadophila 
(C. Miill.} K. S-aito, not D . "icmadophyllus", 
as given by SAITO (1975); basionym: Barbula 
icmadophila Schimp. ex C. Miill. , Syn. Muse. 
Frond. 1:614. 1849. - T . Kop. & l sov. 
184. The distribution of Diphyscium foliosum in 
Finland was discussed by K XRENLAMPI (1968). 
185. Distichium hagenii Ryan ex Philib . was first 
recorded from Finland by VAARAMA (1958) . 
186. The following combinations were om1tted by 
WIJK et al. (1962, 1969): Distichium monta-
num I. H ag. var. brevifolium (B.S.G.) Roiv. 
(ROIVAINEN 1934:38); Webera gracilis (B.S.G .) 
De Not. var. carina/a (Boul.) C. Jens., 
Webera polymorpha (Hoppe & Hornsch.) 
Schimp. var. amminata (Hoppe & Hornsch .) 
C. ]ens. (JENSEN 1939:158, 166). 
187. Ditrichum giganteum Wi'll'i2ms, whose specific 
status has been doubted, seems to deserve re-
cognition. There are many herbarium specimens 
(in H) from various parts of Finland deitermin-
ed by R. T uomikoski . The taxonomy was dis-
cussed by TuoMJKOSKI et a·!. (1973, cf. also 
BIRD 1962) . 
188. The generic concept and nomencla ture of the 
family PJ.agiatheciaceae are accord'ing to IRE-
LAND (1969) and lWATZUKI (1970). The fol-
lowing genera are presented in Finland: H erzo-
giella Broili. (Dolichotheca Lindb., Sharpiella 
Iwats.), lsopter;·gium Mitt., Plagiothecium 
B.S.G . and Taxiphyllum Fleisch. (lsoptery-
gium p. p.) . 
189. The generic system of Amblysitegiaceae pro-
posed by LoESKE (1907, 1910) and subsequent-
ly adopted by TuoMIKOSKJ et al. (1973) has 
not been generally accepted and has been cri-
.ticized, e.g . by STEERE (1947) . LOESKE's ideas 
were re-examined by TuOMIKOSKI, who pre-
pared a manuscript on the subjeot. However, 
recently developed met'hods of s'tudy can be 
excepted to throw more ligh1 on this question, 
and we have not used Loeske's genera, e.g. 
Limprichtia Loeske, Loeskypnum Paul, Sanionia 
Loeske and Warnstorfia Loeske. T uOMJKOSKI 
(1973) made the combinations Scorpidium ver-
nicosum (Mitt.) Tuom. and W arnstorfia procera 
(Ren. & H. Arn.) Tuom. 
190. T he .taxonomy of Drepanocladus capillifolius 
and its distribution in Finland were treated by 
T UOMJKOSKI (1940). 
191. We follow TuOMIKOSKr's (1949) treatment of 
Drepanocladus exannulatus and its relatives (cf. 
also SONESSON 1966). T he distributions of D. 
procerus, D . trichophylius and D . tundrae in 
Fennoscandia were mapped by TuoMIKOSKI 
(1949) . 
192. RuuHIJARVI (1962) discussed <the taxonomy 
of Drepanocladus lapponicus and mapped ills 
distribution in Eastern Fennoscandia. 
193. The distribution of Drepanocladus lycopodioi-
des in Eastern Fennoscandia was mapped by 
TUOMIKOSKI (1939:105). 
194. NYHOLM's (1965) treatment of Drepanocladus 
subgen . Drepanocladus ("sect. Adunca") is 
changed considerably here. She included in it 
D . badius (Hartrn.) G . Roth, which probably 
belongs to a different genus, Loeskypnum Paul 
(cf. ote 189), or at least to a different sub-
genus. When D. capillifolius (Warnst.) Warn'9t. 
(cf. TuOMJKOSKJ 1940) and D . simplicissimus 
Warast. are removed from D. polycarpus sensu 
Nyholm, the only forms remaining can be in-
cluded in D. aduncus. Moreover, a common 
Fennoscandian taxon recently described as D. 
tenuinervis T. K~. was evidently iacluded in 
D. sendtneri by NYHOLM. 
The presence of D . simplicissimus in Finland 
still needs confirmation. 
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195. NYHOLM (1965, 1969) proposed the combina-
tion Drepanocladus polycarpus (Voit) Warnst. 
var . capiJ/ifolius (WarnSit.) Nyh ., which is a 
la.ter homonym of D. polycarpus (Voi.t) Warnst. 
var. capiJ/ifolius Loeske (1910). 
196. NYHOLM (1965) recorded Drepanocladus pseu-
dostramineus from Finland wi•th some hesita-
tion. Needs confirmation. 
197. LODGE (1960a, 1960b) showed that Drepano-
cladus fluitans can be divided into two taxa, 
for which he accepted varietal s·tatus, var. flui-
tans and var. falcatus (C. }ens.) G. Roth. 
NYHOLM (1965) accepted var. falcatus at speci-
fic level, as D. schulzei G. Roth. Its presence 
in Finland needs confirmation. 
198. The correct citation is Drepanocladus sendtneri 
(Schimp. ex H. Mi.ill.) Warnost. D . sendtneri 
is rare in Finland and the specimens referred to 
it moSI!ly belong to D. tenuinervis T . Kop. 
(KOPONEN 1977a). 
199. The distribution of Encalypta a/finis in Fin-
land and adjacent territories has been mapped 
by KOTILAI NEN (1929). 
The taxooomy and distribution 
mutica in Fennoscandia were 
TUOMIKOSKI (1935, 1939). 
of Encalypta 
treated by 
200. The original spelling is Encalypta rhaptocarpa 
Schwaegr., not E. rhabdocarpa, which has been 
commonly used m Europe (cf. CRUM et al. 
1973). 
201. The taxonomy and oomendature of Eurhyn-
chium angustirete (Broth.) T . Kop. (E. zetter-
stedtii St0rm.) and E. striatum (Hedw.) Schimp. 
were discussed by KoPONEN (1964, 1967b), 
who mapped their distribution in NW Europe. 
202. The material deposited In Finmsh herbaria 
under the names Eurhynchium distans, E. hians, 
E. praelongum, E. stokesii and E. swarlzii is 
badly in need of revision. We use here the 
name E. praelongum (Hedw.) B.S.G . var. distans 
(Bryhn) Nyh . (Hypnum distans Lindb., homon. 
illeg.) for a common and easily distinguished 
plant. 
203 . A note on the habitats of Fontinalis dichely-
moides was given by KoTILAINEN (1927). 
204. WELCH (1960) reduced Fontinalis gothica to a 
synonym of F. antipyretica vac. gracilis (cf. also 
NYHOLM 1960:3 56). 
205 . Grimmia anomala was first recorded from Fin-
land by VITIKAI NEN (1969), who deaLt with its 
taxonomy and mapped it for Fennoscandia. He 
also mapped the E Fennoscandian distribution 
of G. hartmanii. 
206 . According to DE SLOOVER (1967), the correot 
name for Grimmia patens (Hedw.) B.S.G., 
which is a later homonym of G. patens 
Hornsch., is G. mrvata (Brid.) De Sloover. Cf. 
also CRUNDWELL (1971). 
207. The correct name of Grimmia ova/is tn the 
sense of Nordic authors, e.g. BROTHERUS (1923) 
and }ENSEN (1939), is G. affinis Hornsch. In 
the works mentioned, G. ovalis (Hedw.) Lindb. 
was dealt with as G. commutata. 
208 . The •taxonomy of Grimmia torquata and its var . 
flettii was dealt with by VAARAMA (1961), who 
recorded the la·tter •taxon as new for Finland. 
209. A map of the distri·bu•tion of H ylocomium pyre-
naicum in Eastern Fennoscandia was published 
by HAMET-AHTI et al. (1974). 
210. A map showing the density of the cover of 
Hylocomium splendens in Finnish woodlands 
was publ~shed by KUJALA (1962). 
The distribution of Hylocomium umbratum in 
Eastern Fennoscandia was mapped by KOPONEN 
(1975 ). 
211. In HJ•menostomum and Weissia we follow 
NYHOLM (1956). Weissia microstoma (Hedw.) 
C. Mi.ill. is a later homonym of W. microstoma 
Nees & Horosch.; therefore we use the name 
W. brachycarpa (Nees & Horosch.) Jur . The 
correct spelling is JJV eissia, not W eisia as in 
WIJK et al. (1969). 
212. According to ANDO (1973), H ypnum recurva-
tum (Lindb. & H . Arn .) Kindb. is the correct 
r:rame for the species known as H . fastigiatum 
Brid. in Europe and as H. bridelianum Crum et 
al. in No11th America (cf. also ANDO 1972:69) . 
Its distribution in Eastern Fennoscandia (as 
H. fastigiatum) was mapped by KOTILAINEN 
(1929). 
213. HOLMEN & WARNCKE (in DAMSHOLT et al. 
1969) introduced the name H ypnum iutlandi-
cum Holmen & Warncke to replace H. ericeto-
rum (B.S.G.) Loeske, which is a later homo-
nym of H . ericetorum Brid. Its presence in Pin· 
land needs confirmation. 
214. The taxonomy of Isopterygium alpicola was 
discussed by TuoMIKOSKI (1939). 
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215. The treatment of Lescuraea follows LAWTON\s 
(1957) revision of the genus. She included 
Pseudoleskea and Ptychodium in Lescuraea. 
216. TuoMIKOSKI (1939) discussed t he taxonomy of 
Lescuraea incurvala (Pseudoleskea filamentosa) 
and L. radicosa (Pseudoleskea radicosa), and 
mapped their distribution 10 Eastern Fenno-
scandia. 
217. For t'he generic taxonomy of Leskeella and 
Pseudoleskeel/a, see LEWINSKY (1974). 
For the author citation of P. tectorum (Brid .) 
Kindb. ex Broth., see CROSBY (1977). 
218 . The distriburion of Leucobryum glaucum m 
Finland was mapped by KUJALA (1966). 
219 . The relationship of Plagiomnium affine (Mnium 
a.) and P. medium (Mnium m.) was discussed 
by KOPONEN (1967a) . 
220. Plagiomn1um ciliare (C. Miill.) T . Kop . (Mnium 
c.) is an exclusively North American species 
(KOPONEN 197lb). Nomenclatural notes on 
Plagiomnium affine (Mnium a.) and related 
species were given by KOPONEN (1971b). 
221. Mnium lycopodioides Sc'hwaegr. is an East 
Asia:tic species ranging from Himalaya ro Tai-
wan and possibly Japan (KOPONEN 1973a, 
1974) . The oldest name for the related species 
present in Fin'land seems to be Mnium ambi-
guum H. Miill. (1866). M. ambigumn has a 
wide circumpolar distribution, and has been 
described under different names from different 
parts of its range (KoPONEN 1977b) . The name 
M. riparium Mitt. (1865) has also been used 
for M. ambiguum, but should perhaps be con-
sidered a nomen ambiguum. Jif CRUNDWELL's 
(1962) treatment is followed, M. riparium is a 
synonym of M. marginatum (Wit h.) P. Beauv. 
used for popula'tions in which male plants are 
found in addition to synoecious ones. The dis-
tribution of M. ambiguum (as M. lycopodioides) 
in Finland was discussed by ULYINEN (1%7). 
222 . The nomenclature and taxonomic status of 
Mnium thomsonii Schimp. (M. orthorrhynchum 
auct.) and M. orthorrhynchum Brid . were 
treated by KOPONEN (1972b). 
2Z3. The d'istribution of Mnium spinosum and M. 
thomsonii (M. orthorrhynchum auct.) in E. Fen-
noscandia was mapped by KoTILAINEN ·(1929), 
who discussed their distribution and ecology. 
224. FAGERSTEN & HAAPASAARI (1966) discussed 
the taxonomy of Neckera besseri, and mapped 
its distribution in Eastern Fennoscandia. 
225. N yholmiella Holmen & Warncke was proposed 
by DAMSHOLT et al. (1969) to replace Stroemia 
I. H ag., which is a later homonym of Stroemia 
Vahl. We follow V1rr's (1973) and HINNERI's 
(1976) treatment and include Nyholmiella in 
Orthotrichum. 
226. The distribution of Octodiceras fontanum (Fissi-
dens iulianus) in NW Europe was mapped by 
LOHAMMAR (1954) and KOTILA L>;EN & SALO-
NEN (1954). 
227. Since Dicranum strictum Mohr (1806) is a later 
homonym of D. strictum (D icks.) Sm. (1804) 
and D. tauricum Sapehin (1911) antedates 
Orthodicranum strictum Broth. (1923) , the name 
Orthodicranum tauricum (Sapehin) Z . Smirn. 
must •be used (SMIRNOVA 1969). 
228. The distribution of Orthothecium strictum in 
Eastern Fennoscandia was mapped by KoTI-
LAINEN (1929). 
229. Accord ing to VITT (1973), Orthotrichum ana-
malum var. saxatile is not wo~th taxonomic 
recognition, Orthotrichum blyllii, 0. arcticum, 
0. groenlandicum and 0. microblephare are 
conspecific wdth 0. pylaesii, and Orthotrichum 
nudum is probably only an envimomental modi-
fication of 0. pumilum. 
230. Accord ing to NYHOLM (1960:344), Orthotri-
chum arnellii is not distinguishable from 0. 
pall ens. 
231. HlNNERI (197'6) recorded Orthotrichum lyellii 
H ook. & Tay!., 0 . patens Brid., 0. paradoxum 
Gronv. and 0. diaphanum Brid . from Finland 
and mapped the distribution of most of the 
Finnish species. He also accepted the following 
in:fraspecific taxa: 0. cupulatum Brid . var. ri-
parium Hiib., 0. pumilum Sw. var. schimperi 
(Hammar) Hinneri, 0. pylaesii Brid . var. mic-
roblephare (Schimp.) Hioneri, 0. rupestre 
Schwaegr. var. franzonianum (De Not.) Vent ., 
0. spuiosum Nees ssp. fuscum Lindb . (0. spe-
ciosum Nees var. elegans (Hook. & Grev.) 
Warnst. ). 
232 . Philonotis in Finland was treated by RANcKEN 
(1914). FIELD (1977) listed numerous varieties 
of Philonotis species for Finland. We follow 
BROTHERUS' (1923) and NYHOLM's (1960) 
treatment of the genus (d. Notes 133, 161). 
233 . The distribution of Philonotis calcarea in East-
ern Fennoscand ia was mapped by TuOMIKOSKI 
(1939:105). 
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234. According to NYHOLM (19'60:295), some of the 
Scandinavian specimens of Philonotis capillaris 
seen by her belong •to P. arnellii. 
23·5. The names Physcomitrium (Brid.) Brid ., P. py-
riforme (Hedw.) Brid . and P. sphaericum 
(Ludw.) Brid. were first validly .published in 
Bridel's Bryol. Univ. II:815 (1827) (W. D . 
Margadant, in litt.). 
236 . 'Phe specimens of Plagiobryum demissum list-
ed by BROTiiERUS (1923) were collected on the 
Kola Peninsula, but the species has recently 
been found in Finland: Le: Enontekio, Saana, 
humous substrate, alpine slope, a~~. 650 m, 
sparse, 1975 H . Roivainen (H). 
The correot spelling is P. zieri. 
237. Distribution maps of Plagiomnium affine, P. 
elatum and P. elliptimm for NW Europe were 
published• by KoPONEN (196&:) and for Eastern 
Fennoscandja by TuoMIKOSKI (1936, as 
Mnium), -and t he distribution of P. medium 
ssp. medium and P. medium ssp. curvatulum 
m NW Europe was mapped by KoPONEN 
(1968'c). 
n8. The distribution of Plagiomnium drum mondii 
Mnium d.) in Ea~tern Fennoscandia was map· 
ped by fAGERSTROM (1939). 
239. The distrdbution df Plagiomnium rostratum 
(Mnium r.) in Eastern Fennoscandia was map-
ped by TUOMIKOSKI (1939:105). 
240 . The combination P/agiomnium elliptimm 
(Brid.) T. Kop. was published by KOPONEN 
{1971b:367; see also KOPONEN 1973b:25) . 
241. Plagiomnium medium ssp. curvatulum (Lindb.) 
T. Kop.: the correct citation of the basionym 
is Astrophyllum curvatulum Lindb ., Helsing-
fors Dagblad 1881(96):3 (9 Apr. 18S1). 
242 . Plagiothecium neglectum Monk. was first re-
ported from Finland by TuoMIKOSKI (1937) 
and AuER (1938) . According to IWATSUKI 
(1970), it is a synonym of P. nemorale (Mitt.) 
Jaeg. 
2~3. For ~he nomenclature of Plagiothecium roesea-
num and P. syivaticum, see IWATSUK.l (1970). 
The Finnis'h material referred to P. sylvaticum 
by BROTHERUS (1923), ]ENSEN (1939) and 
NYHOLM (1965) is, at least partly, referable to 
P. nemorale, P. cavifolium and P. succuientum 
(d. also TUOMIKOSKI 1937) . 
244. The distribution 'Of Piagiothecium undulatum 
in Sweden and Finland was mapped by PERSSON 
(193<5). 
245. The dlistribution of Platydictya iungermannioi-
des (Ambiystegieila sprucei) m Finland and 
adja-cen~ -territories was mapped by KOTILAINEN 
(19 29). 
246. For the nomenclature of Pleuridium Rabenh., 
see SNIDER & MARGADANT (1973 ), whose 
proposal led• to t'he conservaJtion of fhis generic 
name M the Leningrad Congress in 1975. 
247. The density of the cover 'Of Pleurozium schre-
beri 'in Finnish woodlands was mapped by 
KUJALA (1962). 
248. G . L. SMITH (1971) separated Polytrichastrum 
from the traditional Polytrichum. His treatment , 
which we follow, also solves the problem of 
the position of Pogonalllm alpinum (Poiy-
trichum a.). 
249. The dis·~ribution of Pogonatum dentatum (P. 
cppillare) in Eastern Fennoscandia was mapped 
by VAARAMA (1967) and FAGERSTEN (1977). 
25'0. The name should be cited as Pohiia erecta 
Lindb ., Helsingfors Dagblad 1882(310):2 (14 
Nov. 1882) . 
25'1. CRuM (1969) proposed a new name, Pohiia 
schleicheri Grum, for P. gracilis (B.S.G.) 
Lindb ., which is a ~a·ter hom'Onym of P. gracilis 
Hoppe. 
25'2. The correct name for Pohiia puicheila (Hedw.) 
Lindb., which is a later homonym of P. pulchei-
la Hoppe & Hornsch., is P. iescuriana (Sull.) 
Iish . (d. WIJK et al. 1969, CRUM 1973, CRUND· 
WELL & NYHOLM 197<6). 
253. ]ENSEN (1939) and NYHOLM (1958) listed 
Pohiia s phagnicola (W ebera s.), with some 
hesitation, for Finland. Needs confirmation. 
254 . The Finnish distributi'On of Poiytrichum com-
mune was mapped by KUJALA (1964). 
255. According to KoRCZAGIN (1928), Poiytrichum 
swartzii var. nigrescens does not deserve V·arie-
tal status . 
25'6. TuoMIKOSKI (1939) red~ermined 'the Finnish 
collections named Pseudoleskeeila catenuiata 
and found that the species is not present in 
Finland. 
257. NYHOLM (1960) introduced the combination 
Pseudoleskeeila nervosa (Brid .) Nyh. vat. laxi-
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folia (Lindb.) invalidly, without citing the 
basionym. 
258. The distribution of Ptilium crista-castrensis in 
Finland was mapped by KUJALA (1 964). 
259. As regard's <the use of Racomitrium instead of 
Rhacomitrium, see, e.g., CRUNDWELL (1970) . 
For the spelling of Racomitrium microcarpon, 
see CRUNDWELL (1971). 
260. HEINONEN (1971) studied the taxonomy of 
Racomitrium ca11escem and R. ericoides and 
mapped their diSJtriburions in NW Europe. 
261. T he East Fennoscand ian distribut ion of Raco-
mitrium lanuginosum was discussed and map-
ped by }ALAS (195 5) . 
262. A note on the characters of Racomitrium sude-
timm is given by TuoMIKOSKI et al. (1973). 
263. Rhizomnium andrewsianum was firSit reported 
from Finland by BOWERS & KOPONEN (1%9 ). 
264. The taxonomy and dist ribution in Finland of 
Rhizomnimn magnifolium (Mnium m., R. pers-
sonii, cf. Note 265 ), R. pseudopunctatmn 
(Mnium p.), and R. punctat11 m (Mnium p.) 
were discussed by KoPONEN (1%8b). 
265 . Rhizomni11m perssotzii T. Kop. (Mnium pt~nc­
latrxm Hedw. var. elatum Schimp.) was describ-
ed from Finnish material (KOPONEN 1968b). 
Later it appeared that ·the taxon had been de-
scribed earlier aJt species level from Japan, as 
Mni11m magnifolium H orik. (1936) (see KOPO-
NEN 197la, 197 3a, 1973b). The introduction of 
Rhizomni11m perssonii was originally due to the 
information in WIJK et a-1. (1964), who erro-
neously gave Mni11m magnifolimn Horik. '<~S a 
synonym of Mnium sucmlent11m Mitt. ( = Pla-
giomnillm sucmlentum (Mitt.) T. Kop.). 
266. The taxonomy and nomenclature of Rhodo-
bryum were discussed by IWATSUKI & KOPONEN 
(1972). 
267. The distribution of Rhodobryum roseum in 
Finland was mapped by KUJALA (1964) and 
that in Eastern Fennoscandia by KoPONEN 
(1966). 
268. Rhynchostegiella compacta was recorded from 
Finland by CRUNDWELL & NYHOLM (1968). 
269 . The di~tribution of Rhytidiade/ph11s loreus in 
Eastern Fennoscand.ia was mapped by KOPONEN 
(1975). 
270 . For the taxonomy and nomenclature of Rhyti-
diadelphus squarrosus and R. s11bpinnatus, see 
KoPONEN (1972a). The distributions in Eastern 
Fennoscandia were mapped by KOPONEN (1975). 
271. T he distr ibution of Rhytidiadelphus triq11etrus 
in Finland was mapped by K UJALA (1964). 
272. The dis tribution of Rhytidium rugosum in East-
ern Fennoscandia was mapped by KoTILAINEN 
(1929). 
273 . The records of the Finnish distribution of 
Schistidium agassizii (as Grimmia ang11sta) 
were revised by T uOM IKOSKI (1939). 
274. A species of Schistidium that is definitely 
distinct f rom S. apocarp11m and S. agassizii 
grows on boulders in creeks and brooks in 
central and nol'th Finland. UntiJJ. the sta,tus of 
S. alpicola (Hedw .) Limpr. var. alpicola is clari-
fied the name S. alpicola var. rivularis (Brid.) 
Limpr. may be used for this taxon. 
275. When describing Schistidium boreale, POELT 
(1953) listed Finnish specimens. 
Schistidium strictum (Turn .) Loeske ex MArt. 
(19~:110, nom. inval.?); basionym: Grimmia 
stricta Turn ., Muse. H ib.: 20, T . 2 f . 1. 1804. 
- T. Kop. & Isov. 
276. Scorpidi11m turgescens was fir9t recorded from 
Finland by AHTI & ROIVAINEN (1968). 
277 . T uoMIKOSKI (1939) discussed the taxonomy of 
Seligeria diversifolia and S. recurvata and map-
ped their distribution in Eastern Fennoscandia. 
He also studied the type specimens of S. seta-
cea Lindb. var. pumila Lindb., which proved 
to be S. diversifolia Lindb. var. brevifolia 
(Lindb. & H . Arn .) I. H ag. ULVINEN (1967) 
d iscussed the distribution of S. diver.rifolia in 
Finland. 
278. Notes on the habitats, taxonomy and distribu-
tion of Seligeria subimmersa were given by 
KOTILAINEN (in T UOMlKOSKI 1939) . 
279. For the taxonomy and nomenclature of t he 
S phagn11m species, the revis ion of IsovnTA 
(1966) is followed, with the exceptions speci-
fied in Notes 281, 282, 284 and 286. 
280. No good maps have been publ ished of the 
Finnish distribution of Sphagnum species (that 
of S. molle given by KonLAINEN, 1933, is the 
only one wol'th mentioning) . However, a synop-
tical treatment of their Ea9t Fennoscandian 
distribution can be found in lsovuTA (1970a). 
Reference may a·lso be made to the maps re-
presenting the occurrence of some dominant 
Sphagnum species in Finnish fen and bog asso-
ciations, published by RUUHIJARVI (1960) and 
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EuROLA (1962) (e.g., S. cuspidatum, EuROLA 
1962:134). 
281. For the taxonomy and nomencla<ture of Sphag-
num annulatum (H. Lindb . ex Warnst.) var. 
porosum (Schlieph. & Warnst.) Maass & Isov. 
(S. iensenii H . Lindb.) and S. a. var. annulatum, 
see MAASS (1967) . 
282. Considerable difficulties are often encountered 
in separating Sphagnum auriculatum Schimp. 
and S. inundatum Russow, and the study of 
RAHMAN (1972) speaks in favour of varietal 
rank in this case . Hence the name S. aurimla-
tum var. inundatum (Russow) M. 0 . H ill 
(HILL 1975) is used here for the latter taxon 
(although this is unlikely to be the earliest 
varietal epithet for it). 
283. The varietrul names Sphagnum fa/lax (Klinggr.) 
Klinggr. [ var. fa/lax], var. angustifolium (C. 
]ens. ex Russow) Nyh. and var. flexuosum 
(Dozy & Molk .) Nyh. published by NYHOLM 
(1969) are incorrect. If they are regarded as 
varieties of the same species, ·the specific name 
S. flexuomm D ozy & Molk. (or S. recurvum 
P. Beauv. ?) should be used (cf. IsoviiTA 1966, 
CRUNDWELL 1971, A. ]. E. SMITH 1977) . 
284. The correct citation is Sphagnum lindbergii 
Schimp. ex Lindb. 1857 (cf. WIJK et a1. 1967) 
or, when abbreviated, S. lindbergii Lindb. 
285. The species now called Sphagnum nemoreum 
Scop. should possibly be named S. capi//ifolium 
(Ehrh.) Hedw. (ISOVIITA 1966). CRUM (1975) 
suggested that 'the latter name should be used. 
286. The combination Sphagnum nemoreum var. 
subtile (Russow) Nyh. (S. subtile (Russow) 
Warnst.), published by NYHOLM (1969), is 
used here, since this taxon hardly deserves the 
rank of species. 
287. The correct name of Sphagnum subfulvum 
Sjors should probably be S. nitidum Warnst. 
(lSOVIITA 1966). 
288. The distribution and taxonomy of Splachnum 
melanocaulon were discussed by ULVINEN 
(1967) and RYVARDEN (1969), who also 
published a map representing the NW Europ-
ean distribution of it and Bryum wrightii. 
289 . The distribution of T axiphyllum wissgrillii (as 
Isopterygium depressum) in Eastern Fenno-
scandia was mapped by TuOMlKOSKI (1939). 
290. A revision of T ayloria in Finland and adjacent 
areas (A. Koponen, unpublished) indicates that 
all the Finnish specimens of Tayloria froe-
lichiana are T. lingulata. 
291. Concerning the change of Thamnium to Tham-
nobryum, see CRUNDWELL (1971). 
292. The name Thuidium delicatulum (Hedw.) M itt. 
is used here, although it is a later homonym of 
T. delicatulum B.S.G ., which is an illegiti-
ma1e substitute for T . recognitum (Hedw.) 
Lindb. The correct name is not known. 
293. The correct cita<tion is Thuidium recognitum 
(Hedw.) Lindb., Helsingfors Dagblad 1873 
(353):2 (28 Dec. 1873, "Thuyidium r."). 
294. The distribution of Timmia comata in Eastern 
Fennoscandia was mapped and its autecology 
discussed by KOTILAINEN (1929). 
295. Timmia megapolitana has been known from two 
localities in Finland (ROIVAINEN 1929; AuER 
1936; BucH 1947). It cou'id still be found in 
1975 in a lawn of the Botanical Garden, Uni-
versity of Hels inki. In Turku it was last seen 
in 1946 (H . Roivainen, verbal communica<tion). 
In both locali1ties it was growing in lawns. 
296. The correct spelling is Tomentypnum (not To-
menthypnum), which is clearly indicated by the 
author (LoESKE 1911): "Tomentypnum n. g . 
(aus Tomentohypnum zusammengezogene Bil-
dung)". The same view was held by M ARTENS-
SON (1956). 
297. According to SMITH & HILL (1975), Ulota 
crispula is conspecific with U. crispa, and U. 
bruchii can at most be accepted as a variety of 
U. crispa. var. norvegica (Gronv.) A. ] . E. Sm. 
& M . 0 . Hill. 
298. According to NYHOLM (1958), "the Scandina-
vian specimens of Bryum carinalum Boul. are 
a form of P. [ = Pohlia] drummondii". 
299 . For this most common species of Zygodon 
BROTHERUS (1923) used the name Z . viridissi-
mus var. rupestris; ] ENSEN (1939) knew it by 
the name Z. viridissimus, and NYHOLM (1960, 
1969) called it Z . vulgaris. She (1960) reduced 
var. rupestris to a form, Z. vulgaris f. rupestris 
(Lindb .), without making the combination va-
lidly. For the untenable nomenda<tural status of 
Z . vulgaris Nyh. (Z. viridissimus var. vulgaris 
Malta, nom. illeg.), see AHTI & FAGERSTEN 
(1967) , who called this taxon Z . rupestris 
(Hartm.) Milde (1869). 
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300. Below we list the most significant orthographic 
and other differences between the present l·ist 
(left column) and the List of CRUM et al. (1973, 
right column). The names irr the left column 
are in accordance with the Code, Art. 73, 



















Barlramia ha/Jerana is in accordance with the 
present Code and the decision made at the 
Leningrad Congress in 1975. The names Fissi-
dens adianthoides, Orthotrichum pylaesii, 
Plagiopus oederi, Racomilrium (cf. Note 259) 
and T omenlypnum (cf. Note 296) 'haove the 
original spelling. Isothecium myosuroides Brid. 
(1827) is legitimate and antedates I. eumyosu-
roides Dix. (1934). 
According to WIJK et al. (1967}, Pylaisie/Ja 
Kindb. ex Grout (1896) is a later homonym of 
Pylaie/Ja Bory (1825), but we are doubtful 
about this point. According to the same authors, 
Pylaisaea B.S.G. (1851) is a later homonym 
of Pylaisaea Desv. (1814 ), which is possibly 
an illegitimate orthographic variant of Pilaisaea 
Desv. ( = Plagiothecium B.S.G.). However, 
there is some confusion in the citations of 
these protologues by WIJK et al. (1967, 1969), 
and we have not seen either of them. Schimper 
intentionally corrected Pylaisaea to Pylaisia and, 
accordinlgy we consider that Pylaisia Schimp. 
(1860) is a new independent name (and P. 
polyanlha (Hedw.) Schimp. a new combination). 
If this treatment is accepted, the name Pylaisia 
need not be conserved, which would otherwise 
be unavoidable. Instead, Plagiothecium B.S.G . 
should be conserved against Pylaisaea Desv. 
(or Pilaisaea Desv.) . 
T he excessive use of ex citations instead of 
in by CRUM et al. (1973) is a remnant of the 
old American Code but is not in accordance 
with the International Code (STAFLEU et al. 
1972). 
IV. SYSTEMATIC SYNOPSIS OF GENERA AND lllGHER TAXA 
In the case of hepatics, this synopsis fol-
lows the treatment of GROLLE (1976; see 
also GROLLE 1972c), with a couple of mi-
nor exceptions. For alternative modern 
classifications, see e.g. ScHUSTER (1969) 
and ScHLJAKOV (1972a, 1973a, 1975a). In 
the case of mosses, the treatment does not 
follow any standard catalogue. The sub-
classes, orders and the arrangement of fa-
milies are in most cases according to 
RoBINSON (1971). The order of genera in-
side the families is mostly according to 
BROTHERUS (1923). 
Amphidium is placed in Orthotricha-
ceae (cf. LEWINSKY 1976) although the 
karyological data (FRITSCH 1972) and 
spore morphology (BoROS & jARAI-KOM-
L6DI 197 5) do not indicate close relation-
ship with Orthotrichum. Timmiaceae is 
placed near Mniaceae on account of the 
similar spore morphology (SoRSA 1976, cf. 
also RoBr soN 1971) . Pseudoleskeaceae is 
united with Leskeaceae and Thuidiaceae 
is retained (cf. RoBr SON 1971, WATA-
NABE 1972, CRUM 1973:224). The genera 
Isopterygium, H erzogiella and T axiphyl-
lum are included in Plagiotheciaceae, in 
accordance with the Nordic tradition 
(BROTHERUS 1923, NYHOLM 1965, cf. also 
IwATSUKI & MrzUTANI 1972), instead of 
in Hypnaceae. The family Rhytidiaceae 
is retained, although NoGUCHI's (1972) 
studies seem to support its union with 
Hypnaceae. Pleurozium is placed in Hylo-
comiaceae, as was done by BROTHERUS 
(1923). According to STEERE (1972), its 
chromosome number does not justify its 
inclusion in either Entodontaceae or Am-
bl ystegiaceae. 
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A. Subdivision Hepaticophytina (Hepaticae) 
1. Class Anthocerotopsida 




2. Class Hepaticopsida 


































c. Order Calobryales 
Hap'lomitriaceae 
Haplomitrium Nees 




Lophozia {Dum.) Dum. 
Leiocolea (K. Miill.) Buch 
Gymnocolea {Dum.) Dum. 
AnastrophyJJum (Spruce) Steph. 
Eremonotus Pears. 
Tritomaria Loeske 
JamesonieJJa {Spruce) Carringt. 
Mylia S. Gray 
Jungermannia L. 








Plagiochila {Dum.) Dum. 
Lophocoleaceae 






Douinia (C. Jens.) Buch 
DiplophyJJum {Dum.) Dum. 
Scapania (Dum.) Dum. 
Adelanthaceae 
Odonloschisma {Dum.) Dum. 
Cephaloziellaceae 
CephalozieJJa {Spruce) Schiffn. 
Cephaloziaceae 






Anthelia (Dum.) Dum. 
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Lepid'oziaceae Ptilidiaceae 
Kurzia Martens 
Lepidozia (Dum.) Dum. 















Leieunea Lib . 
B. Subdivision Bryophytina (Musci) 
Class Bryopsida 
1. Subclass Sphagnidae 
a. Order Sphagnales 
Sphagnaceae 
Sphagnum L. 
2. Subclass Bryidae 
a. Order Andreaeales 
Andreaeaceae 
Andreaea Hedw. 
b. Order Tetraphidales 
Tetraphidaceae 
Tetraphis Hedw. 
T elrodonlium Schwaegr. 
c. Order Polytrichales 
Polytrichaceae 
Atrichum P. Beauv. 
Oligotrichum Lam. & DC. 
Psilopilum Brid. 
Pogonalum P. Beauv. 
PolytrichasJrum G . L. Sm. 
Polytrichum Hedw. 
d. Order Dicranales 
Archidiaceae 





















Pseudephemerum (Lindb.) I. Hag. 
Anisothecium Mttt. 
Aongstroemia B.S.G. 
Dicranel/a (C. Miill .) Schimp. 
Dicranodontium B.S.G. 
Rhabdoweisia B.S.G. 




Oncophorus (Brid.) Brid . 
Arctoa B.S.G. 
Kiaeria I. Hag. 
Orthodicranum (B.S.G.) Loeske 
Dicranum Hedw. 







Gymnostomum Nees & Hornsch. 
Oxystegus (Limpr.) H ilp. 




Acaulon C. Miill. 
Phascum Hedw. 
Pottia (Reichenb.) Fiirnr. 
Stegonia Vent. 









e. Order Bryales 
Orthotrichaceae 
Amphidium Schimp. 
















T etraplodon B.S.G. 
Aplodon R. Brown 





Leptobryum (B.S.G.) Wils . 
Plagiobryum Lindb . 
Anomobryum Schimp. 
Pohlia Hedw. 
Mniobryum Limpr . 
Bryum Hedw. 




Rhizomnium (Broth.) T . Kop. 
Cyrtomnium Holmen 
Plagiomnium T. Ko-p. 








Paludella Brid . 
Catoscopiaceae 










Hedwigia P. Beauv. 
Leucodontaceae 




H omalia (Brid.) B.S.G. 
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Leskeaceae 
Pseudoleskeella Kindb. 
Leskeella (Limpr.) Loes'ke 
Leskea Hedw. 
Lescuraea B.S.G. 
Anomodon Hook. & Tay!. 
Thuidiaceae 
Heterodadium B.S.G. 






Leptodictyum (Schimp.) WarnS't. 
Campylium (Sull .) Mitt. 
Hygroamblystegium Loeske 
Cratoneuron (Sull.) Spruce 
Drepanodadus (C. Miill.) G. Roth 
Scorpidium (Schimp.) Limpr. 








Pseudosderopodium (Limpr.) Fleisch. 
Cirriphyl/um Grout 
Eurhynchium B.S.G. 













Homomallium (Schimp.) Loeske 
H ypnum Hedw. 
Callidadium Crum 
Pti/ium De Not. 
Ctenidium (Schimp.) Mitt. 
Rhytidiaceae 
Rhytidium (Sull.) Kindb . 
Rhytidiade/phus (Limpr.) Warnst. 
Hylocomiaceae 
Pleurozium Mitt. 
H ylocomium B.S.G. 
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